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SUMMARY 
The field of structural optimization, that is, 
obtaining the best performance for a structure within a 
specified class which satisfies certain given constraints, 
has occupied investigators for many years. Only in the last 
two decades, however, have large strides been made in this 
area, primarily due to the advent of large capacity digital 
computers coupled with novel numerical approximation tech-
niques. In an effort to learn more about optimum structural 
systems, studies have been made in search of optimum struc-
tural elements (i. e., beams, plates, shells, arches.) 
Consider a shallow arch of specified volume and 
length, under arbitrary boundary restraint and loaded 
symmetrically in the plane. The problem is to find, among 
all shallow arches of equal volume, boundary restraints, 
initial shape and load distribution, the one with the highest 
buckling load. This problem, unlike the high arch, is 
complicated by the fact that instability can occur through 
either a limit point (symmetric snapping) or unstable bifur-
cation (anti-symmetric mode). Because of this dual mode 
instability, which depends upon the arch rise, the technical 
approach is to separately consider each form of instability 
as the failure constraint; produce the optimum design; and 
then compare the various designs for the same value of arch 
XI 
rise to determine the one with the maximum buckling load. 
The problem is formulated on the basis of displacement 
and discretized via the finite element method* Equilibrium 
equations are then obtained from the principle of the station-
ary value of total potential. The buckling criteria is 
obtained from Trefftz' interpretation of the energy criterion 
for stability. In the case of unstable bifurcation, critical 
conditions are found by requiring a nontrival buckled mode. 
In the case of limit point (symmetric mode) instability 
critical conditions are those at which the second variation 
of the total potential becomes positive semi-definite. With 
the equations now obtained sufficient for the analysis of 
any given design, the construction of the optimality 
criterion necessary for the optimal design for each type of 
instability is made. By equating to zero the second varia-
tion of the total potential, a functional is obtained which 
defines the axial thrust within the arch at the critical 
point. Constraining this functional to meet the constant 
volume constraint as well as specifying the mode shape by 
its relation to the primary path equilibrium mode, upon 
extremization one obtains the optimality criterion for each 
type of buckling failure. Interpreting the optimality 
criterion in terms of energy density, an iterative scheme 
is devised which uniformly converges to an optimal design 
for a given set of system parameters. Using this approach, 
numerous designs are generated which satisfy the respective 
Xll 
optimality criterion for a specified load distribution, 
initial configuration and boundary restraint. 
The designs obtained differ significantly under 
varying degrees of rotational restraint at the boundaries 
for a given failure mode. There are also fundamental 
differences in the optimal designs for the two different 
failure modes. 
To determine the strongest design for a low or high 
value of arch rise, an analysis is made to determine the 
critical response of the optimal designs. For low values 
of rise, the strongest design is obtained with respect to 
the limit point optimality criterion; for high values of 
arch rise, the strongest design is obtained with respect to 
the unstable bifurcation optimality criterion. For moderate 
values of arch rise, the optimization process presented, 
which is based on an assumed failure mode, does not yield 
the strongest design since the failure mode in this region 
changes during the optimization. It is seen, however, that 
for moderate values of arch rise the uniform arch may have 
a higher buckling load than either of the designs which 
separately meet the optimality criteria. This phenomena is 
strongly dependant upon the degree of boundary restraint 
and is almost non-existent for the simply supported arch. 
The demonstrated methodology allows one to systemat-
ically analyze a shallow arch of arbitrary shape and to 
determine for extreme values of arch rise the shape of the 
strongest shallow arch. 
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NOTATIONS 
A(x) Dimensional cross-sectional area, z, x-coordinates 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Complicated structural systems such as buildings, 
bridges, water, air, and space vehicles are composed of basic 
structural elements. On the basis of their geometry and mis-
sion, these basic elements are called bars, columns, straight 
and curved beams, high and shallow arches, flat and curved 
thin plates and others. The constant demand for light weight, 
low cost, efficient structural systems has led many investiga-
tors to the field of structural optimization. The effort 
along these lines can be grouped into a) structural system 
optimization and b) basic structural element optimization. 
Successes and failures have been reported in both groups 
through the past few years. In the second group one might 
differentiate between elements whose design is governed by 
buckling (columns, rings, arches, and compression panels) 
and elements which are designed on the basis of strength 
and deflection limitations (beams, bars, transversely loaded 
plates, etc.,). 
The interest in the low arch is of great importance 
because this particular structural geometry has been used as 
a basic structural element in large structural systems as 
well as a fundamental structural configuration by itself. 
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1.1 Statement of the Problem 
The investigation reported herein is carried out within 
the framework of the following problem statement: 
Given a symmetric shallow arch (see Fig. 1) of speci-
fied mass, length, rise and various boundary conditions 
(mixed or not - with or without elastic supports) resting 
on an elastic foundation and loaded by a symmetric transverse 
load, find the optimum distribution of stiffness such that 
its load carrying capacity against buckling is a maximum. 
The design objective is thus to maximize the buckling load. 
The shallow arch presents an interesting and challenging 
problem primarily because it is the simplest structural 
configuration that exhibits the known mechanisms of buckling: 
namely, snapping symmetrically (limit point instability), 
snapping anti-symmetrically (unstable bifurcation), and clas-
sical stable bifurcation. Thus, any attempt to produce an 
"optimum" design must be done with the possible types of 
instabilities as the primary failure criteria. The design 
space is composed of all those shallow arches of specified 
volume and with the same set of system parameters (i.e., 
those parameters that collectively describe the initial 
shape, loading and boundary conditions). It will be shown 
in subsequent chapters that the analysis-synthesis process 
leading to a local optimum design can be broken into two 
separate investigations depending upon whether the arch is 
constrained to buckle symmetrically (limit point) or 
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anti-symmetrically (unstable bifurcation) with respect to 
the primary (unbuckled) equilibrium path. Furthermore, the 
arch rise parameter, the height of the arch at its mid-point, 
plays a dominant role in differentiating between the type 
of failure modes experienced by the arch for a given destab-
ilizing lateral load. 
Since the design objective is to maximize the critical 
load for each type of failure mode, this necessitates the 
introduction of certain optimality criteria which are met via 
an iterative scheme. The optimality criterion is different 
for each type of failure mode, but both depend upon meeting 
a criterion of uniform energy density for the optimum geometry. 
Although the unstable bifurcation analysis is amenable 
to an eigenvalue solution, the limit point analysis, due to 
the coupled non-linearity of the governing equation enjoys 
no such simplification. Moreover, the synthesis process, 
with limit point instability as failure mechanism depends 
explicitly upon the rise parameter whereas the corresponding 
process with unstable bifurcation as failure mechanism does 
not. 
Finally, optimum designs are obtained in each case 
within the restriction that the cross-sectional inertia and 
area are related by I(€) = pA(£) , where p is a specified 
shape factor and the exponent n is given the values 1, 2, 
or 3, meaning respectively that the thickness of the arch 
cross-section varies and the height is constant; the thickness 
4 
and height vary proportionally; or the height varies and the 
thickness is constant. 
1.2 Historical Review 
The search for optimum designs transcends the spectrum 
of structural shapes including beams and columns, (1-6, 19, 
21, 22), stiffened and unstiffened plates and shells (7), 
and finally complex indeterminate trusses and advanced aero-
space structural systems composed of numerous basic elements. 
(8-10, 15, 17, 25) Moreover, these optimum designs are 
sought for many different failure criteria including strength, 
deflection, stability and dynamic response. 
The earliest published effort in man's attempt to find 
the best or optimum design within a given framework of 
constraints is generally attributed to T. Clausen (11) who 
in 1851 correctly solved the problem for the optimal shape 
of a simply supported column of minimum weight with a pre-
scribed buckling load as the failure criterion. The column 
problem was later independently solved by Keller (1) in 1960. 
The optimum column for various classes of system 
parameters has received wide and varied attention in the past 
decade and a half, and appears to have served as impetus 
for a broad range of structual optimization investigations 
as well as for cohesive theoretical studies, a comprehensive 
review of which was made by Sheu and Prager in 1968 (12). 
Tadjbakhsh and Keller (3) extended the work of Ref.(1) to 
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columns with different supports and gave the first proof of 
the optimal character of the design. A reformulation of the 
optimality criterion from energy concepts, rather than the 
incremental equilibrium equations, was presented by Taylor 
(4), and Prager and Taylor (13). The last reference, 
together with Taylor and Liu (5), also introduced minimum 
cross-sectional area constraints into the formulation. The 
effect of self-weight on the optimal design of the column 
has been investigated by Keller and Niordson (2), and Huang 
and Sheu (14). Growing efforts during the late 1950's to 
utilize the computational speed and capacity of digital 
computers resulted in the development of numerous algorithms 
for the automated structural design of complex systems. 
The developments in structural optimization based on 
numerical search techniques mushroomed quickly because it 
suddenly opened up a new promising area for research work 
with computer applications attracting the interest of many 
capable researchers to a territory formerly almost the 
exclusive domain of the structural engineer. In the wake 
of the demonstrated successes, and anticipating further 
improvements in numerical search techniques, computer 
capability and structural analysis methods, an effort was 
initiated to investigate the feasibility of applying mathe-
matical programming techniques to the optimization of large 
structural systems using finite element methods as the 
analysis module. It was hoped not only to replace fully 
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stressed design methods, applicable to strength design only, 
but to couple the general purpose optimization capability of 
direct numerical search techniques with the general purpose 
analysis capability of the finite element methods to handle 
structural optimization problems with a wide range of behavioral 
and side constraints. (15) These efforts met with limited 
success when applied to large structural systems due to the 
exorbitant amount of computer time and capacity required 
coupled with the result of degradation in accuracy (16). 
To avoid the pitfalls of direct search techniques 
utilized for the optimum design of large structural systems, 
indirect methods built around optimality criteria were devel-
oped by Venkayya and others (17, 18). These approaches 
frequently result in a specification of the energy distribu-
tion when the optimum design is reached. Similar observations 
are made by Taylor (4) and Prager and Taylor (13) for the 
column problem mentioned previously. 
While much effort is currently being expended in indus-
try to automate the design of complex structure, equally 
important efforts have been made in the study of the optimal 
character of basic structural elements themselves. Simitses, 
Kamat and Smith (6) have studied the optimal column through a 
finite element formulation utilizing redesign methods based 
upon the satisfaction of the optimality criterion. The optimal 
design of simply supported beams with given structural volume 
having the highest fundamental frequency was obtained by 
Niordson (19). Numerous investigations have subsequently 
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considered the optimization of basic elements and structural 
systems subject to dynamic constraints (20-26). 
In addition to the column problem, more complicated 
structural elements have been the target of optimization 
methods. Simitses and Ungbhakorn (7) presented a two-stage 
methodology for obtaining a minimum weight design of stiffened 
cylinders subjected to axial compression. For the fuselage 
type circular cylindrical shells considered, the primary 
design constraint was taken to be general instability. Refer-
ence (7) contains a bibliography of important contributions 
regarding optimum design of stiffened plates and shells. A 
critical review of these efforts is contained in reference 
(9) . 
The study of the instability of the shallow arch with 
prescribed geometry has occupied investigators for many years. 
Timoshenko and Gere (27) provide several examples of arch 
buckling under various loads and boundary conditions. Refer-
ence to early initial work is given. Marguerre (28) discusses 
the snap buckling of the slightly curved beam subjected to 
destabilizing lateral loads and formulates the buckling criter-
ion by enforcing the stationality of the second variation of 
the total potential. Kaplan and Fung (29) reported analytical 
and experimental results for the classical buckling of shallow 
arches using a Fourier representation for displacements under 
various loads and boundary conditions. Schreyer and Masur 
(30) studied analytically both symmetric and anti-symmetric 
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instability of a clamped circular arch under uniform pressure 
as well as a concentrated load. Walker (31) used a finite 
element formulation to study the bifurcation and post buckling 
behavior of a clamped and simply supported circular arch under 
dead loading. Thomas (32) presented a finite element formula-
tion using a cubic displacement function for the instability of 
beams, frames, and arches. He considered three different cases 
of load behavior: loads remain normal to deformed element; 
loads remain parallel to their original direction; and the 
loads remain directed toward a fixed point. Only classical 
buckling was considered and no attempt was made to include 
the limit point instability associated with the shallow arch. 
In addition to instability for static load cases 
mentioned above, extensive results have been published 
[Ref. Simitses (33), Hsu, Kuo, Lee (34), Hoff and Bruce (35)] 
regarding the buckling, both snapping and bifurcation, of 
shallow arches under a wide variety of dynamic loads. 
Owing to the large volume of interest over the years 
in the character of instability of shallow arches, it is a 
natural consequence that investigators would extend their 
efforts to the determination of those designs which have the 
greatest capability of withstanding destabilizing loads. 
Utilizing the theoretical base provided by Keller (1) and 
Tadjbakhsh and Keller (3) for the column, in addition to the 
energy interpretation given by Taylor (4), Wu (36) success-
bully attacked the problem of generating the strongest simply 
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supported high circular arch subjected to uniform pressure. 
Subsequently, Wu's perturbation approach was extended by 
Budiansky, Frauenthal and Hutchinson (37) to a general class 
of high circular arches for which a Rayleigh quotient can be 
given and buckling occurs via an anti-symmetric mode. Rapp 
(38) investigated the instability of shallow arches for sym-
metric buckling modes within a specified class of nonuniform 
area distributions. He demonstrated that the distribution of 
area significantly affects the critical conditions. Recently, 
Christensen (39) studied the optimization of a shallow, clamped, 
uniformly loaded, circular arch for symmetric buckling using 
a perturbation technique. The design space was restricted to 
small changes from the uniform arch and small values of arch 
rise so that snapping was assured to be the failure mode. 
Several investigators over the past decade have sought 
to unify the numerous approaches to structual optimization 
problems by placing them on a firmer theoretical foundation. 
Optimality criterion approaches have thus come under close 
scrutiny. 
Following Taylor (4), Salinas (40) provided a compre-
hensive presentation of the variational basis for problems 
in optimal structural design, and demonstrated the duality of 
potential energy and minimum volume formulations. He consid-
ered one and two dimensional conservative elastic systems from 
both minimum weight and maximum load carrying capability points 
of view, and demonstrated that the optimum structure for both 
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minimum weight (volume) and maximum load are the same for 
unconstrained and (linear) buckling problems. Prager and 
Taylor (13) present a uniform method for treating the optimi-
zation of sandwich type structures for maximum stiffness, 
fundamental frequency, buckling load, and safety. Venkayya, 
Khot and Reddy (18) discuss the energy distribution in optimal 
structural designs. Gellatly and Berke (16) discuss the 
applicability of optimality criteria approaches to stress and 
displacement limited designs. Prager, Marcal et. al. (41) 
treat the minimum weight design of various structural forms 
subjected to static, dynamic and thermal loads. Berke (42) 
points out that iterative resizing techniques based upon 
optimality criteria may be subject to some convergence prob-
lems. The introduction of scaling factors has been success-
fully used to smooth the convergence process. Prager (43) 
has presented necessary and sufficent conditions for global 
optimality for certain truss layouts subjected to displacement 
as well as energy constraints. 
It is seen that most previous methods attempting to 
optimize structural elements with buckling as the failure 
mechanism are necessarily dependent up the formulation of a 
Rayleigh quotient for the critical load parameter. To date, 
no attempt has been made to extend this idea of an "energy 
quotient" to the non-linear snap-through problem. The search 
for the strongest arch for specified end restraints must be 
made with both limit point instability as well as unstable 
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bifurcation in mind since the character of the failure changes 
dramatically for certain ranges of system parameters. Thus, a 
unified approach is presented herein that considers instabil-
ity through snapping as well as bifurcation and converges to 
a local optimum design via the iterative redistribution of 
inertia based upon optimality criteria which demand uniform 
energy density. 
Even with the extensive work being conducted in the 
field of automated structural design on both the applied and 
theoretical levels (see Refs. 44 and 45 for recent reviews), 
numerous general questions remain unsolved. It is hoped that 
the specific problem treated herein will provide further 
insight into the applicability of the optimality criterion 
approach to the optimization of basic structural components 
and thus be beneficial to the understanding of the related 




In dealing with the optimization of structural elements 
which are governed by buckling, initially the attempt was toward 
linear eigenvalue problems such as the column (4, 5) and the 
high circular arch, (36) the reason being that for such elements 
a Rayleigh quotient exists and the derivation of the needed 
optimality condition is straightforward. Unfortunately, this 
energy approach cannot be applied directly to shallow arches 
(a highly nonlinear system) without some modification and 
reinterpretation because of the dual mechanism through which 
instability might occur. 
It is well known that the shallow arch (or slightly 
curved beam) subjected to quasi-static lateral loading exhibits 
two quite distinct mechanisms of instability upon reaching 
certain load levels; namely, snapping symmetrically (limit 
point instability) or snapping anti-symmetrically (unstable 
bifurcation). (48) Furthermore, these load levels can be 
related directly to the arch geometry for given sets of system 
parameters, namely those parameters that collectively define 
the load distribution, the initial shape and boundary conditions. 
A basic ingredient to the solution for the optimum shape for a 
given set of system parameters is the buckling analysis for 
intermediate designs. Therefore, one must first derive equations 
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which relate the buckling load to the structural geometry, 
by considering the inertia (or area) as position dependent, 
and then formulate the optimization problem. To this end 
the technical approach shall be divided into two parts. 
Part I deals with the relation of the critical load to the 
structural geometry and the response of the system. It is 
instructive to derive these relationships at first analy-
tically by means of the principle of the stationary value of 
the total potential and utilize Trefftz' interpretation of 
the energy criterion for instability to relate the critical 
load to the primary path response and the buckling modes. 
Afterward, the continuous system will be discretized via the 
finite element displacement formulation yielding a system of 
algebraic governing equations through which a solution becomes 
tractable. Part II will focus on the derivation of the 
optimality criteria associated with limit point instability 
and unstable bifurcation separately. 
2.1 Buckling Analysis 
Consider the symmetric shallow arch shown on Fig. 1. 
The arch is resting on an elastic foundation and is elastic-
ally supported at both ends. Its cross-sectional area and, 
consequently, its flexural stiffness is in general nonuniform, 
but symmetric with respect to x = L/2, The transverse 
loading consists of a concentrated load F* applied through 
the plane of structural symmetry and a symmetrically 
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distributed load Q* (x). 
The equilibrium equations for the deformed configuration 
are obtained within the limitations imposed by the following: 
(1) homogeneous and isotropic material obeying a linear 
constitutive law; 
dw ? 
(2) the arch is shallow, [—-= ] <<1 
(3) the arch is thin, h<<L; 
(4) normals to cross-sections remain normal during 
deformation; 
(5) the load is applied quasi-statically; thus no 
dynamic response of the structure is accounted 
for; 
(6) the loads and reactions occur in and remain in the 
plane of deformation. 
With reference to Fig. 1, and employing the above 
assumptions, the following kinematic relations apply (46): 
when z is measured from a centroidal plane of the arch 
cross-section, 
E = e + ZK (1) 
X X X 
o 2 2 
where e x = u , x + %<w,x - W Q , X ) (2) 
K' = - w , + w f ( 3 ) 
X XX 0 XX 
Note that the comma denotes differentiation with 
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respect to the spatial coordinate that follows. 
Assuming that the behavior of the material is linearly 
elastic, one may derive the following expression for the 
axial load P and the bending moment M*. 
P = JA E £ x
d A = E A(*)e° (4) 
M* = JA zEexdA = EI(X)K X (5) 
The total potential consists of the strain energy (sum 
* * 
of stretching, U , and bending, U_, energies), the energy 
m Q 
* 
stored into the elastic foundation and springs, U_/ and the 
hi 
* 
potential of the external forces, U . Using the shallow arch 
kinematic relations and linear constitutive relations these 
energy contributions become 
JI i! U = h \ EA(x) e dx (6) m J o x 
\L IF = h I EI(w, - w , )2dx (7) 
B /o 'xx o xx K i!
i -̂  
U p = h) 3 (w-w )
2dx + h o. [u(o)2 + u(L)2] (8) 
t, J o o o 
+ h 3* |~[w, (o)-w (o)]2+[w, (L)-w . (L) ]2] 
0 I X O X X O.X. 
fL * * _ 
U = - I [Q (x)+F fi(x-x)] (w-w ) dx (9) 
p J o o 
where <5 (x-x) is the Dirac-5 function. 
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It is convenient to nondimensionalize all the parameters 
according to the following: 
K = v x/L ; S*(x-L/2) = p6(E,- I ) (10) 
n(5) = w(x)/p; v(?) = u(x)/p ; q(?) = Q /P^-g 
P/ D ; 3= (B*/Ptp) (r)"
2 ? F = F*/PT,£ 
E 
M = M*/pP~ ; a = (a*/P_) (~) 7 6 - 3* /P^L 
£i 0 0 E TT O O E 
p2 = I /A ; P_ = TT2EI /L2 ; e = (TTP/L) u u E u' E 
A = A/A ; I = I/I 
u ' u 
Note that I and A are the second moment of the area u u 
and the area of an equal volume column of length L and radius 
of gyration, p. 
On the basis of the nondimensionalized parameters, we 
have 
Ee 
P = — - A[^~- + (n')2 - (n.')2 ] (ID 
2 eE 
* Ee 
M = -^- I (n" -ti") (12) 
2. o 
* I1* - ?„i „ „ 2 
J 2v U„ - P̂ s:̂  L A [ ± V - + (n')2- (n!)2] d£ (13) m E E 7̂  J eh o 
TT J 0 E 
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°B = V E 2T 
* L 
U^ = P ^ e . E E E 2TT 
J: 
u: 
I [ T I " - n " ] 2 ds 
0 
(n-n ) 2 d£ +a { v 2 (o) +v2 (TT) } 
0 O 
( 1 4 ) 
( 1 5 ) 
{n ' (o) - n ' (o) ) 2 + 3 (n* ( i r ) -n 1 U ) ) 2 
0 0 0 0 
I u* = P E e E ^ I [q (c ) + F S U - U l (n-n ) at i 0 ( 1 6 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to £. 
By introducing the nondimensionalized total potential 
u = 4* u* T VEL T 
we have 
°T = "'J J: 
IT 2 
§ - d€ + 2 I I ( n " - n " ) z d ? 
A / o o 
( 1 7 ) 
IT f 7T 
2 
/ : 
+ 2 3 | o ( r i - n o )
z d£ - 4 J Q [q U) +F6 (£-£) ] (n -n Q )dS 
+ 2 a ( v 2 ( o ) + V 2 ( T T ) } +3 ( n ' ( o ) - n ' (o) } 2 
o o o o 
+ 3 ( n * ( T r ) - n ' (TT) } 
0 0 
where p = 
^E E 
( n ' ) 2 ] 
o 
( 1 8 ) 
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If we let the equilibrium positions be denoted v and 
fi and if we let v and n in Eq. (17) be 
v = v + e,c (19) 
n = n +e-|_T 
where e is a small constant, and c(?) and y(?) are kine-
matically admissible functions, then 
AUT = UT[?, v+£lc,fi + £ Y]-UT[?,v,n] (20) 
= <51U +<52UT + higher order variations 
where^uT, <5
2u etc., are terms in the expansion of Eq. (17) 
according to powers of e\ and denote first, second etc., 
variations in the total potential. 
Use of the principle of the stationary value of the 
the total potential (<5iU = 0) and integration by parts 
leads to the equilibrium equations and associated boundary 
conditions, which are: 
Equilibrium Equations 
p' = 0 (21) 
[I (rT-rT)] - pri" + & (im ) - q U ) - F5(£- O = 0 
19 
B o u n d a r y C o n d i t i o n s 
p = v ( 0 ) a Q £ E
% ; 1 ( 0 ) [ n n C 0 ) - n ^ ( 0 ) ] = + 3 Q [ r , ' (0) - r ^ (0) ] (22) 
p = v U ) a e J 2 ; I (TT) [ n » ( TT ) - n » (TT ) ] = - 3 [i\ ' (TT) - n ' (TT ) ] 0 ri 0 0 
The first of Eq, (21) implies that p, the axial thrust, 
is independent of £ (constant w.r.t £ ) . Furthermore, 
because of the geometries considered (see Fig. 1) 
n(0) = r, (TT) = Y(0) = Y(TT) = 0 
Next, if we return to the expression for p, we have 
2v = * [ — V + (n')2 - (n1)2] <- -s o 23 
A(£) " ^ 
Integration from 0 to IT, since p is constant, yields 
'i.»lE» e E V 0 ^ O 
P / " "v'd; • % / " [(n') 2 - (n^)2] dC (24) 
e *5 / o 
E J ° 
-A [ V ( T T ) - V ( 0 ) ] + H / ' [ ( n ' ) 2 - (n')2]d? 
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Expressing the boundary conditions on v(£) in terms of p from 
Eq. (22) yields 
P = 1/2 1 [ (n')2 - (n')2]d£ (25) 
f-
J or 
[ | . ^ E - + -2-] 
A(U E o 
From the same in-plane boundary conditions we obtain that 
a. v 2 (TT ) = 
o a e_ 
o EC 




This allows us to express the total potential (at 
equilibrium positions) solely in terms of n, its space-depen-
dent derivatives and the structural geometry. 
UT = J j l l W )
2 - (n;)2Jd?]2 + 2 J^KrT'-Ti;;) /I 
I: + 23 (n-n ) z d£ "0 0 -4 o[q(€)+P*<€-€)] (n-no)]d5 
(27) 
+ 23 [{V(0) - Tl'(0)}2 + {Tl ' (7T) - fy' (TT)}2] 
where J = h / 
Jo A 
d? + _1 
A e„a 
E o J 
28) 
Again, as before, if we let fj denote equilibrium 
positions and let r\- n + e 2
Y / su^stitute this into Eq. (27 
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and obtain the first, second, etc., variations according to 
the powers of e we have 
A UT = S
1 UT + 6
2 UT + e t c . 
w h e r e S2U 
2 e 2 
2 




Y ' C U (29 
Jo ^ + J 0 + 3 Y
2 d? + I ( Y " ) 2 d ? 
+ 6 [ Y * ( 0 ) 2 + Y ' ( T T )
2 ] o 
Note that the vanishing of the first variation leads 
to the same equilibrium equation [second of Eqs. (21)] 
and corresponding boundary conditions, as before. 
According to the energy criterion for stability, when 
the buckling load is reached the second variation becomes 
positive semi-definite. In other words, for at least one 
non-trivial displacement y(£), 62U has a minimum value of 
zero. Trefftz observed that the conditions that 62U have 
a non-trivial minimum are that the equation 5[62U ]=0 be 
satisfied for at least one non-trivial y(C)• This is 
applicable to both manners by which the primary path can 
become unstable (existence of limit point as well as of 
bifurcation point). Thus, at the critical point the first 
variation, with respect to yr of the second variation of the 
22 
total potential, Eq. (29), must vanish, 
Letting y denote the nontrivial buckled mode and 
expressing y = y + ê e in Eq. (29), we obtain, 
A V = V[£ ,T),y + z3Q] - V[E,,T),y] (30) 
= 61V' + 62V + higher order variations 
where 6XV = 2 [ /*TT „ /'IT A „ /~TT „ 
P / y ' e ' d ^ + 2J / n ' y ' d ? / n ' e ' d U 3 1 ) 
/"fT A /*ir „ 
/ Y6d? + / Iy"e**d£ 
»/ o ~' n 
+ 6 ( Y ' 8 ' ) + $ (YfQ ') o o o rr 
Integration by parts and use of the admissibility 
conditions on y and 9 lead to the following differential 
equation (necessary condition on y at q ) and boundary 
conditions. (omitting * on y) 
[I(5)Y"(5)]" ~ PY" + 2 Jn" / V Y ^ + 3Y = 0 (32) 
Jo 
y' = lY" at £ = 0 (33) 
o 
0 
y 1 = - l y " a t K = fT 
Also, because of the admissibility condition on y 
23 
Y (0) = y (O = 0 
Through this approach y{£) actually denotes the 
buckling modes at a critical point of the primary equilibrium 
path, while n(?) need only represent the primary equilibirum 
path (symmetric response of the arch). 
In summary, the field equations for the general 
symmetric arch are: 
Equilibrium Equation 
[I(Tiu-n^)] - pn" + 3<Ti-n0) = q U ) + F6 U-£) (21) 
Boundary Conditions in n 
n(0) = nCir} - 0 (22) 
1(0) [r,"(0)-n" (0)] = 6 ln'(0)-n'(0)] 
0 0 0 
i (IT) [n" dO-n" (*)] = -B [n' (TT) -n ' (TT)] 
0 .0 0 
Buckling Equation 
Jn" / \ [I(5)Y"(5)1 " PY" + 2 ti  / n"YdC+SY = 0 (32) 
24 
Boundary Conditions in y 
Y (0) = y (TT) = 0 (33) 
I(0)y" (0) - 3oY '(0) 
I(ir)Y" (TT) = -By '(TT) 
where p and J are given by Eqs. (25) and (28), respectively. 
The simultaneous solution of the field equations yields the 
primary equilibrium path at. the critical load n, the critical 
load parameters [Q , p^ ] for any load distribution, and the 
\-f X. L I 
shape of the buckled mode y. As reported in Ref.(10) and 
outlined in Appendix A, numerous examples are presented for 
which the critical conditions for a uniform arch are deter-
mined utilizing for the bifurcation problem the direct solu-
tion of Eq. (32). For the snapping problem, two methods 
are demonstrated: (1) combining Eqs. (21) and (32) at the 
midpoint £ = TT/2 or (2) utilizing as the buckling criterion 
the vanishing of the second variation of the total potential. 
The finite element formulation to follow and the solution 
methodology presented in the next chapter will rely for the 
limit point analysis upon method two above, primarily 
because of numerical simplicity. (Refer to Appendix B for 
details of the finite element discretization). 
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It is convenient to express the total potential, Eq. 
(27) in terms of displacement y(£) by letting y (€)=n (£)-n (£). 
Thus obtaining 
uT[y] = J / ^ ( y '
2 + 2y»n^)d?l + 23 / * V d 5 (34) 
A - i f * 
+ 2 / I ( y " ) <U - 4 I [q(£) + Ff i (£ -€) ]yd£ 
^ 0 ^ 0 
+ 2 3 o { y ' ( 0 )
2 + y ' ( T T ) 2 } 
By discretizing the continuous system into m elements and 
assuming a displacement function for an arbitrary element in 
the form of a cubic, one may express the displacement in the 
i element in terms of the generalized coordinates a. as, 
3 1 
y1(5) = aQ + axC + a 2?
2 + a ^ 3 = LTa (35) 
Letting the vector of generalized nodal degrees of freedom 
be u and interpolating the element displacement function in 
terms of its nodal values of displacement and rotation, one 
obtains 
y 1 ^) = ^i&T'Sii ( 3 6 ) 
where matrix B. is a 4 x 4 relating the a. to the u.. 
;-i 3 — 1 — 1 
Using Eq. (36) in Eq. (34), performing the appropriate 
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element integrations and summing over the m elements, one 
obtains the following matrix representation for the total 
potential U : 
Um[u] = J[u
TK0u + 2VC
T u] + 2guTK0u (37) 
1 Z b — —J — 
+ 2 ^ ^ - 4QV5
Tu + 2 3 uTEu 
In obtaining Eq. (37) from Eq. (34) the load q(£) was expressed 
as QN(£), where N(£) is some specified symmetric load distribu-
tion. The initial configuration n (€) was expressed as en (£) 
o o 
where n (E) is some specified symmetric initial shape function. 
Likewise, we may express the definition of p, Eq. (25), 
as 
p = -J[uTK0u + 2Vr
Tu]. (38) 
— — z o — 
Now Eqs. (37) and (38) are the fundamental relations from 
which the field equations will be derived. Expanding U (u) 
about some arbitrary vector ev obtain 
AU [u,y] = ^ U [u,v] + <52U [u,v] + higher order terms 
Setting 61Uqi(u,v) = 0 for arbitrary non-trivial v we obtain 
[% " PS2
 + 3 % + 3 0 =
] - = P-6 + Q~5 ( 3 9 ) 
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The equilibrium configuration given by Eqs, (38) and (39) 
reaches a critical state in accordance with Trefftz1 inter-
pretation of the energy criterion for stability whenever the 
second variation is stationary for non-trivial v. 
Let V(v) = 62UT(v) (40) 
setting 61v(6_,y_) = 0 for arbitrary non-trivial 6_, the buckling 
equations representing the discrete analog to Eq. (32) are 
[K.. - pK0 + BK_ + 3 R + KATT (u)lv = 0 (41) 
L —1 L —z —3 o= =NL — J — 




T] -ML — — 2. —z —z D —D z —6—o 
An alternative, but theoretically equivalent, [see 
Ref. (49)] statement of the instability criterion is to 
require the second variation to vanish at both the limit 
point as well as bifurcation point. This yields the 
following expression: 
vT[K.,-pK0 + 3K^ +3 S + 2J{K0uu
TKo + 2KouV^
T + v V,-T}]v=0 (42) — —1 —z —5 o~ — z —z —z b —b—b — 
The simultaneous solution of Eqs. (38) and (39) and 
either (41) or (42) yields those load conditions at which the 
arch becomes unstable. In other words, for some externally 
applied load Q, there is an internal reaction p and a 
28 
displacement u such that the coefficient matrix of Eq. (41) is 
singular or Eq, (.42) vanishes for non-trivial buckling mode 
shape v. The solution methodology for each type of instability 
will be developed in detail in the next chapter. 
The solution to the buckling problem for any set of 
system parameters can be greatly simplified by specifying 
apriori the mode shape v (or y)as being either symmetric (in 
the case of limit point) , or anti-symmetric (unstable bifurca-
tion) with respect to the pre-buckled equilibrium displacement 
field u (or y). This is accomplished in the following manner. 
During the quasi-static loading process, the pre-buckled 
deformation is symmetric about the mid-line E, = TT/2. At the 
point of incipient bifurcation, Hoff and Bruce (35) have shown 
that the buckled mode y (^) ^S anti-symmetric with respect to 
£ = -nr/2, hence, the orthogonality of y (E,) and n(£) causes the 
integral in the buckling equation (32) (or similarly K v) to 
NJ_i— 
vanish when p = p , and Q = Q . Imposing this condition 
CX. C- _L 
apriori reduces the determination of the critical internal 
thrust p to an eigenvalue analysis utilizing either the discrete 
or continuous formulations given by Eqs. (41) or (32) respec-
tively. 
In the case of limit point instability, the symmetric 
buckled mode v and the symmetric primary path u are assumed to 
be related by v = cu for some constant c at the critical point. 
The buckling criterion for this case is then obtained from (42) 
as 
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u*1"^ - pK2 + 3K3 + 3 R + ENL(u)]u = 0 
Utilizing this modified version of the buckling condition in 
the simultaneous solution with Eqs, (38) and (3 9) provides a 
simple, direct and efficient means for finding the limit 
point critical conditions for any inertia distribution and 
set of system parameters. 
At this point we have obtained in discretized form the 
necessary equations which describe the arch in its buckled 
state (either limit point or unstable bifurcation) for arbi-
trary condition of geometry, loading and boundary restraint. 
Upon development of the optimality criteria in the next 
section, a complete set of equations will have been derived, 
the solution of which yields the optimum design and associated 
critical conditions. 
2.2 Development of Optimality Criteria 
The solutions obtained for the foregoing system of 
governing equations by either formulation require specification 
of the inertia (or area) distribution as well as a set of 
system parameters. Extensive experience (App. A) indicates 
the validity of the following assertion: namely, that the 
axial force p increases monotonically with increasing applied 
lateral load values, Q, on the primary equilibrium path. 
Thus, one can examine the second variation of U ,(Eq. 
(29), in terms of displacement) and at the critical point, 
62U (y) = 0, obtain the following representation for the 
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critical value of p; 
2J 
P 
[//(Y'+nMY'd?j + fjiLy«)*dw fj 
cr 
I(Y")2d?+3 / Y
2<H+R(B ) (43) o o 
/ 
"(Y')2d? 
where, R(Bo) E 3Q 
2 ]2 
Y' (0) + Y' (ir) 
yU) = n(C) - n U) 
o 
and y(g) and y (?) a r e respectively the primary equilibrium 
path transverse displacement and buckling mode [solutions of 
Eqs. (21) and (32) at the critical loading condition {Q ,P }] 
Recalling the functional relationship between J, and A(£), 
Eq. (28), and considering those cross sections for which the 
inertia-area relation is of the form I = pA , p = constant 
and n = 1, 2, or 3, one seeks for a given loading, initial 
shape and boundary conditions, that geometry given by 
{![£,), J(I)} such that p and thus Q is a maximum (for 
arches of the same volume). A necessary condition for p [I] 
to be a maximum with respect to arbitrary variations in I(^) 
subject to the constant volume integral constraint is for 
the augmented functional to become stationary. This functional 
is given by: 
_* 
P = p - X cr ^cr / . 
A(^)d£ - v C44) 
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where v is a specified volume, p is given by Eq, (43), and 
X is a Lagrange multiplier. Equating the first variation of 
_* l _* 
p with respect to changes in inertia, 6Tp , to zero one 
rcr Ircr 
obtains the following optimality condition; 
j ^ - [~2J /^Cy" + n^)ydd+ nl(0 [y(|)"]2 = y f* (y ' ) 2d£AU) (45) 
J Q J L JQ 
This integro-differential equation relates the optimum shape 
I (£) to the primary path response y(£), the initial symmet-
ric shape n(£)/ and the buckled mode v(£). Furthermore, it 
o 
_* _ 
is easily shown that p and thus p are stationary with 
J l c r Jr c r J: 
respect to the buckled mode y (E, ) , since in accordance with 
Trefftz ' criterion, y (E,) is a non-trivial solution of Eq. (32), 
obtained through the extremization of the second variation of 
the total potential, U-,. 
One can specialize the optimality criterion Eq. (45), 
for those buckled mode shapes y(£) which are either symmetric, 
corresponding to limit point instability, or anti-symmetric, 
corresponding to unstable bifurcation. In the former case, 
the form of Eq. (45) does not change while in the latter the 
criterion becomes 
An l(l)(y")2 = constant (46) 
The vanishing of the integral in Eq. (45), in effect, has 
negated the dependence of the optimum shape upon the prebuckled 
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shape y(C) and the initial shape n (£). This representation 
has been developed and utilized by Prager and Taylor (13) and 
many others (see Refs, 5, 6, and 18). 
In summary, the governing equations which upon solution 
yield the optimum geometry and the associated critical condi-
tion for arbitrary loading, initial shape and boundary condi-
tions are the following: 
Unstable Bifurcation: (anti-symmetric mode buckling) 
A. Equilibrium condition (primary path) 
[K-,_ " pK2 + pK3 + 3 R]u = pVg + QV_5 (39) 
p = -J[UTI2_u + 2Vgu] (38) 
B. Buckling condition: 
[K, - pK0 + j3K̂  + 3 R ] v = 0 (41) 
= 1 =Z =3 o= — — 
C. Optimality criterion: (continuous form) 
[A(?)]
n 1 [Y"(?)] 2 = constant (46) 
Limit Point Instability: (symmetric mode snapping) 
D. Equilibrium conditions: (primary path) 
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[K-, - pK0 + 3K-. + 6 R]u = pvc + QVc —1 "2 3 o~ — —6 —5 (39) 
P = -J[H.TK2u +
 2VgU_] (38) 
E. Buckling Condition: 
u[K-, - pK0 + 3K0 + 3 R + K _]u = 0 — —1 —z — j o ~ =nli — (42) 
K T = 2J[K uu
TK0 + 2K_uv"J + VCV^] =nli — 2 — 2 — 2 o —o—o 
assuming u and v are related by u = cv 




2J / (y" +n")yd5 
' o o + m m [ Y"U)] 
X = [A / (y')2d?]A(?) 
(45) 
During the solution process the coefficient matrix in Eq. 
(41) is assembled on the basis that v is anti-symmetric, 
while the coefficient matrix of Eq. (39) , although appearing 
the same, is assembled on the basis that u is symmetric. 




In the previous chapter, all the necessary equations 
were derived governing the solution for the optimum shape 
using both an anlytic as well as a discretized approach via 
the finite element formulation. The analytic formulation was 
presented to clarify the finite element analog, whereas the 
finite element system of equations will actually be developed 
further and used in a computer program (see Appendix D) to 
yield optimum designs. 
The optimization process is quite naturally divided 
into discrete stages for a given set of system parameters, 
namely 
(a) For a given initial design, a buckling 
analysis is performed yielding the critical 
conditions and the buckling mode. 
(b) The critical conditions are then used in 
conjunction with the optimality criterion 
to generate a better design. 
Such an analysis-synthesis process is used by prac-
tically all investigators who employ an optimality criterion 
approach. The synthesis process, step (b) above, depends 
upon the formulation of a workable process for incorporating 
the requirements of the previously derived optimality 
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criterion, Eq. (45). In the next section, the discretized 
versions of Eq. (45) will be obtained for both symmetric 
(limit point) and anti-symmetric (unstable bifurcation) 
mode instability. 
3.1 Energy Interpretation of the Optimality Criterion 
In order to systematically produce an optimum design 
for a given set of system parameters, an iterative technique 
is employed whereby the general optimality criterion, Eq. (45) 
is subjected to an energy interpretation. On the basis of 
this interpretation, iterative relations are formulated which 
are used to produce stronger designs. By integrating Eq. (45) 
over the entire length and over the length of the i element 
respectively, one obtains, 




JU1 Ui + n = constant = c2 (48) 
J . v. v. 
l i I 
where 
UB = / I(y")2d? = v ^ v 
I „ _ ) / , , _ I 2 n , r T„ . „T (£(y"+n» U = 2J < / (y" + n!:)Yd?^ = 2J [u K^u+Vg u] 2 
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and A. 





The energy term U is defined as interaction energy since 
from the second variation of U it can be interpreted as that 
additional energy term resulting from the interaction of the 
axial deformation with the curvature changes during the 
buckling process. Furthermore, note that this term vanishes 
in the case of bifurcation through an anti-symmetric mode 
since the buckled mode y(£) is orthogonal to the primary path 
y (C) and r) U) . 
o 
The optimality criterion, as expressed by Eqs. (47) 
and (48), can be written in terms of the critical energy H, 
that is the energy state expressed in terms of deformation 
v, u existing at the point of instability; namely 
— = c?- (49) 
v 
T "R 
where H = U + nU 
H. 
and - ^ - c^ (50) 
where 
The above expressions of optimality can be interpreted as 
statements that in the optimum configuration, the critical 
1 - C 2 
V . 
1 





energy density in each element is a constantr that constant 
being the average critical energy density for the arch. Such 
energy interpretations of optimality have been used extensively 
by Venkayya and others (15, 18) for many structural systems. 
Also, Simitses, Kamat and Smith (6) used a similar interpre-
tation for column buckling in which case the interaction 
energy term U did not occur, reducing the critical energy 
to just the bending term U . 
Development of the Redesign Algorithm: 
Suppose for some inertia distribution I , during the 
j iteration, one obtains the critical loading condition 
either by a bifurcation analysis [Eqs. (38), (39), (41)] or 
a limit point analysis [Eqs. (38), (39), (42)], checks the 
optimality criterion [Eqs. (49), (50)] and it is not satisfied; 
that is, the energy density is not the same for all elements. 
It then becomes necessary to redistribute the inertia so 
st that for the next iteration (j + 1) , the energy distribution 












j + l _H_ 
v 
= b 
j + l J H 
v 




- n From the inertia-area relation, I = pA , the ratio of 
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If the inertia is reduced, under the given load, one would 
expect an increase in the amount of stored bending energy. 
Moreover, if the area is reduced under a given load, one 
would expect a change in the stress (and strain) state to 
I JU produce an increase in the interaction energy, U. = — — , 
i J. 
I 
since from Eq. (28) J. is directly proportional to 
A.. Thereforer the critical energy, H., in any element may 
be expressed as inversely proportional to I., such that one 
may write for any iteration j, 











j + l 
a=constant > 0 
i=l,2 . ..m 
Using (52) and (53) in (51) one obtains the following 
recurrence relation for the redistribution of the inertia 
based upon the prevailing critical energy density and 
geometry: 
3 
j+l = bj+l H.
D/ v.] 
l f l 
H 3/v 
n 
na + 1 (5 
i = 1, . . .m 
n = 1,2, or 3 
The constant b"1 can be found during each iteration by 
imposing the volume constraint: 
m 
E i n i=l element( p d£ . = v 
5 1 C < 5 
i-1 i i+1 
The parameter a in Eq. (54) effectively controls the rate 
at which the inertia is redistributed. Further discussion 
will be made when results are presented, and in Appendix D. 
In summary, for the case of unstable bifurcation for 
which the buckling mode is orthogonal to the primary path 
equilibrium response, the critical energy reduces to 
H = U B 
and the recurrence relation, Eq. (54), is expressed solely 
in terms of the bending energy as 
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l . j + 1 = b ^ + 1 
1 
0 B / v . 1 
X I j 
( U B ) j / v 
n 
na + 1 
(56) 
For the case of limit point instability, the critical energy 
retains the interaction term and is given by Eqs, (4 9) and 
(50). The recurrence relation is given by Eq. (54). 
3.2 Optimization for Anti-symmetric Modes: 
For the case of bifurcation the buckling mode shape, 
y(£), in Eqs. (32) or (29) is orthogonal to the symmetric 
pre-buckled configuration, n(C3, and hence the integral 
vanishes yielding the eigen system 
[I(£)Y M U N " + PYn (€) = 0 
subject to the following boundary and symmetry conditions: 
y (0) = y (TT/2) = 0 
K0)y" (0) - 3 QY' (0) = y
m(7r/2) = 0 
The lowest positive eigenvalue corresponds to p . Analog-
ously, one may seek the lowest positive eigenvalue for a 
given inertia distribution and elastic constants of the 
following discrete system, 
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[K, - pK0 + 3K., + e R]v = 0 (57) 
^ 1 -~Z ~3 o— — — 
where anti-symmetry of v has been imposed through the appro-
priate transformation of the coefficient matrix during its 
assembly. Upon obtaining p = min ) p|, one may return to 
the equilibrium equation, Eq. (39) with p = p and express 
the equilibrium solution explicitly in terms of the magnitude 
of the critical lateral load Q , the given load distribution 
cr' ^ 
N(C) through Vr, and the given initial shape function n (?) — D o 
through Vfi as 
u = [£*(Pcr>] [PcrV6 + QcrV5] (58) 
s * ( p _ ) = [I-, - P*I + m-> + e R] 1 
Even though the coefficient matrices of Eqs. (57) and (39) 
* _ 
are of the same general form, K [p ] exists since the 
elements of Eq. (39) include the fact that u is symmetric 
while the elements of Eq. (57) reflect the anti-symmetry 
of v. For further details regarding the appropriate trans-
formations the reader is referred to Appendix B. 
The equilibrium configuration u must also satisfy 
Eq. (38) at p = p . By eliminating u_ between Eqs. (58) and 
(38), an explicit relationship can be obtained relating the 
magnitude of the critical load Q to the set of system para-
meters. This expression, referred to as the (p,Q) relation, 
is 
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Q2f1(p) + Qf2(pfe) + f3(p,e) = 0 59 
where f 1 (p) = V5
TK*K2K*VS 
f2Cp,e)= 2e[V6






Note that for a given design one can easily plot the load 
deflection curve by iterating on p > 0 in Eq. (59), solving 
for two values of Q and computing the corresponding charac-
teristic deflection from Eq. (58). For the particular value 
of p corresponding to the lowest positive eigenvalue of 
Eq. (57), which for the case of unstable bifurcation is 
independent of the initial configuration, Eq. (59), becomes 
Qcrfl(Pcr> + Qcrf2(Pcr'e) + f3 (P Cr'
e ) = ° ( 6 0 ) 
which yields the required relationship between the critical 
load Q and the rise parameter, e. 
In summary, for the case in which instability occurs 
through an anti-symmetric mode (bifurcation), the solution 
for the strongest arch among those of equal volume v, can 
be produced by a systematic application of the following 
general procedure for a given set of system parameters: 
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1. By specifying boundary conditions and the anti-
symmetry of the buckled mode v and given some arbitrary 
initial m-dimensional inertia vector, assembly of the rele-
vant matrices in Eq. (57) can be made. 
2. Eq. (57) is then solved for the lowest eigenvalue 
p and the associated displacement vector v, 
3. The critical energy density distribution H./v. is 
TD 
computed, which for this case is U./v.. 
•p 
4. In the event U./v. is not uniform, Eq, (56) is 
utilized to redistribute the inertia among those elements 
which have not violated a constraint on the inertia (or area). 
Steps 2, 3, 4 are repeated until energy convergence is obtained, 
at which point the inertia distribution is optimum. 
5. Once {I, p } have been determined through the 
C-d- -L ir 
above iterative process, the corresponding lateral destabil-
izing load Q can be found from Eq. (60) as a function of 
initial configuration n (I) and load distribution N(£). The 
scalar coefficients of Eq. (60) are formed on the basis of 
the symmetric assembly of the relevant matrices since the 
equilibrium configuration u from Eq. (39) is symmetric. 
3.3 Optimization for Symmetric Modes 
In order to solve the optimization problem subject to 
the restriction of symmetric mode instability, first a consid-
eration will be given to the buckling analysis methodology. 
The governing equations summarized below are: 
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Equilibrium; 
[Kx - pK2 + gK3 +3 R]u
 = PY6
 + QY5 <39) 
P-Q Relation: 
uTK2u + 2V6
Tu + p/j = 0 (38) 
Buckling Criterion: 
vT[K.l - pK2 + 3K3 + 3 R]v (42) 
+ 2JvT[K0uu
TK0 + 2K^Vc
Tu + V,-V^T]v = 0 
— = Z — Z =Z D O D — 
The simultaneous satisfaction of the above relations charac-
terize the solution at the limit point for a given geometry. 
By explicitly solving for u from Eq. (39) and eliminating u 
from Eqs. (38) and (42), one obtains the following two algebraic 
equations relating the internal thrust p with the externally 
applied lateral load Q. 
Using Eq. (39) in (38) we obtain as before Eq. (59) 
which is independent of the buckled mode v, namely 
Q2f1(p) + Qf2(p,e) + f3(p,e) = 0 (49) 
where the scalar coefficients are as previously defined. 
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Furthermore, by noting that just prior to snapping the 
displacement u is symmetricf at the load level for which 
snapping occurs through a symmetric mode the buckled mode v 
and the equilibrium solution u_ are approximately related by 
v = c u for some constant c. Equation (39) can then be used 
to eliminate u from Eq, (42) yielding a fourth order algebraic 
equation in the critical lateral load Q 
O J-
Q c r - 5 = * ( p ) - 5 + 2 Q C r
p e V 6 ^ * ( p ) ^ 5 ( 6 1 ) 
+ P 2 e2Vg S*CP)V6 + F ( Q ^ r , p , e ) = 0 
where 
F ( Q ^ r , P , e ) , 2 J { Q 2 r V 5
T




+ [P2Y6TI*S2^*Y6 + PX6TS*Y6]e2} 
The above system can be solved for the solution set 
(Q ,P } for any specified geometry used in the assembly of 
L*- -L O -L 
the stiffness matrix K,, and the scalar J; initial shape 
n (£) used in the assembly of V ; load distribution N(^) used 
O " O 
in the assembly of V_; and the boundary conditions. Unlike 
the bifurcation problem, for this case all coefficients in 
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Eqs, (59) and (61) are produced from the symmetric assembly 
of the relevant matrices. As noted, the buckling analysis 
involves solving two non-linear algebraic equations simultan-
eously. The problem can be re-stated by asking oneself the 
question: given a set of specified system parameters, what 
is the smallest positive value of the internal thrust parameters 
p such that there is a value of Q< 0 which satisfies Eqs. (59) 
and (61)? Q is restricted less than zero due to the sign 
convention from Fig. 1. The solution proceeds by iteration 
on p>0 until the solution set {Q ,p } is found for some 
value of the inertia and some rise parameter e. With these 
critical conditions one may return to the equilibrium equations 
to determine, within a magnitude factor c, the buckled mode 
shape y = c u_ at the critical point. 
Having established the method of analysis which yields 
the loading and displacement at the limit point for an arbi-
trary inertia vector, one may systematically redesign the arch 
for a given set of system parameters by using the recurrence 
relation Eq. (54). The critical energy H for this case, 
depends explicitly upon the specified initial configuration 
n (£) and rise parameter e through the vector V^; thus the 
o —b 
critical energy is composed of both bending energy as well as 
interaction energy. 
In summary, with instability through a symmetric mode 
as the failure mechanism (limit point), the solution for the 
strongest arch among those of equal volume v, can be produced 
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by systematic application of the following general procedure 
for a given set of system parameters: 
1. By specifying and imposing boundary conditions 
and other system parameters, notably the rise parameter e, 
and assuming some arbitrary m-dimensional inertia vector, the 
symmetric assembly of all relevant vectors and matrices is 
made. 
2. Equations (49) and (61) are then solved simultan-
eously for the solution set {p^ , Q } subject to the restric-
L-» J- O X. 
tion that p > 0 and Q < 0. 
3. With the critical conditions corresponding to a 
particular value of rise parameter, e, and inertia distribu-
tion, the equilibrium equations can be solved for the displace-
ment vector u. 
4. The critical energy density is computed through 
the use of Eq. (48) and checked for uniformity. 
•LI 
5. In the event _i is not uniform for all i, 
V. 
l 
Eq. (54) is utilized to redistribute the inertia among those 
elements which have not violated some imposed constraint on 
the inertia (or area). Steps 2 through 5 are repeated until 
such time as the energy density is essentially uniform at 
which point the design is optimum. 
An alternative approach for the limit point critical 
conditions [ie. , the simultaneous satisfaction of Eqs, (38), 
(39), and (.41)] which does not depend upon assuming a rela-
tionship apriori between the symmetric primary path u and 
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the symmetric buckled mode v can be established as follows: 
1, Select a value of p and compute Q from Eq. (49). 
2, Determine the corresponding primary path u from 
Eq. (39). 
3. Substitute u and p into coefficient matrix of 
Eq. (41). 
4. If the coefficient matrix is singular then the 
buckled mode v ^ 0 and the corresponding conditions are 
critical, 
Although this approach was not examined extensively, 
a cursory comparison between this method and the method of 
choice indicated greater complexity in programming; greater 
use of computer resources (ie,, time, memory); and numerical 
instability during the determinant computation phase. The 
method of choice, on the other hand, being based on the 
approximation that v = c u at the limit point, reduces to 
solving two algebraic equations simultaneously and can be 
carried out by iterating on p alone. 
Whether anti-symmetric or symmetric mode instability 
is chosen as the failure criterion, it is important to start 
the interation scheme with a design for which buckling is 
possible. The bifurcation problem is complicated on the one 
hand by the need for both symmetric and anti-symmetric 
reduction of relevant matrices; and simplified on the other, 
due to standard routines available for solving symmetric 
eigenvalue problems. Furthermore, since one is ultimately 
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interested in determining the relationship between critical 
lateral load Q and rise parameter e, the symmetric trans-
formations do not occur until the optimization process yields 
the optimum design and the associated critical thrust para-
meter p . On the other hand, for instability through a 
symmetric mode, the critical thrust parameter p depends 
V-̂  -L 
upon the initial shape (the rise parameter e) due to the 
coupling of Eqs. (42) and (39). Thus, the rise parameter e 
must be specified and held constant, and an iterative solution 
for the critical conditions obtained during each analysis 
phase of the optimization process. The result of this 
requirement imposed by the non-linearity of the problem is 
that optimum designs are generated for each value of rise 
parameter e. 
The overall impact of this distinction in the optimi-
zation process for symmetric modes will be demonstrated quite 
clearly upon presentation and discussion of results in the 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The optimization process formulated and described in 
the previous chapters is based upon ana priori specification 
of the failure mode. That is, for unstable bifurcation the 
failure mode is anti-symmetric and for limit point instability 
the failure mode is symmetric. 
The general formulation provides for investigation 
over a wide range of system parameters. Such a program, 
while certainly within the scope of present day computer 
capabilities, would yield a vast array of design spectra, 
but with the possibility of obscuring the more important 
features of the analysis. One could, for example, vary load 
distribution N(£), initial shape n (£), boundary conditions 
including elastic foundation modulus, number and spacing of 
finite elements, inertia-area parameters p and n, or constraint 
on inertia or area. 
The results and discussion to be presented herein are 
predicated upon the following: 
(a) The loading is taken to be uniform; that is, 
during the assembly of V , N(?) = 1. 
(b) The initial configuration is half sine; that is 
during the assembly of V , n (?) = sin E,. 
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Cc) There is no elastic foundation; B = 0. 
(d) Elastic restraint at the boundaries is:3 = 0 , 
o 
simply supported case; 3 = 1 0 . 0 , restrained case; and 
3 •+ °°, clamped case. The axial restraint is a ->°° and is 
o o 
reflected in the definition of J, 
(e) The inertia-area parameters are p = 1, and 
n = 1, 2, or 3. 
(f) The minimum allowable inertia in any element is 
specified to be zero. 
(g) Optimal designs meeting the symmetric optimality 
criterion are produced for rise parameters of e=6, 8, and 10. 
It is important to keep in mind that, for the symmetric 
optimization process, designs meeting the optimality criterion 
are obtained only for e = 6, 8, 10. In the <Q , e> space, 
the designs are optimum for only the specific value of rise 
parameter e for which they were obtained. The optimization 
process does not imply that the resulting design will, in 
fact, buckle symmetrically at a limit point, only that it is 
mathematically possible. To determine the actual response 
at a specified value of e of a particular optimum design, 
one must subject the design to a complete buckling analysis, 
including both the possibility of snapping symmetrically 
(through a limit point), as well as anti-symmetrically 
(unstable bifurcation). On the other hand, designs satisfying 
the anti-symmetric optimality criterion are, in fact, optimum 
for all values of rise, e, for which unstable bifurcation is 
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mathematically possible. Again, these designs must be 
subjected to further buckling analysis to determine the range 
of rise parameters for which they might become unstable via 
a symmetric (limit point) mode. 
One cannot judge that a particular design is, in fact, 
the strongest design for a given value of rise parameter 
without first studying the complete response of those designs 
obtained through symmetric as well as anti-symmetric optimality 
criterion. Furthermore, it will be shown that there is a 
range of rise parameters for which the mode of failure changes 
during the optimization process and the final design, even 
though satisfying a particular optimality criterion, is not 
the strongest arch,. 
4.1 Analysis of Anti-Symmetric Optimal Designs 
It is informative to consider first the case of unstable 
bifurcation, that is, the analysis.-synthesis process resulting 
from the linearization of the buckling equations by imposing 
the anti-symmetry conditions of Article 3.2. The analysis 
process for the bifurcation problem depends primarily upon 
the boundary conditions through the eigenvalue problem, 
Eq. (57), while the synthesis process, that is, the redesign, 
depends additionally upon the inertia-area paramters through 
Eq. (54). Figures (2), (3), and (4) show that the critical 
response, obtained at p = p and 1 = 1 in Eq, (59) of T cr opt ^ 
the optimum designs varies by factors of 2 or 3 for given 
values of the rise parameter, e, as the boundary restraint 
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changes from simply supported to fully clamped. This signi-
ficant influence of stiffness at the boundaries dominates the 
optimum inertia distributions depicted in Fig. (5)as well as 
the response. For a given case of boundary conditions 
(i.e.,3 ), the strongest arch was obtained for n = 3 in the 
o 
inertia-area relation; that is, one for which the height of 
the cross-section varies while the base remains constant (see 
Ref. 48, p. 136, for details). The optimum designs, of course, 
have in all cases higher bifurcation loads than the uniform 
arch of equal volume for the same set of system parameters. 
It is found that the response curve indicating bifurcation 
for the optimum designs is located above and to the right of 
the similar response curve for the uniform arch. As can be 
seen from Figs. (6), (7), and (8) there is a lower bound on 
the rise parameter e for each design below which bifurcation 
is not possible. At values of e below the lower bound, the 
mode of failure is by symmetric snapping (limit point) rather 
than unstable bifurcation., Thus, the optimum designs not 
only experience an increase in critical load over the uniform 
arch for a given value of e for which unstable bifurcation is 
possible, but the character of the buckling mode could be 
changed from bifurcation to snapping through a symmetric mode. 
This phenomenon is much more pronounced for the clamped 
boundary conditions in Fig. (6)than for the simply supported 
case in Fig. (8). Returning to Figs. [2) , (3), and (4), one 
may also see that as n is reduced from the value 3, the 
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lowest value of rise parameter for which bifurcation becomes 
mathematically possible increases slightly, 
For that range of rise parameters beyond the value of 
e where the optimum response curve indicates a change in 
buckled mode, Figs. (6), (7), and (8), the optimum design and 
the uniform arch buckle in the same mode (unstable bifurcation) 
for the same value of e. At the value of e corresponding to 
the mode change, the optimum design is a minimum of 10% stronger 
than the uniform arch for the simply supported case, Fig. (8); 
and a minimum of 38% stronger than the uniform arch for the 
clamped case, Fig. (6). For higher values of rise parameter 
e, the optimum designs are increasingly stronger than the 
uniform arch. 
The complete buckling analysis of these designs, which 
includes a symmetric (limit point) mode, indicates that their 
response is similar in character to that of a uniform arch; 
namely: (1) there is a lower bound on the rise parameter e 
for which buckling will not occur, (2) there is a range of 
e for which buckling occurs by snapping through a symmetric 
mode, and bifurcation is not possible, (3) there is a range 
of e for which snapping through a symmetric mode occurs, but 
bifurcation is mathematically possible, and finally, (4) there 
is a range of e values for which instability occurs through an 
anti-symmetric mode (bifurcation) while a symmetric mode is 
mathematically possible, but physically unattainable. 
A significant result of the symmetric buckling analysis 
of these optimum designs is that there is a range of rise 
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parameters for which these designs exhibit a lower buckling 
load than the uniform arch. Furthermore, the mode of failure 
(i. e., limit point or unstable bifurcation) might be different 
than that of the uniform arch. Again, as shown in Fig. (6), 
(7), and (8), the magnitude of this phenomenon depends heavily 
upon the stiffness requirements imposed at the boundaries 
through the rotational restraint factor 3 , the most severe 
0 
manifestation occurring for the clamped case, Fig, (6), and 
the least severe, but still present, for the simply supported 
case, Fig. (8). 
Those designs produced by the anti-symmetric optimiza-
tion process are represented in Fig. (5a), (b), and (c) for 
different degrees of boundary restraint, and inertia-area 
parameters n. The designs are in all cases symmetric with 
respect to the arch centerline. For a given case of boundary 
conditions, the optimum inertia distribution is seen to change 
very little with changes in the inertia-area parameter n, 
whereas for a given value of n, there is a distinct difference 
in inertia distributions for changing boundary conditions. 
This boundary restraint effect is directly traceable to the 
resultant effect on the nodal deformation pattern v which, 
through the use of Eqs. (48) and (54), redistributes the 
inertia to meet the optimality criterion. In effect, the 
material is redistributed to reflect the stiffness requirements 
imposed by the anti-symmetric deformation pattern v existing 
when the thrust, p, is critical. In all cases, the strongest 
design is the one obtained for n = 3, this result having been 
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demonstrated by Budiansky, Frauenthal f and Hutchinson (Ref. 
37) for the simply supported high circular arch under uniform 
pressure. The distribution of inertia in Fig, (5b) for the 
simply supported case is similar to that reported by Wu 
(Ref. 36) for the optimum simply supported high circular arch. 
Summarizing for the case in which optimum designs are 
produced based upon buckling failure through an anti-symmetric 
mode, one finds that: 
(a) The degree of elastic restraint at the boundaries 
significantly affects the shape of the optimum design, as well 
as its response to destabilizing loads for all values of 
inertia-area parameter n. 
(b) The complete buckling response of the optimum 
designs to destabilizing loads is similar in character to the 
response of a uniform arch. 
(c) The improvement in load carrying capability over 
the uniform arch depends upon the rise parameter, boundary 
restraint and assumed relation between inertia and area. 
(d) The mode of failure for the optimum designs may 
be different from that of the uniform arch, depending upon 
the rise parameter. 
(e) Obtaining the design meeting the optimality 
criterion does not depend upon apriori specification of the 
load distribution or the initial shape of the arch (including 
rise parameter e ) . 
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4.2 Analysis of Symmetric Optimal Designs 
Having examined the optimum designs produced by the 
restriction to anti-symmetric instability under various 
boundary restraints, and their response to both limit point 
and bifurcation type buckling, it is worthy to pursue an 
alternative course; namely, what designs are produced by 
imposing symmetric snapping as the failure criterion? What 
is their response? How do they differ from optimum designs 
obtained under anti-symmetric mode restrictions? 
Recalling the solution methodology outlined in the 
previous chapter, the optimization process is restricted to 
finding the optimum design for a given value of the rise 
parameter e. The rise parameter [i.e., through the initial 
shape, n (.£) ] is present and must be specified apriori due to 
the dependence of the buckled modes on the pre-buckled defor-
mation which, in turn, is a function of the initial configura-
tion. Mathematically, both the critical thrust p as well 
J rcr 
as the corresponding critical lateral load Q for a given 
design, depend explicitly upon the initial configuration 
n (E,) . The optimization process begins with the uniform 
o 
design. For the uniform arch, buckling analysis results are 
obtained and presented in Appendix A. From these results 
one can determine that for values of e = 6, 8, and 10, both 
limit point as well as bifurcation instability are well 
represented for all boundary conditions. Therefore, the 
optimization results presented herein concentrate on these 
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representative values of rise parameter e. Additionally, 
these data points provide a check during the initial optimi-
zation stage by confirming previously obtained analytical 
results. 
The response of the symmetric optimum designs (obtained 
for e = 6, 8, 10) to destabilizing loads for which instability 
might occur through either an anti-symmetric or a symmetric 
mode is investigated for various values of boundary restraint 
8 and inertia-area relation n, 
o 
Consider first the anti-symmetric (bifurcation) response 
of the symmetric optimum designs. The character of this 
response is as indicated in Figs. (9a), (b,) and (c) for 
various boundary restraints and n = 2. In all of these cases 
after a certain initial value of rise parameter e, the designs 
exhibited a lower bifurcation load, Q , than the uniform 
' cr 
arch. That is, for a given value of e for which bifurcation 
is the primary failure mode, the symmetric optimum designs 
are weaker than the uniform arch and significantly weaker 
than the optimum designs obtained through the anti-symmetric 
optimization process. The magnitude of this phenomena depends 
upon the degree of rotational boundary restraint £ and to 
o 
a much lesser extent upon the inertia-area parameter n. 
In Figs. (9d) and (e), the theoretical limit point 
loads are given for the optimum designs produced at e = 6, 8, 
and 10, for both the clamped and simply supported boundaries 
and n = 2. The uniform arch response (limit point) in each 
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case falls within the clusters of points for each value of e, 
but somewhat lower than that obtained for the optimum design. 
For clarity, the uniform data points were omitted. Note also 
that the designs have maximum limit point load only for the 
value of e at which they were produced. For other values of 
e, their limit point load is somewhat less than that for the 
optimum, 
A very important characteristic of the overall response 
of the symmetric optimal designs [and to which Christensen (39) 
alluded] is that these designs do not necessarily buckle through 
a symmetric (limit point) mode at the value of e for which the 
design is optimum. Moreover, if at a specific value of e at 
which the uniform arch buckled symmetrically (or anti-symmetri-
cally), a symmetric optimum design is produced, this arch will 
generally buckle through a symmetric (or anti-symmetric) mode. 
This observation is seen to hold true particularly for those 
values of rise where the failure mode is well defined. For 
example, consider the response of the e = 10 optimal design 
depicted in Figs. (9a) and (9d). At e = 10, the design 
meeting the symmetric optimality criterion buckles symmetrically 
at a theoretical limit point of Q = -69.40 (Fig. 9d), but 
the bifurcation analysis for this design indicates that the 
arch would actually buckle through an anti-symmetric mode at 
Q = -61,4 (Fig. 9a), Furthermore, from Fig. (9a) even the 
uniform arch which buckles in the same mode is stronger. On 
the other hand, for those values of rise at or near the point 
at which the failure mode changes from symmetric to anti-symmetric 
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the mode of failure for the symmetric optimum arch might be 
different from its uniform counterpart of the same volume. 
That is, a design produced from the symmetric mode optimality 
criterion at a value of e very near where the uniform arch 
changes mode of failure, but buckles via unstable bifurcation, 
may itself instead buckle symmetrically via a limit point. 
Although the possibility of changing failure modes might occur, 
this phenomenon does not affect the optimization process since 
each failure mode is considered separately; however, interpre-
tation and usefulness of the designs might be affected if the 
rise parameter is specified and falls in a critical narrow 
band. It is sufficient for the purposes herein to note the 
existence of this phenomenon and be aware of its effect upon 
the interpretation of the results. 
For all cases of boundary restraint, the symmetric 
optimization process yielded designs with a larger theoreti-
cal limit point load than the uniform arch. In addition, 
further improvements in the limit point load can be obtained 
by varying the inertia-area parameter n. Fig. (10) is typical 
and, for the clamped case, shows that n = 3 produced the 
strongest design, with improvements in limit point load from 
9.6% for e = 6 to 8% for e = 10 over corresponding values for 
the uniform arch. On the other hand, for n = 1 improvements 
were generally of the order of 2% for the various values of 
e. Finally, boundary conditions do not significantly affect 
the degree of improvement in limit point load when symmetric 
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snapping is the failure criterion for optimization. 
Figures (11), (12), and (13) show typical optimum 
designs obtained by varying rise parameter e, boundary 
restraint, 3 , and inertia-area relation, n. The designs are 
o 
symmetric about the arch centerline. Significant differences 
in optimum inertia distribution are noted in Fig. (13) upon 
varying the elastic restraint at the boundary from fully 
clamped (3 -* «>) to simply supported (3 = 0 ) . In all cases, 
0 0 
the optimization process redistributes the material in such 
a way that the mid-span of the arch "grows" at the expense of 
other sections. The greatest degree of growth is seen to 
occur (Fig. 12) for the clamped case and n = 3. Similar 
distributions for n = 3 occurred for all degrees of boundary 
restraint. Fig. (11) shows that, as the rise parameter is 
increased, more material is redistributed away from those 
elements in close proximity to the boundary. This, too, is 
a typical occurrence for all degrees of boundary restraint. 
In summary, for the case of optimization with respect 
to symmetric buckling modes, one finds that: 
(a) The buckling analysis for a given design as well 
as the redesign process (through the interaction energy) 
depends upon the load distribution and the initial configur-
ation. 
(b) The optimum shapes are significantly affected by 
the degree of elastic restraint at the boundaries; and, to 
a lesser extent, by the rise parameter and inertia-area 
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relation, 
(c) The degree of improvement in theoretical limit 
point load over the uniform arch depends upon the value of 
n in the inertia-area relation and, to a somewhat lesser 
extent, upon the boundary restraint $ „ 
o 
(d) Greater improvements in the limit point load occur 
for n = 3 than for n = 1 and 2. 
Ce) Although the possibility exists that the symmetric 
optimum design will buckle via a different mode than its 
uniform counterpart, this phenomena appears to be localized 
around the value of e for which the uniform arch changes 
failure mode. 
In the previous sections, the results for each of the 
optimization processes have been discussed and the appropriate 
designs have been presented along with the criteria by which 
they were obtained. For each design, the critical response 
for both limit point instability as well as bifurcation was 
compared to that of the uniform arch and its salient features 
noted. 
In the next section, the foregoing results are merged 
together in a manner that will allow the reader to appreciate 
the complexity of determining the "strongest" arch as opposed 
to generating one that meets certain optimality criterion. 
4.3 Determination of the Strongest Design 
The "optimum" designs produced through either of the 
two processes for symmetric or anti-symmetric buckling modes 
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are by definition those designs which meet the governing 
equations and the respective optimality criterion. It has 
been demonstrated that an "optimum" design does in fact exhibit 
a larger value of the theoretical critical load for the assumed 
mode shape than does the uniform arch of the same volume. 
But, in order to properly interpret the. results, one must view 
the buckling phenomenon in the broader context of dual mode 
instability. That is, a given design (optimum or otherwise) 
may or may not buckle depending upon the initial rise parameter; 
moreover, the buckling mode depends also upon the rise para-
meter , 
From the point of view of engineering design, one is 
interested in knowing the shape of the strongest arch for a 
given set of system parameters and specific rise. That is, 
what design buckles at the greatest load, Q , and what is 
cr 
its mode of failure (i.e., bifurcation or limit point)? As 
an illustration of the complexity of this question, consider 
Fig. (14) which presents the response curves for the uniform 
design; the anti-symmetric optimal design; and the symmetric 
optimum design for e = 6. The rise parameter axis is subdi-
vided into regions within which a given design is strongest. 
In addition, within a given region (i.e., design), the mode 
of failure could change depending upon the value of e selected. 
Referring to Fig. (14), Region I is composed of those low 
rise parameter values for which during the design process 
buckling takes place at a limit point via a symmetric mode, 
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As indicated in previous sections, for each of these values 
of e there is a different design that is optimum for the 
particular chosen e. Figs, (14), (15), and (16) illustrate 
the response of the symmetric optimum design for e = 6 only, 
since this design is nearer the response of the uniform arch 
than optimal designs obtained for e = 8 or 10. For this case, 
the symmetric optimum design is obviously stronger than the 
uniform design or the anti-symmetric optimal design in these 
regions. Moreover, for e = 6 it is the strongest design and 
buckles via a symmetric mode (limit point) at Q = -24.7. 
cr 
Region III is composed of those high rise parameter values for 
which during the design process buckling takes place at a 
bifurcation point via an anti-symmetric mode. From Fig. (14) 
for all e > 15,3 the strongest design is the one which satis-
fies the anti-symmetric optimality criterion, denoted by 
A 
I . . opt 
Referring to Figs. (14), (15), and (16) a region II 
develops composed of a narrow band of moderate rise parameter 
values for which the optimization process as presented does 
not yield the strongest design. The reason is that each 
design obtained while satisfying the individual optimality 
conditions does not, during the analysis process, consider 
the possibility of buckling in an alternate mode. In other 
words, the methodology as presented, having assumed apriori 
the failure mode, does not include the possibility of dual 
failure modes during redesign. In this region, therefore, 
to obtain the strongest design one would have to consider at 
each analysis step what the actual mode of failure was and 
then use the corresponding redesign algorithm, All of the 
response curves indicate that for very low values of rise 
parameter, anti-symmetric optimum designs are relatively weak 
This is because (1) buckling is more likely to occur through 
symmetric snapping at a limit point for low e and (2) the 
redesign process for maximum bifurcation load inherently 
produces a design which is weak with respect to a limit point 
load [compare the respective designs of Figs. (5a), (5b), and 
(5c) with those of (11), (12), and (13)], Conversely, all 
the response curves indicate that for very high values of ris 
symmetric optimum designs are relatively weak. This is due 
in part to the fact that for high rise parameters bifurcation 
is more likely to be the failure mode. The symmetric mode 
redesign process, while maximizing the theoretical limit 
point, in fact produces a design whose actual mode of failure 
occurs at a bifurcation point via an anti-symmetric mode 
and is inherently weak (compare again the relative inertia 
distributions). 
The phenomenon reflected in region II is greatly 
dependent upon the degree of boundary restraint since the 
region almost vanishes for the simply supported case (3 =0) 
and is greatest for the clamped case (3 -* °°) , For example, 
o 
in Fig. (16) for the simply supported case, for e slightly 
less than 6,0, the strongest design is obtained from the 
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symmetric optimality criterion and the failure mode is at a 
limit point; for values of e slightly greater than 6,0 the 
strongest design is obtained from the anti-symmetric criterion 
and buckling occurs at a bifurcation point, 
Referring to Figs, (14), (15), and (16), we can observe 
that for a uniformly loaded shallow arch, with arbitrary 
boundary restraint (and governed by the stated set of system 
parameters): 
(a) For rise parameters less than 6.0 the strongest 
design is obtained from the symmetric optimality criterion 
and the failure occurs at a limit point through a symmetric 
mode. 
(b) For rise parameters greater than 15.3 the strongest 
design is obtained from the anti-symmetric optimality criterion 
and the failure occurs at a bifurcation point through an anti-
symmetric mode. 
(c) For rise parameters between 6.0 and 15.3 the 
strongest design must be obtained from a dual consideration of 
each possible failure mode with optimality possibly being 
achieved at a point for which simultaneous failure (bifurca-
tion and limit point) can occur. 
The results presented herein, having been obtained by 
separating the failure modes into symmetric and anti-symmetric 
parts according to their relation with the prebuckled equili-
brium configuration, have served as a positive demonstration 
of the methodology. Furthermore, it has been shown that the 
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optimum designs obtained differ dramatically in their 
character as well as their critical response for both anti-
symmetric and symmetric optimization. These differences are 
characteristics of the system variables used to define the 
initial shape, loading, boundary restraints and inertia-area 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
It can be stated conclusively that the optimization of 
the shallow arch is definitely dependent upon its rise para-
meter, e. For high values of e the optimum design is obtained 
by employing the unstable bifurcation optimality criterion, 
Eqs. (55) and (49) while for sufficiently low values of e, 
the optimum design is obtained by employing the limit point 
optimality criterion, Eqs. (49) and (50). As indicated by 
the results for moderate values of arch rise, the optimization 
process for an assumed failure mode does not yield the strongest 
design since the mode of failure changes in this region. It 
does yield, however, designs with the greatest theoretical 
limit point on the one hand (from symmetric optimization) or 
possibly lowest actual limit point (from anti-symmetric 
optimization) on the other. It is seen that optimum designs 
have similar buckling response characteristics to those of 
the uniform arch; that is, there is a lower bound on the 
rise parameter for which no buckling takes place; a range 
for which failure occurs by snapping through a symmetric mode; 
and finally, a range for which buckling takes place by bifur-
cation through an anti-symmetric mode. 
Among the most important conclusions of this investigation 
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one may list the following: 
(a) The optimality criterion for both symmetric and 
anti-symmetric buckling reduces to uniform energy density. 
(b) The finite element formulation allows the buckling 
analysis methodology to produce critical response for any 
given set of system parameters and any inertia distribution. 
(c) Judicious choice of the proportionality constant 
a in Eq. (54) allows one to control, to a certain extent, the 
rate of change of redesign and hence the rate of convergence 
to the final optimum design (see Appendix D ) . 
(d) The optimum designs obtained by imposing anti-
symmetry upon the buckling mode are in all cases stronger than 
the corresponding uniform arch beyond some value of rise 
parameter. The mode of failure for the two designs may be 
different. 
(e) The identification of the strongest arch as well 
as its mode of failure depends upon specification of the rise 
parameter. 
(f) For inertia-area relations of the form I = PA , 
the value of n = 3 corresponds to designs which are stronger 
than those of n = 2, or 1 for both symmetric and anti-symmetric 
optimization. 
5,2 Recommendations 
The presentation of the results on the study of the 
optimum shallow arch demonstrates the complexity inherent in 
its buckling behavior. Several questions remain unanswered 
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and may provide the main course for further research. Of 
utmost importance are the following; 
(a) An amplification of present methods to include 
the possibility of either bifurcation or snapping during the 
iterative redesign process. 
(b) A continuation and amplification of the present 
methods for other static load distributions, initial shapes, 
and degrees of elastic restraint must be pursued. Initial 
indications are that the load distribution significantly 
affects the critical response and one then may expect a 
dramatic change in optimum designs, possibly of the same 
order as that seen by a change in boundary conditions. 
(c) An investigation of the effect of non-symmetric 
static loading and non-symmetric boundary restraints on the 
response of arbitrary designs. 
(d) An investigation into the response of the optimum 
designs obtained herein to time dependent loads. 
In summary, the investigation has demonstrated the 
power and versitility obtained through a. novel utilization 
of finite element methods coupled with energy criteria to 
characterize the response of a highly nonlinear problem. 
Moreover, the methodology outlined can, with very little modi-
fication, be used to obtain results for more general cases of 
loading; for other boundary and foundation restraints f and a 
wide assortment of other system parameters. One might even 
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ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR UNIFORM ARCH BUCKLING 
In Ref. (10) , the author reports a methodology developed 
herein whereby critical conditions are obtained for a uniform 
arch subjected to arbitrary load distributions and with varying 
degrees of rotational restraint at the boundaries. The analy-
tical solution is made tractable by the assumption of uniform 
inertia distribution; however, by the use of the finite element 
discretization of Chapter II, the methodology can be extended 
to arbitrary nonuniform geometries. For the case of snapping 
through the existence of a limit point, solution procedures 
are outlined utilizing either the buckling equation, Eq. (.32), 
or the second variation of the total potential, Eq.(29) with 
the requirement that the buckling mode (at the limit point) 
resembles the primary path equilibrium response. 
In the illustrations, the geometry is assumed to be 
uniform, I = 1, A = 1, and there is no elastic foundation, 
3 = 0 . The six particular examples, for which critical 
conditions are presented, are: 
1) A simply supported low arch with half sine initial 
shape under a half sine transverse load distribution, 
2) A clamped low arch with a half sine initial shape 
under a half sine load distribution, 
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3) A simply supported parabolic low arch under a 
uniform transverse loading, 
4) A rotationally restrained low arch with a half sine 
initial shape under a half sine transverse loading, 
5) A simply supported half sine low arch under a 
uniform transverse loading, and 
6) A clamped half sine low arch under a uniform trans-
verse loading. 
Example 1: Simply Supported Half Sine Arch, Half Sine Loading 
The initial shape and the loading are characterized by 
the following equations: 
q U ) = qQsinC F = 0 (A-l) 
n U) = e sin? 
o 
The equilibirium equation and the boundary conditions 
for the primary path which is syirimetric are given below 
n(IV)+ pn" = Q sin % (A-2) 
where 
p = -p, and Q = q + e 
n(0) = n"(0) = n' \ \ \ = n"! \ \ \ = 0 (A-3) 
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The solution for n is given by 
n U ) = . Q^HL_£ CA_4) 
p-i 




= e2 - 4p (A-5) 
These two equations, Eqs, (A-4) and (A-5), hold true 
at every primary path equilibrium point. At a critical condi-
tion the equilibrium becomes unstable either through a bifur-
cation point (antisymmetric buckling mode) or through a limit 
point (top-of-the-knee symmetric buckling mode). Thus these 
two cases are considered separately and from the buckling 
equation, Eq. (32) the critical conditions are obtained. 
a) Limit Point Analysis 
For this particular example, the buckling equation 
becomes 
V/2 
Y(IV) + py" + ^ - I n"7d? = 0 (A-6) Hi f 
rr J Q 
Since the primary path equilibrium is given by n-n 
and since one is interested in a limit point instability, the 
buckling mode, yr can be approximated by y = c(n-n ), where 
c is some arbitrary constant. Note that this expression for 
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Y satisfies the buckling boundary conditions, Eq. (33). 
Substitution of this expression for y into the buckling 










- 2(p-l) sin^ = 0 (A-7) 
where Q and p refer to values of Q and p at the limit 
cr cr ^ 
point. Since the limit point is also an equilibrium point, 






ez + 2 
3/2 
e > 2 (A-8) 
and the position of the limit point at the midpoint of the 
arch TI (J) is given by Eq. (A-4) 
i * \ nL ( T - ) = 
P 
(A-9) 
Note that in Eq.. (A-8) the negative Q is taken, which yields 
a positive n (—̂ —) , because the unloaded position of the 
P TT 
arch is characterized by Q = e, n(—-j-)= e and the first limit 
point is given by Q and n as denoted by Eqs, (A-8) and 
P 
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p \ 2 
2-4 
(A-10) 
These results are in complete agreement with those reported in 
Refs. (29) and C33). 
An alternative approach, is demonstrated for the limit 
point analysis by utilizing the fact that the second variation 
of the total potential vanishes at the critical point, namely 
when there exists a non-trivial solution to the buckling 
equations and the equilibrium conditions are simultaneously 
satisfied. Substituting the equilibrium solution Eq. (A-4) 
into the second variation, Eq. (29), one obtains 
( 0 ) 2 
V[Q,p,e] = M^- + e 
ip-1 i 
- A fv 
•p I cos2?d£ + / sin2£d£ / 
+ 
i ( Q | 2 r 
TT ( p-1 ) JQ 
s2?d? 
which becomes, after performing the integrations, 
U-l + ) (ip-1 
- 2 (p-1) \ = 0 
Now the first term cannot vanish since this implies when solved 
with Eq. (A-5) the trivial solution p = Q = 0; thus, to obtain 
the critical conditions for the limit point, one must solve 
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together the following: 
2 
= 2{p - 1) 
P-l 
. 2 
and / Q \ 2 
= e - 4p (A-5) 
p - l • 
The results of this approach are identical to those reflected 
by Eq. (A-8) for this case. Note that either of the approaches 
depends upon being able to form an explicit solution for the 
equilibrium equation. The limit point analysis approach can 
be utilized for any of the examples presented here, but the 
simultaneous solution of the resulting algebraic equations 
cannot be effected in closed form as was done for example one; 
hence, one must resort to numerical techniques to obtain the 
critical conditions. 
b) Bifurcation Point Analysis 
For the case of instability through an anti-symmetric 
mode (bifurcation) y, which is orthogonal to the symmetric 
primary path n(5), the integral in Eq. (A-6) vanishes and the 
buckling condition becomes 
Y""+ py" = 0 (A-ll) 
subject to the conditions 
Y(0) = Y*'(0) =Y[-£-] = Y"[-T-]= ° CA-12) 
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The solution to this equation is 
Y = A sin 2m£ m = 1,2,,,,3 (A-13) 
p = 4m: 
Q = -(4m2 - 1) (e2 - 16m2)^ (A-14) 
The smallest Q(Q ) o c c u r s a t m = 1 , t h e r e f o r e 
(—- J-
P c r = 4, Q c r = -3(e
z - 1.6) 2, e > 4 (A-15) 
and 
These results also agree with those reported in Refs. (29) and 
(33) . 
The results are graphically presented in Fig. Al as 
Q versus the rise parameter, e. Note that although anti-
symmetric bifurcation is possible for e > 4, snapping occurs 
through a limit point as long as e <_ \22 and thus Q is given 
v.̂  -L 
by Eq. (A-8) for 2 < e <>/22. 
Example 2; Clamped Half Sine Arch, Half Sine Loading 
For this particular case, the initial shape and the 
loading are also characterized by Eqs. (A-l), 
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Following the same procedure as in Example 1, the primary 
path equilibrium points are characterized by 
nU) = A [COS \; P U - - cosVp-^-] -




p - i / 
\p sin \P (A-18) 
Substitution of this expression for n, Eq. (A-17), into Eq. 
(25), yields the following (p,Q,e) relation 
B1Q
2 + B2Q + (B3 - B4) = 0 (A-19) 
where 
B i = 
1 ( j yp-iT - s i n \p-rr 
-r 
p _ 1 I Wp sin2 V 
2 \p cot \p 2 TT_ 
4 
P - 1 
(A-20) 
B. 
2e ( I \piT - s i n pir \ p c o t \ p 1 
P-1 I 4 \ p s i n 2 p p - 1 
B3 = e 
\ pir - s i n VpTT 
4 \ P s i n 2 \ / p y 
B4 = - J - [ e
2 - 4p] 
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a) Limit Point Analysis 
As beforer characterizing the buckling mode y by 
Y = c(n-n )/ substituting this and the expression for ^ into 
o 
the buckling equation, Eq. (A-6), performing the indicated 
operations and evaluating this equation at £ = ~ (midpoint 
of the arch), the following relationship is obtained between 
P and Q for every e value, at the limit point. rcr cr -1 
[BCQ + B 1 [B^Q
2 + BnQ + B0 + B„Q + B0] (A-21) L 5^cr 6 1 cr 2 cr 3 7 cr 8 
= BnQ + Bn n 9 cr 10 








in V s l  VP c r 2 
Vi e \p cr 





Vp COt Vp rr 
> rcr " rcr 2 _n̂  
P "I 
cr 
B„ = e2 
< Vi p cot \p -4. 





B 10 i-e(pcr-l] 
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A computer program is written to solve the two equations, 
Eqs. (A-19) and (A-21), simultaneously in order to obtain 
can p and Q . If these values are known, then nT cr cr JL 
P 
easily be computed from Eqs. (A-17) for every value of the 
rise parameter, e, 
The results are shown graphically in Fig.(A2)as Q 
v^ J-
versus the rise parameter. 
b) Bifurcation Analysis 
For this particular example the buckling equation is 
still given by Eq. (A-11), but the boundary conditions are 
Y(0) = Y1 (0) « 0 (A-23) 
[TT! » rvi = 0 
The lowest positive root of the following transcendental 
equation denotes p : 
\P -5- = tan \P -4- (A-24) 
Thus 
p = 8.1842 
With this value for p , substitution into Eq, tA-19) yields 
rcrf 
Q = 3.5914[-e -Ce2 - 58.8297)^] (A-25) 
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for e > 7,67 
Again as before, although it is possible to have anti-
symmetric bifurcation for e > 7,67, snapping takes place 
through the existence of a limit point (symmetric snapping) 
for e <_ 9.00 (see Fig, A2)„ 
Example 3; Simply Supported Parabolic Arch, Uniform Loading 
The initial shape and loading for this example are 
characterized by the following: 
q U ) = q; F = 0 (A-26) 
n U ) « — £ (TT-C) 
0 2 
IT 
The primary path equilibrium points are characterized by 
nU) = — cos V P [5 - T ] " c o s V P T + — C (€-•IT) (A-27) 
P 7 ( 3 2p cos 
where 
c, = -3- + -5£ 
1 "~2 ~ ? P Z piT^ 
Substitution of this expression for n, Eq, (A-27), 
into Eq. (25) yields the following (p,Q,e) relation which 
holds true at every point on the equilibrium primary path, 
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q C2 + qC3 + C4 - C5 (A-2 8) 
where 
1 ^2 
VpTr - s i n \ p 
L 4 P V P c o s 
PTT IT3 2 A J - TT / - 7T\ 
-7Z-T + — " ^̂ ~F t a n ^ P 2 " ^ 2 
Vp 7 24 p \ / p \ / 
(A-2 9) 
C = 1 6 e 
piT^ 
\pTT - s i n \ pTr - s i n vpfT 
[4p VP COS2VP y P VP 
tanVp \ "VP ^ 
c, = 
64e : VpiT - s i n VPTT 
L4p V P COS2 VP 7 J 
C5 = 37 ' 6 
2 _ 3 p TT 
a) Limit Point Analysis 
Characterizing the buckling mode y by y = c(n-n ) and 
following all the steps as in the two previous examples, the 
following relation is obtained for p and q for every e 
value at the limit point. 
(c^q +c-7)[c~q
2 +c~q +c.+c0q +cn] = C-, nq +c, , 6^cr 7 2^cr 3^cr 4 8^cr 9 lO^cr 11 (A-30) 
where c„, c_, c. and c are given by Eqs. (A-2 9) and 
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8e 




P TT 24 ^ ( t - v p j - v s j y 
c„ = - - 4 ( - V. i -V5 J) 
cio = i and cn = 4p e/7T 
The simultaneous solution of Eqs, (A-28) and (A-30) yields 
q and the corresponding p for each e value. The results 
^cr r ^ rcr 
are presented graphically in Fig. (A3). 
b) Bifurcation Analysis 
The buckling equation and boundary conditions for anti-
symmetric modes are identical to those for Example 1, Eqs. (A-11) 
and (A-12). Therefore 
p = 4 and y U ) = A sin 2?. 
O J-
Following the same procedure as in Example 1, one obtains 
the following expression for q ,. 
Lcr 
- 0.83998 [<-e - 2.8598(e2 - 15.3231)^] (A-3 2) 
e > 3.9144 
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Note that although antisymmetric modes are possible for 
e > 3.9144, q corresponds to a symmetric mode for e < 5.105, 
Therefore the expression for q given by Eq. (A-32) is appli-
cable only to e > 5.105, The reasons are clearly stated in 
the discussion of Example 1. 
Example 4: Rotationally Restrained Half Sine Arch, Half 
Sine Loading 
The initial shape and the loading for this case are 
characterized by 
n (?) = e sin £ (A-l) 
o 
q(U = qQ sin £, F = 0 
The equilibrium equations becomes 
n ( I V ) + p TI" = Q sin £; Q = q + e (A-2) 
The boundary conditions for this case are 
n(0) = 0; n" (0) = 3o [n
f CO) - e] (A-33) 
n ' \l\= n-l^h ° 
Note that only half of the arch is considered and one seeks 
symmetric responses for r\(E>) (primary equilibrium path). 
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The s o l u t i o n for n i s given by 
nU) = R A [ C O S V P tt ~ J) " cos V P f] - Q _ S i n g 
p - 1 
(A-34) 
where A is given by Eq. (A-18) and 
3 tan v ? ; 
R = 
tan \ i- V P - IT 2 
(A-35) 
Note that as 3 -> 0, Eq, (A-34) becomes identical to the 
solution of Example 1, as expected, and as 3 -> 00 , R ->• 1 and 
o 
this solution becomes identical to that for Example 2. 
Proceeding as before, the (p,Q,e) relation on the 
primary equilibrium path is obtained from Eq, (25). 





R2 VPTT - sin \p TT + R 2 \p cot Vp 2 TT_ 
4 VP sin2 VP k p - 1 
D 2 = 
2 e R 2 VpiT - s i n VpTr + R Vp co t Vp 2 (A-37) 
P-1 4 V P s i n 2 V P T P - 1 
D„ = [R2e2] VPTT - s in Vp TT 
4 Vp s i n 2 V P \ 
DA= I Le - 4P) 
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The buckling equation is solved for the limit point and bifur-
cation point independently, as before. 
a) Limit Point Analysis 
Following the steps outlined previously the buckling 
equation yields the following equation that related p to Q 
cr cr 
for each e value. 
(D5Q + D6) (D1Q
2 + D2Q + D3 + D?Q + Dg) = DgQ + D1Q (A-38) 
where D.^ D2, and D are given by Eqs. (A-37), Dg and D 0 are 
the same as B and B respectively, given by Eqs. (A-22), and 




D„ = Re: 
in VP £ '" °6 s
Re \p V, 
sin V 5 ; 
R Vp cot Vp 2 TT_ 
Vp cot Vp 2 
p-l 
(A-39) 
The results for this case are presented graphically in 
Fig. (A4) for 3 values of 0, 1, 10, 100, and «>. Note that the 
results for the two extreme cases g = 0 and «> are in complete 
o 
agreement with those of Examples 1 and 2 respectively, 
b) Bifurcation Analysis 
The buckling equation and the boundary conditions (anti-
symmetric buckling) for this case are 
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(IV) 
Y • + p Y" = 0 (A-4 0) 
Y(0) = 0; Y" CO) = 3 Y' CO) 
o 
Y [J] = Y" [£) = o 
The characteristic equation for this eigenboundary 
value problem is given by 
V 5 ^ = 1 + P TT V 5 4 tan P ^ (A-41) 
This transcendental equation, Eq. (A-41), is solved for 
a number of 3 values. The corresponding value of p (lowest 
eigenvalue) and the corresponding lowest value of e for which 
an antisymmetric mode is possible, e . , are presented in 
Table Al. (For final results, see Fig. A5) . 
Note that the first and last rows of Table Al, are in 
complete agreement with the results of Examples 1 and 2 
respectively. 
Table Al. Effect of Rotational Restraint on the 
Critical Axial Stress, p, and Lowest Rise Parameter 













Examples 5 and 6: Simply Supported and Clamped Half Sine Arch, 
Uniform Loading 
The initial shape and the loading for both examples 
are characterized by 
q(X) = q; F = 0 
nQ (?) = e sin E, 
For the sake of brevity, only the final equations are 




nU) = 3 737 {cosVp(? - j) - cos Vpj} + (A-42) 
P2 COS^/Py * \ / 
qg(g -TT) _ e sin g 
2^ P - 1 
Clamped 
0(0-^=7 { f ^ ^ l HVi(.-j) -cosV5f}(A_43) 
sin VPy P"1 2P v \ / 
+ gg Cg-Tr) _ e sin | 
2p P - 1 
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(pf q, e) Relation on Primary Equilibrium Path 
E - ^ + E2q + E 3 - E4 = 0 (A-44) 
where the constants for these two examples are Simply Supported 
En = 
1 \ VpTT - s i n VpTT -rr3 
1 "2 U p V p c o s 2 > / p | 2 4 




E2 = - ^ - ; E J ^ - \ ' l ; E = 1 (e* - 4p) 2 (P-D 2 3 U-li 4 4 4 
Clamped 
\piT - Sin VpTT TT 3 7T 
1 52 ) 4 4 \lp s in 2 VK- 24 5 L V " 2 2 j j 
E„ = 
E , = 
V] eiT i ypTr - s i n 
P - l 4 \ p s i n
2 \ p j 
Vp^ x V + ^-z- c o t 
p - l 
VP T 
p - l 
"2 VPTT - s i n \ p 7 T 2p Vp c o t \p-2- *; 
>i - • 2 */" IT ~ , 4 
4 psm z \p y p - 1 
E4 = f (e
2 - 4p) 
Symmetric Buckling Equation [Limit Point p r q , e relation. 
CE5q + E6)[Exq
2 + E2q + E 3 + E?q + EQ] = E9q + E 10 
(A~47) 
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where constants E , E and E~ are given by Eqs, (A-45) and 
(A-46) for the simply supported and clamped cases respectively, 
and Simply Supported Case 
E = i 1 f i— ; Ea = -^ (A~48) 
5 p \ COSVP J J 6 5-1 
E = E = - ? - • F = —®lH_ 
b7 6 - ' b8 p-1 4(p-1) 
E
9 " 2 ' ^ 1 0 "
 P e 2" 
Clamped 
= I ji - VP * 1; E. = -*- 11 - - i i : E r - U - * £ - = h ^ - —- \  -£->L2—y (A-49) 
J ) p - 1 ( s m \ p T 
: = £ 11 + _&H_ cot V: 
7 - 1 ~ * 
f j i + ^ ^ L - c o t P § [; Eg = | 
p ( p - i ' 
I + LsfecotVp l [ ; E = E = _ei | I  ORcot  M ; lfl Pe I 8 p - 1 I 4 p - 1 
Antisymmetric Critical Load Expression 
Simply Supported 
q = - 0,7819e - 2,262 (e2 - 17.2705)^ (A-50 
e > 4.15 
Ill 
Clamped 
q = - 3.9632e - 3,1554 (e2 - 53.5015)^ CA-51) 
e > 7.3144 
The results for these two examples are presented graph-










10 12 14 16 
Fig. Al. Critical Load Vs. Rise Parameter, Simply 








12 14 16 
Fig. A2« Critical Load Vs. Rise Parameter, Clamped, 
Half Sine Load, Half Sine Arch. 
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10 0-
Fig. A3. Critical Load Vs, Rise Parameter, Simply 
Supported, Uniform Load, Parabolic Arch. 
1 0 0-









Fig. A5. Effect of Rotational Restraint, 
Anti-Symmetric Response, Half Sine 






Pig. A6. Critical Load Vs. Rise Parameter, Simply 










10 12 14 16 
Fig. A7. Critical Load Vs. Rise Parameter, 
Clamped, Uniform Load, Half Sine Arch. 
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APPENDIX B 
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD APPLIED TO 
BUCKLING OF SHALLOW ARCHES 
In order to solve the nonlinear governing equations of 
Chapter II for the optimum design, it is essential to employ 
a numerical approach. The finite element displacement approach 
is chosen for the shallow arch problem because of its simplicity 
and high degree of reliability when applied to structural 
problems. Kamat (Ref. 49) employs a similar approach for his 
formulation of beam and plate optimization problems. 
By discretizing the shallow arch along the K-axis into 










one may express the degrees of freedom of the arch in terms of 





u 2i + 2 
displacements at boundary nodes 
of 1 — element 
rotations at bounding nodes 
of I — element 
The displacement function y( 5) in Eq. (34) can be approximated 
j _ • L 
in the i — element in terms of a complete cubic. Such an 
approximation for the displacement is made on the grounds of 
compatibility and completeness which is necessary for conver-
gence to the true solution as the element size shrinks to zero. 
Compatibility implies continuity of displacements at the 
boundaries (nodes) while the completeness requirement assures 
that the representation allows for rigid body motion and 
constant strain states within the element. Thus, 
y1(?) = aQ + a^ + a2?
2 + a^3 e± i * 1 ?i+i 
CB-l) 










By interpolating (B-1) in terms of its nodal values as 
follows: 
T 
y U ± ) = u 2 i _ 1 =-- L U±) a 
y ' it±) = u 2 i = E L
T ( q } ] ' a 
y ( ^ i + i ) = u 2 i + i
 == £ u i + 1 ) a 
T 
y , ( ^ i + i ) = u 2 i + 2
 =: [± ( ^ i + i
) ] * 







= [B] ( i ) a CB-3) 
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where matrix B for the i — element is, 
B 
5 i q q 
i 2h 3q 
?
i + i n+i 
2 ?
i + i 
5 ; 
i + 1 
^Ui 
and relates the a. to the u., 
— l —l 
From Eq. (B-3), vector a is given by 
a = B._1u. 
— =i — I 
Substitution of this expression into Eq. (B-1) yields the 
+-Vi 
displacement function for the i — element, 
T -1 
y ± U ) = L R±
L u± ?i 1 ^ ?i+l 
(B-4) 
i = 1,. , ,m 
m = total number elements 
The total potential UT(y), Eq. (34) is reproduced as 
follows: 
r /"IT 2 / " * 
UT(y) = J I 7 o ( y '
2 + 2y»n ; )dS + 23 7 Q y 
A _ 2 A 
+ 2 / I ( € ) y " d£ - 4Q J o yNCUd? 
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:d£ (B-5) 
+ 28 [y' (0) 2 + y' (IF} 2] 
where 
j -
^ J o A 
Note that the concentrated load term 4 /1T F6(^-^)d^ has been 
omitted since it is not considered in the formulation of 
Chapter II. Furthermore, the continuous load function is 
expressed as q (£) = QN(£) where N(£5 is given and the magni-
tude Q is unknown. The definition of J, Eq. (28) has been 
modified by elimination of the axial elastic restraint a at 
o 
the boundaries. From Eq. (B-4) one may construct the following 
T — T T — 1 
[y±(5)] = u:i a ± LL E.
 L u (B-6) 
2 T -T T -1 
i —1 
[y! U ) 1 = u. B. * L'L'~ B. u J i —l =i 
2 T -T T -1 
[yV (?) 1 = U.x B. L'FL" B. u. J l —l = 1 — — = 1 —l 
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Substitution of Eqs. (B-4) and CB-6) into Eq. (B-5) 
yields the potential for the i — element, 
C i + 1 
°T
( i > (u^) = J [ u ^ l&i T A± L'L^dSEi 1 l u ± (B-7 
i + 1 fh. 
+ 2 | i n ; ( e ) t , * d C B i "
1 \ u ± 
T ( -T / T - 1 > 
Ui {E, J^ LLdSB. Ju, 
i T { ^ T / e i + l l < 1 , ^ * « 8 i ' 1 > ^ 
^i 
I / ^ i + 1 T -1 \ 





-iT {%"T ^ V 1 } ^ 
The total potential for the entire system is 
m 
U^fu.) = S Um
{i) 
T - 1 T^T T 
The summation and assembly process yields the following 
representation for the total potential 
U (U) = J[uTK2u + 2V6
Tu] + 2 uTK3 u (B-8) 
T T T - ~T 
+ 2u K-, u - 4Q V5 u + 43 u R R u 
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where the following global terms are defined; 
K 
m 
i = l 
m 
K. - E »f i = l 
T 




( B - 9 ) 
ra 
K. - E %"T 
i = l 
f T / LL 
*4l 





i = l 
m 
V, £ 
i = l 
" e l 
T 
( ? ) I T d 
A' 
^ e l 
R, 
- 1 
( ? ) L ' x d ? B 
- 1 
R = [a(i 
T 
L ' ?=0 
I - ^ - ^ i + 1 
The above quantities in global form are of order (2m+2). 
--T • The rotational restraint matrix RR is assembled on the basis 
2 2 
that [yf (0)] = [y' (IT)] . This is true for both symmetric and 
antisymmetric modes. In other words, under the action of 
symmetric loading, initial configuration and boundary conditions, 
the rotations at the boundary nodes are equal in magnitude. 
During the assembly of the stiffness matrix, K_, for a given 
element the inertia I. is constant and thus outside the inte-
l 
gral. Furthermore, for simplicity, the length of each element 
is the same. 
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The total potential, Eq. (B-8), will now be used to 
amplify the development of the governing equations of Chapter 
II as well as the solution methodology of Chapter III, The 
displacement u of order (2m+2) gives the displacement and 
rotation at the (m+1) nodal points in the space [ 0, TT ] , under 
the action of the lateral load QN(^) with the resultant axial 
thrust being that obtained by Eq. (38). The condition of 
symmetry for u can be given a physical interpretation. Assuming 
a node at the apex (i.e., the midpoint of the arch), for symmetry 
we require that the nodal displacements to the left of the 
apex be equal in magnitude and direction (sign) to those on 
the right (equidistant points); and the nodal rotations on the 
left be equal to and of opposite sign to those on the right. 
In addition, the apex rotation is zero while the apex displace-
ment is arbitrary. Symbolically, 












Ht = 2 S* L 
where u is of order (2m+2) x (1), T £ is (m) x (m+2) 
and T^ is (2m+2) x (m+2). 
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For a simple 2 element model (m = 2), we can construct 
















_ u 6 _ 
u. 
Ss 
For symmetry we must have Ul = U5 
U2 = "U6 
(The additional requirement that u,= 0 is imposed directly 
in the execution of the program and not through the assembly 













1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1— —1 
0 0 0 1 = 
x 
- 1 0 0 0 
0 - 1 0 0 Is 
for u = T u - S -L 
Substitution of Eq. (B-10) into Eq. (B-8) has the effect 
of reducing the order of all matrices and vectors from (2m+2) 
to (m+2) and thus promotes efficient use of computer storage 
and execution time. This transformation is carried out, 
where appropriate, during the assembly of the relevant quan-
tities. The total potential becomes 
V^L> = J [ ^ £2* »L
 + 2V-7 ^L ] 2 + 2*%? fi3* H.L ( B - l l 
rp * *<"P rp _ * _ * rn 
+ 2uT K-, uT - 4QVC uT + 4 B uT R R uT —L =1 —L — 5 —L 0—L — — —L 
w h e r e 
* T 
£ l " =S £ l ^S' £2 = Ss £2 *e> e t c 
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During the solution process for symmetric snapping, 
the governing equations [Eqs. (38) (39) (42)J utilize the 
symmetry property of the equilibrium solution u as well as 
the buckling modes v; hence, one need not be concerned with 
antisymmetry at all. On the other hand, for unstable bifur-
cation, the orthogonality of the buckling mode with respect 
to the symmetric primary path equilibrium configuration is 
crucial in formulating the eigenvalue problem for the critical 
conditions expressed by Eq. (41). In solving Eq. (41), one 
must impose antisymmetry on the buckling mode v first. This 
means that matrices K , K . K0 and R will be subjected to an 
1 2 3 
anti-symmetric transformation to determine p from Eq. (41) 
then must be symmetrically transformed to form the coefficients 
in Eq. (39) which reflect the required symmetry property of 
the equilibrium solutions u. Such manipulations are easily 
carried out by the computer and for further details, one is 
referred to Appendix D. 
In order to effect a solution, whether antisymmetric 
or symmetric, one must further specify the boundary conditions. 
(In effect, the apex becomes a boundary under the symmetry 
transformations), At the left boundary or support, we require 
that the vertical displacement be zero for all degrees of 
rotational restraint. The boundary and apex conditions are 
summarized as follows: 
u.. = 0 vertical displacement at £ = 0 
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and either u = 0 (3 -*«), clamped case; 
or u0 arbitrary (0<3 < °°) , restrained case; Z o 
or u arbitrary (3 =0), simply supported case; 
with u , = 0 , apex displacement for anti-symmetry; 
m+2 = 0, apex rotation for symmetry. 
In practical application of the computer program, one 
specifies 3 . If 3 is set greater than 100, the program 
automatically imposes clamped boundary conditions (u,= 0, 
Up=0). The value of 100 is arbitrary, but based upon some 
experience (see Appendix A) for uniform arch buckling with 
rotationally restrained boundaries. If 3 is set equal to 
zero, the program automatically imposes u = 0 without any 
requirement on the boundary rotation. For the intermediate 
cases of 3 , one must examine the boundary restraint matrix 
— T £ = RR after it has been transformed by either symmetric 
or anti-symmetric transformations. As an example, consider 
the equilibrium equation, Eq. (3 9) which, by the principle 
of stationary value of total potential, is obtained from 
Eq. (34) or Eq. (B-ll). 
[I-L " Pl2
 + 3^3 + Bo = ]- = P-6 + Q-5 ( 3 9 ) 
Matrix E, after transformation, is of the form 
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R 
0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
so that for finite non-zero values of 3 , one simply adds 
the quantity 2B to the appropriate element of the stiffness 
matrix K, . This is readily seen to be an additional stiff-
ness at the boundary and effectively restrains the change 
in rotation u at the support. To impose the homogeneous 
boundary conditions at the support and the apex, the standard 
technique of zeroing out the appropriate rows and columns of 
all matrices and vectors is used (see Ref. (50) pp. 8-9). 
The imposition of boundary conditions could also be made 
mathematically by construction of some non-square transfor-
mation matrix relating the arbitrary vector u_ to the unre-
strained degrees of freedom u in much the same way that 
the symmetry transformation matrix T is constructed. In 
either case, the system of equations is further reduced by 
the specification of 2 or 3 homogeneous conditions. 
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APPENDIX C 
ANALYTIC APPROACH FOR ANTI-SYMFETRIC OPTIMIZATION 
In Ref. 3 Tadjbakhsh and Kellar expand the earlier solu-
tion for the simply supported optimum column (Ref. 1) by 
including the cases for clamped at one end and clamped, 
hinged or free at the other. Since the buckling analysis for 
the column and the anti-symmetric buckling analysis for the 
critical thrust p for the shallow arch are both governed by 
an eigenvalue problem, their solution procedure for the opti-
mum shape is applicable. It will be shown that, for the 
simply supported case and n = 2 in the inertia area relation, 
a closed form solution can be obtained and approaches that 
obtained by the energy optimization methods depicted graphi-
cally in Fig. (5b).. In addition to those boundary conditions 
considered in Ref. (3), an analytic solution procedure will be 
outlined which will allow for rotational restraint at the 
boundary. 
Recalling the equations and relations governing the anti-
symmetric optimization problem from Chapter II: 
Optimality Condition: 
pnA(On"1[Yn(?)]2 = A (C-l) 
Definition of p 
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X / ( ( V ) 2 - (n')2}cU 0 (C-2) 
Inertia/Area relation 
IU) = pAn(?) (C-3) 
Constant Volume Condition 
/ 
A(£)d£ = v (C-4) 
and 
J = 1 ̂  2 u: d£ A(C) + a (C-5 
Solution for Asymmetric Buckling: 
Consider the case without elastic foundation (3 = 0). 
The buckling Eq. (32) becomes, 
[IU)Y MU)] + PY" (O = 0 (C-6) 
Following the solution procedure for the column eigenvalue 
problem (Ref. 3) let $(£) = I(£)Y" (?) in (C-6) and obtain 
" U) + lUl 
4>U) = 0 (C-7) 
with boundary conditions 
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(a) <|,(0) - 0 simply supported 
<i> 
(b) (|,(0) + <j>' (0) J - 0 clamped 
(4) = 0 
(c) 4,(0) 1 + 
(2 ) pl 
o J 
+ y <j>' (0) = 0 rotationally restrained 
<£> = o 
Using the optimality criterion (C-1) we obtain a relation 
between <j>(£) and I(^), namely 
K?) - cc}>(?) 
2n 
n+1 (C-8) 
The constant c can be taken as one owing to the linearity and 
homogeneity of Eq. (C-6) which upon substitution of the above 
becomes: 
1-n 
"(£) + P<j>1+n = 0 
multiply by cf,' (£) and obtain 
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U ' U ) 2 } ' + p(n+l) U n + 1 
I n t e g r a t i o n y i e l d s 
,2 U) + p ( n + l ) 
2 
n+1 P(n+1) n+1 (C-9) 
where <f> is constant. 
•o 
To solve (C-9), introduce the following new dependent 
variable 6(C) defined by 
U) = cf)Q[sin e(£)] 
n+1 (C-10) 
Substitution of (C-10) into (C-9) yields the following equa-
tion for the determination of 6(£) 
n [sin 8U)]"e» (C.) = 













At this stage we have three unknowns 6(0) , p , and <J> to 
be determined by the boundary conditions and the constant 
volume constraint. 
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Considering the simply supported case 
With boundary conditions, 
(0) = 0 ; Mj) = 0 
and using (C-10), we obtain 
sin 6(0) = 0 •* 6(0) = mTT m = 0,1,2, 
sin 6 (j) = 0 -* 6 (~) = miT m = 0,1,2, 
Since we seek the first mode anti-symmetric solution, we 
require a minimum number of nodes in [0 , TT] ; therefore, by 
taking |m - m| = 1, we can choose m = 0 and m = 1 which gives 
9(0) = 0 ; e(|) = TT (C-13) 
Th e constant <j> can be obtained from (C-12) at £ = y yielding 
"n+1" 
- < ^ > 
L P J 
TT 
n n (sin |) d£ (C-14) 
To determine the optimum p we make use of the constant 
-cr 
volume constraint (C-4) 
TT/2 
v A(C)d? = 2 
assuming that the 
distribution of 
area is symmetric 
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w i t h 
A U ) * KC) 
n 
2n 
from (C-3) , and the r e l a t i o n I U ) = [<f> (€51 • Using (C-10), 
(C-l l) and (C-14), we obta in 
^pt) c t -p^)©
a (? 
TT \ n+2 / TTT 
sin11 £dd / / (sin C) dC| 
-n 
Example 
For n = 2 this becomes, 
(C-15) 
/" \ 16 - ,v, 
^opt* = — p y ^ cr 
(C-16) 
For p = 1 and v = IT , the critical value of p is 5.33 which 
compares quite well with the value of 5.17 obtained via the 
methods of Chapter II. Using (C-14) in (C-10) with the opti-
mal ity condition we can determine the optimum area distribution 
given by 
A U ) = 12 sin2 6(5) 0 < 5 TT 
j TT — — 
(C-17) 
where from (C-12), 8(£) is given by 
2e (c) - sin 2e (£) = 4^ 0 < £ < TT (C-18) 
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It is worthy to note at this point that the optimum area 
distribution given by (C-17) and (C-18) as well as the corre-
sponding critical axial load parameter p , given by (C-16) 
were determined as a result of the optimality condition and 
the buckling condition and are not affected by the distribution 
of the lateral load q(£) nor by the initial configuration 
n (£)• The optimum inertia distribution from Eqs. (C-17) and 
(C-18) is plotted in Fig. CI along with the results depicted 
by Fig. 5b. They are in excellent agreement. Moreover, the 
above solution was obtained for the case n = 2 and simply 
supported boundary conditions. For other values of n and 
other boundary conditions the determination of 6(0) , <j> and 
p _,_ will require a minor numerical root finding scheme for a 
transcendental equation before the necessary integrations can 
be carried out to determine A(£). 
Consider the general rotationally restrained case: 
Boundary conditions 




+ • ' (0) \ (A) 
ij) = 0 (B) 
Recalling that 
(£) = $ [sin B{1) ] n+1 (C-10) 
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{-) = [ s i n 6 ( ^ ) ] n + 1 = 0 •+ s i n 6 (~) 0 + 6 ( y ) = IT1TT 
m = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
Consider boundary condition (A): From (C-10) 
(0) = cf) [sin 6 (0) ] n+1 
' U) = [n+l]4>0[sin e ( 0 ]
n cos e (^ )e ' (? ) 
' (0) = [ n + l ] $ [ s i n 6 ( 0 ) ] n c o s 6 ( 0 ) 0 ' (0) 
a n d f rom ( C - l l ) 
n 
' (0 ) = P n+1 
n + 1 [ s i n 6 ( 0 ) ] - n 
S u b s t i t u t i n g i n t o t h e a b o v e , o b t a i n 
1 




so boundary condition (A) becomes 
IT -
<f> [ s i n 6 ( 0 ) ]U+1(l + + £(n+l)<J> n + 1 c o s 6 (0) 
z o 
P 
n + l j 
= 0 (C-19) 
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From (C-12) 
n+l\ 2 2_ 
- J ir 
mir 
6 ( 0 ) 
n 
n 
(sin t) dt ( C - 2 0 ) 
From the constant volume constraint 
p = p(n+1) 
r - n 2 
v 
rnir 
6 ( 0 ) 
n (sin t) dt 
n+2 miT 
' e ( O ) 
(sin t) dt 
- n 
(C-21) 
Given n we can use (C-20) and (C-21) to eliminate $ and p 
from (C-19) and obtain an expression in terms of 6(0) alone. 
For different 3 (restraint) we obtain different 6(0). With 
o 
6(0) known, we can find p from (C-21) and with (p, 6(0)) we 
may find <J> from (C-20) . With (<J> , n, p , 6(0)) we may 
determine from (C-12) values of 6(£) for different 0 <_ E, <_ ir . 
From (C-10) and (C-8) we determine the optimum I(£) • The 
relation I(?) = pA(£) determines optimum area. 
Through the use of this analytic approach, one can deter-
mine P and I x.(C) for n = 2, 3 and general boundary 
cropt o p 
restraints. What remains is to determine the critical response 
of these designs for various initial configurations n (£) and 
o 
load distributions. 
Recalling the equilibrium equation, Eq. (21), 
[iyH] + py,? = q(e) - pn0U) 
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with boundary conditions: 
y(0) = Y U ) - o 
l(0)y"(0) = 3 y' (0) 
O' 
X(T<)ynU) = -3 oy' U ) 
and 
(y'2 - 2y'n »}d? X c 
where 
'AT!T+ a 
The load function q(£) and initial shape n (?) can be repre-
o 
sented as QN(£) and en (£), respectively. For a given e one 
seeks a simultaneous solution of the above relations to find 
Q^ . Numerous illustrative examples of this portion of \^ r . opt 
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Fig. CI. Comparison of Analytic and Finite Element 
Optimum Shapes, Anti-Symmetric Buckling, 





DATA GENERATION AND PROGRAM LISTING 
Two separate computer programs are presented: the first 
for the anti-symmetric optimization and the second for sym-
metric mode optimization. Many of the subroutines are iden-
tical or differ only slightly for the different programs. 
One could conceivably merge the programs together into a 
single code and control the different optimization processes 
through specifying some input parameter. However, during the 
course of developing the solution methodology for each case, 
it was found expedient to develop the program logic separately. 
Basic mathematical functions and routines referenced in 
the program, but not listed, can be obtained through Refs. 51 
and 52. Such standard routines are used to calculate the 
eigenvalues and vectors of matrices and calculate inverses 
which are essential to the assembly and solution process. 
Details regarding input, output, parameter definition 
and programming peculiarities and difficulties are discussed 
herein. 
Following is a descriptive summary of subroutines and 
variables for each program: 
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BASIC OPERATIONS ROUTINES 
FMVX - Matrix vector multiplication 
FMMX - Matrix matrix multiplication 
FMTMX - Matrix transpose matrix multiplication 
FMTVX - Matrix transpose vector multiplication 
SINVRS - Computes inverse of a symmetric matrix using IMSL 
subroutine LINV2F 
INVERS - Computes inverse of a matrix using IMSL subroutine 
LINV1F 
GENERATION AND ASSEMBLY OF 
STRUCTURAL MATRICES AND LOAD VECTORS 
ASS1 - Assembles the stiffness matrix K ; imposes boundary 
conditions as specified by BETA; imposes either sym-
metric (M0DE=1) or anti-symmetric (M0DE=-1) trans-
formation. 
C0MEK1 - Generates element stiffness matrix EKl for given 
element I, and inertia XI(I).I=l,m. 
ASS2 - Assembles the geometric matrix K2; imposes boundary 
conditions as specified by BETA; imposes either sym-
metric (M0DE=1) or anti-symmetric (M0DE=-1) mode 
trans formation. 
C0MEK2 - Generates element geometric matrix EK2 for given 
element I, and inertia XI(I).I=l,m. 
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ASV5 - Assembles the load vector V5; imposes boundary con-
ditions as specified by BETA; imposes symmetric 
(M0DE=1) transformation. 
C0MEV5 - Generates element load vector EV5 for specified load 
distribution (L0AD=1,2, or 3). 
ASV6 - Assembles the load, vector V6; imposes boundary con-
ditions as specified by BETA; imposes symmetric 
transformation (M0DE=1). 
C0MEV6 - Generates element load vector EV6 for specified 
initial shape (ISHAPE=1, or 2). 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS ROUTINES 
1. Anti-Symmetric Program: 
SOLVE - The primary subroutine for anti-symmetrie opti-
mization. Contains the iteration process for 
P; checks for energy convergence; and calls the 
buckling analysis program BUKLOD. 
EIGEN - Solves the eigenvalue problem |E -pK?| = 0 for 
all positive eigenvalues and returns them in an 
array called EVAL. The lowest value is selected 
and called p . The corresponding global eigen-
vector is generated for p = p and specified 
boundary conditions. 
ENERGY - Computes the bending energy density corresponding 
to the current inertia distribution, and global 
deformation vector and stores in an array called 
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ENER. A convergence test is made and, if 
warranted, a new inertia distribution is gener-
ated via the iterative scheme of Chapter III. 
INRTIA - Generates new inertia distribution given energy 
density and old inertia by application of Eq. 
(54) and the volume constraint subject to a 
minimum inertia of XIMIN. 
BUKLOD - For some set of system parameters and inertia, 
this subroutine generates the solution (at 
p=p ) to Eq. (59) giving the response (Q ,e). 
TANGNT - Generates the value of rise parameter e at which 
the buckling mode changes from symmetric to 
antisymmetric by simultaneous solution of Eqs. 
(60) and (61) at p=p . Called from BUKLOD 
only if desired. 
DEFLOD - Called by BUKLOD and interacts with BUKLOD at a 
given value of e to solve Eq. (59), thus pro-
ducing the load-deflection curve. "Deflection" 
is both apex deflection and change in area under 
the curve. 
COEFB - Called by TANGNT and generates terms for use in 
computing coefficients of Eq. (61). 
TRANS - Generates either symmetric (MODE=l) or antisym-
metric (MODS=-l) transformation matrix. 
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Symmetric Optimization Program: 
SYMOPT - The primary subroutine for the symmetric opti-
mization program. Contains the iteration scheme 
for solving for Q and p at a specified value J cr cr 
of e. Reassembles the global deformation vector 
at {Q , p ,, e f. I } for use in the energy sub-
routine. 
SECANT - Called by SYMOPT to locate p by secant itera-
tion once p has been successfully bracketed. 
rcr 2 
COEFP - Generates coefficients of the {P, Q} relation, 
Eq. (59). 
COEFB - Generates coefficients of the buckling equation, 
Eq. (61). 
ENERGY - Generates energy density distribution for some 
inertia utilizing Eq. (50); tests for convergence 
and, if warranted, generates new inertia distri-
bution. 
INRTIA - Generates new inertia via iterative scheme of 
Eq. (54) with constant volume constraint. 
TRANS - Generates the symmetric transformation matrix 
(see Appendix B) for MODE=l. 
EIGEN - Locates all positive eigenvalues of the system 
|Kl - pK2| = 0 when the matrices Kl and K2 have 




EXP1 - This variable defines the exponent n/(na+l) in 
the recurrence relation Eq. (57). a is arbi-
trarily taken to be unity (see Ref. 49 for 
details). 
EXP - The value n in Eq. (57) taken as 1, 2, or 3. 
ITR - Iteration parameter in subroutine SOLVE. 
REDEXP - Iteration parameter for the number of times 
EXPl can be reduced. 
MODE - Equal to -1 or +1 according to the kind of 
transformation to be made on the equilibrium 
solution u. 
SYMM - Equal to ±1 according to the kind of apex con-
dition to apply. 
SUMJ - The parameter J. 
MAX - Array dimension greater than 2m+2 . 
m - Number of elements. 
LDTEST - If DEFLOD is called, LDTEST is set equal to one 
and BUKLOD will generate load deflection data 
only after the first pass. 
T(,) - Transformation matrix. 
mor - Integer specifying the matrix order; or the 
number of unrestrained degrees of freedom for 
a particular case of boundary and symmetry 
conditions. 
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ESTOP - In subroutine BUKLOD is maximum value of rise 
parameter for which the critical load will be 
computed. 
QCRP - Quadratic root with positive sign in Eq. (49a). 
QCRM - Quadratic root with negative sign in Eq. (49a). 
DEFP - Apex deflection corresponding to QCRP. 
DEFM - Apex deflection corresponding to QCRM. 
DELAP - Change in area under arch corresponding to QCRP 
DELAM - Change in area under arch corresponding to QCRM 
2. Symmetric Program: 
PSTOP - Maximum value of p to be considered during the 
solution process for p in SYMOPT. r rcr 
ICRIT - Iteration parameter for redesign. 
ITMXOP - Maximum number of iterations to obtain energy 
convergence. 
SIGN - ±1 depending upon whether the critical value of 
Q comes from QCRP or QCRM. 
NEG - Number of times DISC becomes negative resulting 
in an imaginary solution for Q. 
E - Rise parameter. 
IT - Iteration parameter for critical conditions at 
a specific inertia. 
DATA GENERATION 
As mentioned in Chapters III and IV and discussed in 
detail by Kamat in Ref.(49), the maximization of the lowest 
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eigenvalue p for the antisymmetric case depends upon starting 
the iteration scheme and the subsequent redesign process with 
a judicious choice of the exponent n/(m+l) in Eq. (57). Set-
ting a = l, the exponent EXP1 is equal to 1/2, 2/3, and 3/4 
for values of n = 1, 2, or 3 in the inertia area relation. 
Best results were obtained by starting with EXP1 at 75% of 
its true value. Higher values seemed to cause a more severe 
change in inertia distribution from the uniform and subsequent 
reductions were made necessary because successive values of p 
were not increasing? on the other hand, lower values cause 
the second design to be very close to uniform and thus greatly 
increased the time necessary for energy convergence. Figure 
Dl gives a quantitative picture of this trend. Boundary con-
ditions did not significantly affect this trend. Energy con-
vergence criterion was set at 3% for the fully clamped case. 
Lower values are achievable, but at a great cost in computer 
time due to the increased number of iterations necessary. 
Once energy convergence is obtained, the critical response of 
I is computed by solving the {p , Q } relation for various 
values of rise parameter e in BUKLOD. The bifurcation load 
invariably was the root from the negative sign of the quad-
ratic. This root gave the smallest value of negative deflec-
tion at the apex and as e increased, this root increased. 
By specifying the value of e in BUKLOD, DEFLOD can be 
used to plot the load deflection curve for any inertia, thus 
providing an alternative for computing a possible limit point. 
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[EXP1] + [EXPll L Jstart L J t r ue 
1.5 
Fig. Dl, Relation Between Number of Iterations 
to Convergence and Starting Value of EXP 1 
Note from the flowchart, Fig. D2, that the first assembly 
of gl and g2 is antisymmetric since the buckling mode v, in 
Eq. (57) is required to be antisymmetric. After energy con-
vergence is obtained and an optimum inertia is generated, the 
call to BUKLQD symmetrically reassembles these matrices as 
well as the vectors V and VV for use in computing the coef-
ficients of Eq. (59). 
In Fig. D3, the flowchart for the symmetric optimization 
process is presented. The analysis portion is much more com-
plicated for this case and consists of solving tv/o nonlinear 
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algebraic equations [Eqs. (59) and (61)] for the lowest posi-
tive value of p and the corresponding Q at a given value of 
rise e. Because of the nonlinearity, an iterative approach 
is used to increment on p until a root is bracketed. The rou-
tine SECANT is then called to converge to a more accurate 
-A 
(10 ") solution. The rise parameter is held constant in the 
computation of the interaction energy U in accordance with 
the optimality criterion, Eq. (48), thus producing an optimum 
design for each value of rise. Coincident with the generation 
of the optimum design is the solution for p and Q together 
with the apex deflection. One major numerical peculiarity 
occurring in the solution scheme is the fact that the eigen-
values of the system [El - pK2] are singularities and must be 
avoided during the iteration scheme. The process of avoiding 
these particular values of p is to create an array called 
SING, the elements of which are values differing from the 
eigenvalues by ±0.05. The inversion routine for [Kl - pK2] 
maintains its accuracy as long as p is not too close to an 
eigenvalue. 
After many cases, it was consistently found that the 
critical load Q came from the negative sign solution of the 
cr * y 
{p, Q) relation. (No physical or mathematical significance 
is attached to this.) If one wishes to include in the analysis 
process the possibility that QCRP may be critical, a minor 
change of the logic sequence in the bracket process is neces-
sary. The synthesis logic is basically the same as for 
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antisymmetric optimization, except that the energy density is 
computed on the basis of interaction and bending energy. Each 
redesign requires a complete nonlinear analysis for the crit-
ical conditions. Due to the sensitivity of the design process 
to the starting value of EXPl, it is begun at 75% of its real 
value at a = 1. For the symmetric problem, many more itera-
tions are required to obtain convergence in energy; sometimes 
as many as twelve. Fewer iterations are required for clamped 








































































Fig. D3. Flow Chart for Symmetric Optimization 
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FROGRAtl 0PTRCHC0UTPUT,TAPE6'OUTPU7 ) 
REAL nODE 
COH^ON .'1 ' BETA 
connoN --2'- LC«D c 
COHI10N - 3 / ISHAP£ C 
ccrriON . c ' MODE 
COnnON • 9' BETAF 
congou '? - uoi.,xmiN,ExPi 
COMMON /4- RHC,EXP 
COMMON .-?-' EL 




C DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS 
C 
C THE.INERTIA AREA RELATION IS TAKEN PS I -RHO*( A**EXP ) 
C RHO UILL BE TA<EN AS 1 
C Ex? UILL ASSUME VALUES 1,2,0R3 
C "l,(ANp ENi ARE TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEnENTS. C 
c BETA, MODULUS OP ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT, USED TO SPECIFY 
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. C 
C BETA - O. SIMPLY SUPPORTED C 
C 3<BETA<l0e RESTRAINED CASE C 
c 
C BETA)100 CLAPPED CASE C 
C ISHADE • I,3 HALF SINE OR PARABOLIC INITIAL CONFIG. 
C LOAD • 1,2, OR 3 HALF SINE, PARABOLIC OR UNIFORM LOAD. 
C i.OL IS THE U0LUME PRESCRIBED 1 
























C N0TE***PST0P IS THE LARGEST UALUE OF P TO BE CONSIDERED 5 
COLL svnoPT (M,ni,n2,noDE.riAX) r 
5T0P c 
END L 
xtxxxxtxxxtxtxxxxxtxxtxxxxxxxx r SUBROUTINE EIGEN (M,n0R.f1AX,EUAL,NPE ) xxxxx xxxt tx xxz x C THE EIGE  SYST H Kl-PKZ IS SOLOED TOR LOUEST HB EUALUES USIN 
Aî L LIBRARY ROUTINES 
LOGICAL EXIT 
PEAL <1,<2,<,LINU 
DIMENSION D I A G J 4 0 ' , E ' J O L C . O = J, DOECOO) 
connoN / B u K i t - i e . ^ a ; / 3 £ / < 3 ( 4 e , 4 3 ) 
COmON / B l l / P^O'oiAZ^Z) 
COMMON / B 7 / T ( 70 , 4 O ) / B 8 / < ( 4 3 , 4 0 ) 
COMMON /\%/ svnii 
COMMON /\/ BETA 
DIMENSION LINUC40.40), IPR(40] 
HAX-40 
ITRE-1 
STEP It CHOLESKY DEC0HP Of K2-LLcTR^NS) 
CALL LU5 (HOP,<2,HAX,DIAG,EMIT) 
DIAQ CONTAINS INJE^SES OF DIAQC««L ELEMENTS OF L 
STEP c- FORMATION OF SVHH MATRIX <• L-INUKUL-INT-TRANS 
AND RECON OF FULL K2 
K2 -LtLTRANS 
DEFINE L AND STORE IN PROD 
DO 1 I-1,M0R 
DO 1 J-i,P!OR 
PROD(I,J)»0. 
DO 2 IX-l.MOR 
DO 2 IY>IX.nOR 
PR0DCIY,IX)«K2<IX,IV) 
DO 3 I*-1,M0R 
PR0D(IX,IX)-1./DIAG(IX) 
NOU FIND L INU 
CALL INUERS CPR0D.4©,nOR,I°R,LINU,Dl) 
FORH K- LINUtKi*LlNU TRANS 
CALL FP1MX (LINU,Kl,FROD,nOR,MOR,40,40,40,?1ORl 
FORM LINU TRANS -LINU AND RECON <2 
DO 4 IZ-1,M0R 
DO 4 JZ»I2,fl0R 
K2(IZ,JZ)«K2(JZ,IZ) 
LINU(IZ,JZ>LINU(JZ,IZ) 
ZERO THE LOUER TRIANGLE 
DO 5 IZ-l.nOR 
DO S JZ-IZ.nOR 
IF (IZ.EG.JZ) GO TO 5 
LINU(JZ,IZ)«0. 
CONTINUE 
NOU LINU CONTAINS L INU-TRA*S 
FORM K 




STEP 3t TRIDIAG OF < 
CALL TRIi (riOR.K.r.AX ) 
THE NEC INFO FOR NEXT STEP 15 IN COMMON UITH BISEC 




CALL EISEC (M0R,MA,riB,TOLl.DUF.C,TOL2, ISUn,ANOPm 
tttALL E.VALUES UILL RETURN IN DUEC IN INC.ORDER. DO e i-i.noR 
IF iDUEC(1)1 6,6,7 
CONTINUE 





FOR 5WE I .LE.HOR THE E.VALUES BECOME POS. 
FOR N POS E.VALUES THERE, ARE N POSSIBLE FErtS REGIONS 
NPE'^OR-I+I 
DEFINE EVAL TO BE THE ARRHY OF PCS E.VALUES. 
[0 9 J-l^'PE 
EUAL*J>"Pv£CU+P10R-N°E) 
NOU LJE HWE IDENTIFIED AND STORED NPE + E.VALUES. 
FOR Svnn UE NEED ONLY EUAL 
RETuRH 
FOPnAT ( i e x , l H X , N 0 P 0 S E . V A L U E S , 1 H » , / / ) 
END 
fcJttt**!*.*** * * * * * < * * * * * * * * * 
SUBROUTINE ASS1 cn , f1 i ,M2,MAX,MODE,X,XI ,AK1 ) 
tttttt mrtttttxittttttttt 
PE»l c i 
COIPiCN / B 7 / T ( T 0 , 4 0 j / B 1 5 / E T ( 7 e , 4 0 ) / B l l / P R O D ( 4 « , 4 0 : 
: O W N ' B i / K I ( 4 O , 4 0 I 
COMMON / ! / BETA 
&H1EH5IOH E K K 4 . 4 ) 
DIMENSION A K l ( n A X , 2 J , X ( r t l ) , X K H ) 
PEAL MODE 
INITIttLIZ TO XERO 
DO 2 I R - 1 , M 2 
DO 1 I C - I R , M 2 





DO 5 I« 1,(1 
CALL COHEKI a,n,m,x,xi,EKi) 
DO 4 JR-1.4 
DO 3 LC-1.4 




IF (3ETA.GT.1Q0.) GO TO 6 
AK1 (2,a)-A<K2,2)+2.xBETA 
6 CONTIH'JE 
riF2-n + 5 
C NOU FORM <1 • T TPQ'J5DCSE Ji<itT 
CALL Ff-.flX CA<l,T,ET,r2,r2,73,73,73,r.P2) 
C NOU FQ1I1 T TRANSPOSE * PROD 
CALL FPITHX CT/ET,A<l,n2,rP2,7C,7©,70,nP23 
IF CBETA.GT.100.) GO TO 9 
DO 8 N<«l,n 
DO 7 JK-1,M 
Kl(NK,JK)-AKl(N< + l,JK4l ) 
7 CONTINUE 
8 CÔ 'TINUE 
RETURN 
9 CONTINUE 
C CLAPPED CASE 
M M I - M - I 
DO : i J < - I , M M I 
DO 18 N < - i , n n i 
tCHNK.JK ) -AK l (NK+2 ,JK+2J 
1C CONTINUE 
il CONTINUE 




SUBROUTINE C0MEK1 (I,M,M1,X,XI.EK1) 
tftttttttttttttttttttltttxxttt 
DIMEN5I0N CEN1(4,4), EU(4,4), BINV(4,4J, C(4,4) 
DIMENSION X(M1 ), XK.1) 
DIMENSION BM,4), W f < ) 
COMMON /5/ EL 
C DEFINE THE MATRIX CENl GIUEN Bv INTEGRAL xi(I}*(L,,L,,T ) 
C COMPUTE THE TERMS OF CENl FOR GIVEN ELEMENT I. 
C INTEGRATIONS HAVE BEEN DONE BV HAND. 
C THE INDEP VARIABLE IS X. 
C THE INERTIA VECTOR XI CONTAINS M ELEMENTS. 
C 
DO 2 K-1,2 





C XIII) IS THE INERTIA OF ITH ELEMENT ASSUMED CONSTANT. 






B( 1.1 1 
Pi 1 , 
B< 1 , 




B i 2 , 4 ) 
• 1 2 . * C X ( I * 1 ) * X 3 - X ( I ) x x 3 ) * X I C I ) 





t ( X l I )**2 ) 
B C 3 , 1 1 
E i 3 , 2 ) - X ( 1 + 1 ) 
B( 3 ,3 I ' M I M ) * *2 
B; 3 ,4 ) -> . ( I + l > t *3 
B ( 4 , 1 ) » 0 . 
P M , : ) ' l . 
B ( 4 , 3 ) » 2 . t X ( I + l ) 
B ( 4 , 4 1 - 3 . * < X U + 1 ) t t = 3 
CALL INUERS t B , 4 , 4 , I P R , B I N U , D i ) 
C Ek'l • BINUT*CEN1*EINU 
C 
C^LL FMT^X ( B I N U , C E N . 1 , C , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 1 
C NOU FOR EK1 • CtBlNU 
C-LL Ffinx i£,tlW,lKl,Hf4,4,4,4,4) 
RETURN 
END 
t t t t t m t t t t t t t t t t x t t t t t t t x t t t 
SUBROUTINE ASS£ cn,Rl ,f12,MAX,MODE, X,AX2 ) 
I t x t t t x * t t i t x t i i t i t t l t t t t t t t t t 
COMMON .'1/ PETA 
COMMON /ie/ svnn 
COMMON /B?> T(7O,40)/B15/ETC70,4O)/B11/PRODC4O,40) 
COHHO^I /E2/ K2i40,40) 





C INITIALIZE MATRIX AK8 TO ZERO BEFORE INPUTTING ITS UALUES 
C BV SUCCESSIVE ADDITION. 
DO S IR-l.fia 





START THE ASSEMBLY PROCESS. 
DO 5 I-1,M 
CALL C0MEK2 (I,M1,X,E<2) 
DO 4 JR-1,4 





IF (HCDE.EQ.0.) RETURN 
fiP2-n+s 
CALL TRANS (TODE.-I) 
C NOU FORM <2 • T TRANSPOSE * A<etT 
CALL FfffiX ( f l < 2 , : , E T / S , r ' 2 , " j , 7 2 , 7 3 , I r P £ ) 
C NOU FCRm T TRANSPOSE * PPCC 
CALL F-riTrix C T , E T , f l < £ , v ; 2 , r P 2 , 7 0 , 7 0 , 7 e , n P 2 ) 
IF (BETA.GT.183. ) GO TO S 
noR-n 
DO 7 HK- l , rCR 
DO 6 JK-1,M0R 





C CLOMPED CASE 
nos-n-1 
DO 10 NK'l.HOR 
CO 9 JK-l.HOR 
K2(NK,JK )»AK2(HK*2,J< + c) 
9 CONTINUE 
ie CONTINUE 
C NOU AK2 HAS BEEN COMPLETELY TRANSFORMED. RTUftH FOR E.UALUES 
RETURN 
END 
x t t t t t i t t t t x t t t t x t t t t t t t t t t t t x 
SUBROUTINE C0MEK2 (I,M1,X,EK2) 
tttttttttxxxxxttttxxxttttttxtJ 
DIMENSION CEN2C4,41, EK£!4,4), BINUM,4), CM,4) 
DIMENSION X(f11 ) 
DIMENSION B(4,4), IPRC4) 
COMMON /5/ El 
C DEFINE THE MATRIXC4,4) GIUEN BV INTEGRAL!I,L,T ) as CEN2 
C COMPUTE THE TERMS OF CENT FOR GIUEN I. THIS UILL INVOLVE 
C SIMPLE INTEGRATIONS IJHICH FCR THIS ASSEMBLY ARE DONE BY 
C HAND. THE INDEP VARIABLE IS X. 
C 
C E N 2 U . 1 ) - e . 
C E N 2 ( l , 2 ) - 0 . 
C E N 2 < l , 3 ) - 0 . 
C E N 2 ( l , 4 ) - 0 . 
C E N 2 ( 2 , n - 0 . 
CEN2(3 ,13 -0 . 
C E N 2 ( 4 , l ) - 0 . 
C E N 2 ( 2 , 2 3 - X C l + i ) - X ( I ) 
CEN2l2 ,3 W X l I + 1 ) ) * * 2 - ( X < I ) ) * * 2 
CEN2C2,4 ) - (X( I * 1 ) ) « 3 - ( X ( I ) ) U 3 
CEN2(3,2>-CEN2<2,3) 
C E H 2 ( 4 , 2 ) - C E N 2 ( 2 , 4 ) 
C E N 2 ( 3 , 3 > 4 . t ( C E N 2 ( 4 , 2 ) ) ^3 . 
C E N 2 C 4 , 3 ) O . X C E N 2 ( 2 , 3 ) * C X ( I + l ) * * 2 + X ( I ) X X 2 ) / Z . H 
KD 
CEN2(3,4 )-CEN2(4,3) 
CEN2(4,4 )»9.*(X<I+1 )**5-X(I )X*5)/5. 
C 
C FCRH THE ELEMENT MATRIX E<2 
C 
F a , n « i . 
B<1,2'-X(I ) 
B( 1,3)'X(I )tt£ 
B( 1 , 4)-X(I )»*3 
B(2,1 1-0. 
B ( 2 . 2 > • 1. 
B(2,3)-2.tX(I ) 
B<2,4 )-3.xiXlI J**2) 
B(3,1 )-l. 
BC3,2)«X( IM ) 
P( 3,3 )«X< 1*1 "**2 
E(3,4i«v(I+i )*x3 
B(<M )-0. 
B!4,2 W . 
Ef4,3)«2.tX(I + l ) 
Bf 4,4 ).3.t(.x( 1 + 1 1**2) 
CALL INUERS •. B, *, 4, IPR, B INU, Dl ) 
C 
C H L L FNTMX iBINU,CEN2,C,4,4,4,4,4,4) 
C hOU FCR EK2 • C*BINU 
CALL FplHX ( C , B I N U , E K 2 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 J 
RETURN 
ErO 
txtxxx t t.a.txtxxxxxtXtttxX'Xtxtx 
SUE^CU'INE TRANS (nODE,f1) 
tXtt HXXtit * tl IXXXXXIXXXtXtXXX 
COMMON -B7/ T<:70,40) 
REML NODE 
C THE ftSSEflSLY OF T IS BASED ON EUEH NUMBER OF ELEMENTS, 
C INITIALIZE TO ZERO 
np2«n+a 
r.2-2tf1+2 
DO i MM«I,M2 
DO L t;n-nn,na 
T C v n , K H ) ' Z . 
m,M,nn )«o, 
1 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE DO 3 IR-1,M,2 














SUBROUTINE FtWX <A,X,Y,M,N,MA) 
C MATRIX SECTOR MULTIPLICATION. v . A*X 
DIMENSION A(MA,1), X(l), v(i) 
DO 1 1-1,M 
V C )-G. 
DO 1 J-l,.-( 




SUBROUTINE Finx (A,3,C,M,N,MA,M3,nC,K) 
xxxxxtxxxtxitttxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
C MATRIX MATRIX MULT C • A<3 
DIMENSION A(MA,1), 8(MB,1), C(MC,1) 
DO 1 L-1,K 
DO i i«i,n 
C(I,L)-0. 





SUBROUTINE FM7MX ( A , B,C,1%N,MA, MB, HC ,K ) 
ttxttttxxxxtxxtttttttxxxxtin* 
C MATRIX TRANS * MATRIX C • A TRANS * B 
DIMENSION A(MA,1 ), E(M3,1), C(MC.l) 
DO 1 L-l.K 
DO 1 W . N 
2U,L)«e. 





SUBROUTINE INUERS (A,IA,N,IPR,AINU,D1 ) 
ttxtx*xxxtxtxtttxxttttxx*xxxxx 
C TO CALC INUERSE OF A USING IMSL SUBROUTINE LINUIF 
DIMENSION ACIA,1), AINUCIA,1), IPR(l) 
REAL IPR 
C PARAMETER IDGT IF .GT. 0 LINUIF PERFORMS ACCURACY TEST 
IDGT.4 




SUBROUTINE SYMOPT <M,Ml,ME.HODE,MAX 1 
txxxtxxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxx 
C SVMOPT IS THE PRIMARY SUBROUTINE FOR THE SYHH OPT PROBLEM.tx 
X X X 
REAL K1,K2,M0DE 
DIMENSION CRIT(40,2), DUEC(70) 
DIMENSION ENERC46) ^ 
O 
COnnON /B"V T ( 7 0 , 4 0 ) / B 1 6 / U E C 2 < 4 0 ) 
DIMENSION A K K 7 0 . 7 O ) . 4 K 2 ( 7 0 , 7 0 ) 
DIMENSION X ( 4 0 ) , K K 4 0 1 , EUAL<40) , SING(S0) 
COIinON 4/ RHO.EXP'5-EL 
9 
COMMON -BIJ' UEC1 (40^ Bl2-UEC(40 ) 
COMMON /l/' BET^/iO'Svnn/ii/SUMj 
COMMON /Bl/ Ui4e,40)/B2/KEi40,4O ;/B3-'AU5 (70 )/BJ/U6(40 ) JOfirv.rt /Ml-' FB< ICG ) 
Connors -Ell' PRODi4O,40) 
CONNON .-?• PSTCP/n.'E 
ie 
DlflENSION vlOLDi40) n 
c 
c 
connoN . 1 / uoL,xiniN,EXPi--12/u c 
SIGN--1. 
ICRIT-0 c c 
c ITMXOP-IF 
E <P>1 .*£XPl 
E-6. 
c 
c PfTART IS THE STARTING UALUE OF P FOR THE FIRST ITERATION 
c ON T-.E BUCKLING OF THE UNIFORM ARCH. 
FfTART-G. c 
c r IF iBETA.GT.100. ) GO TO 1 c 
fiop-n 12 
00 TQ £ c 




c DEFINE THE SPATIAL UECTCR X 14 
c IS X(l > 0 . 
DO 3 LT-2.ni 
3 X'LT)-X(LT-lJ+EL 
DELP-.10 
CALL ASSS (m,ru,n.2,nAx,M0DE,x,A<2} 
CALL ASSS (n,m,ri2,nAX,noDE,x) c 
CALL ASUE: (n,m,na,nAx,rioDE,x) 16 
C THE RESULT OF THIS CALL IS THE ASSEHBLY OF K2,AU5,V6,STORED 
IN COM 
C 
C DEFINE THE INITIALCUNIFORfl) INERTIA DISTRIBUTION XI 17 
DO 4 I-l,rt 
4 XI(I)-1. C 
5 CONTINUE C 
SU^J-8. C 




CALL ASS1 (H,m,n2,riAX,t'10DE,X,XI,Aia ) 
CALL EIGEM <n,nOR,riAX,EUAL.NPE) C 
riAx«7e ,g 
IF (NPE) 12,12,7 
7 CONTINUE C 
C 
C DETERH1NATI0N OF THE SINGULARITY VECTOR SING FOR 
C NPE .GT. 0. 
DO 8 JJ-l.NPE ig 
IF CEUALtJJ)-PSTOP) 8,8.9 
CONTINUE 
hSING-'<PE 
CC TO 12 
NSING»JJ-1 
CONTINUE 
DO 11 NX-1,NSING 
SING(2*NX-1 )-e.3S*E»JAL(NX) 
SING<S*HX)«1.05*EUAL(NX) 
WRITE (6,34 ) 
ISING-2*NSINC 
URITE (G.35) (SING(J ),J-1,ISINQ ) 
THE E.UALUES CF Kl-P»<2 ARE SINGULARITIES IN THE 
SUBSEQUENT HATH SCHEIE 
START ITERATION FOR CRITICAL CONDS FOR (E,XI) 
STAGE U COARSE BRACKET 
CONTINUE 
EACH OPT ITERATION BEGINS AT ONE LESS THAN PREUIOUS PCR 
RATHER THAN AT P-0. 
IF (ICRIT) 14,13,14 
PCLD'PSTART 





IT IS THE ITERATION PARAHETER FOR A PARTIC E. 
CONTINUE 
P«POLD*DELP 
IF (ICRIT.EG.0) GO TO 17 
PUH-1.5*CRITUCRIT«i) 
IF (P.GE.PLIfl) GO TO 2S 
CONTINUE 
IF (NPE.EG.0) GO TO 20 TEST P AGAINST SINGXt* 
DO 18 NS-1,NSING 
IF (P.LT.SING(2tNSKAND.P.GT.SINGC2*NS-l ) ) GO TO IS 
P 15 NOT IN SINGULAR ZONE.ARE P AND POLD IN SAPE PEGICN 
IF (P0LD.LT.SING(2*NS--1 ).AND.P.GT.5ING(2*NS>) GO TO 19 
CONTINUE 
IF (P.LE.PSTOP) GO TO 20 
THE BRAC<ET UAS UNSUCCESSFUL*** 
URITE (6,36) 
URITE (6,3?) (FB(J),J"l,IT) 
RETURN 
CONTINUE 





C COEFP UILL COMPUTE THE COEFFS IN THE P,Q RELATION 
CHLL CCEFP (P,E,riCR,51,S2,53,APEXl, APEX2 ) 
Vl±C-SE*-*Z-4. iS!*S3 
C IF DI^C IS NEG. INCREMENT P AND RECCMP COEFP 
IF (DISC > 21.23,£3 
El F C L r> • P 
URITE (6.391 F 
IF (NEG.GT.G^ GO TO 22 
URI^E (6,40> <FB<IA ',IA"1,3T) 
22 NEG-NEG+1 
IF iNEG.GT.20) GO TO 33 
GO TO 16 
22 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTE COEF IN BUCKLING EQUATION 
CALL COEFB (P,E,M0R,A1,A2,A3) 
C 
'-RITE ( 6 , 4 1 ) 5 1 , S 2 , S 3 , A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , P , E 
C FORfl THE FUNCTION? OF P 
C 
I T ' I T M 
G ' ( - S 2 + 5 I G S * S G R T ( D I S C ) U l Z * t S l ) 
F P i I T ) - ' . Q« ' *cJ tA I *Q*A2 + A3 
C TEST COR ROO'S IF IT > 1 
I " i I T . . E 0 . 1 ) GO TO 24 
~ E S T B - F p . ; I T ) * F B U T - l ) 
IF (TESTS.IE.e. ) GO TO 25 
24 PCLD-P 
GO "0 16 
55 C;MTIMUE 
C <*TSTAGE 2» SECANT ITERATION X*X 
CALL SECANT (P,0,E, SIGN,NCR,IT,DELP,APEXD ) 






IF nCRIT.EG.l ) GO TO 28 
C COMPARE 5UCCESSIUE UALUES OF PCR 
IF (CRIT(ICRIT,1 )-CRIT(ICRIT-l,l ) ) 26,26,28 





URITE '.6,42) REDEXP 
IF (REDEXP.GT.S. ) GO TO 33 
C 
DO 27 JJ«l,n 
27 XKJJ)-XIOLD(JJ) 
CALL INRTIA (M,U,ENER,XI,XIOLD> 
C NOg UE HA^JE A NEU INERTIA THAT UILL HOPEFULLY LEAD T 
C AN INCREASE IN QCR. 
C GO BACK AND RECOMPUTE QCR FOR THIS INERTIA 
28 
GO TO 5 
CONTINUE 
IF (ICRIT.GE.ITr.XOP ) GO TO 33 
C STEPH DETER BUCK MODE 
C THE BUK HODE CAN BE COMPUTED FROM UEC AND UEC1 FROM 
C COEFP A'̂ D COEFB. 
URITE (6,43) BETA,nOR.P,0,E 
HP2-H+2 
IF (BETA.GT.100) GO TO 33 
C ASSEHBLY O r DEFORMATION UECTOR FOR RESTRAINED CASE. 
'JEC2(nP2)«3. 
UEC2(1 )«e. 
DO 29 I-l.MOR 
29 UEC2<I + 1>PCR*UEC1(I)*E + QCR*UEC(IJ 
CALL FMUX (T,UEC2,DiJEC,n2/nP2,70) 
C UITH DUEC. CALL ENERGY. 
GO TC 32 
30 CONTINUE 




DO 31 J-1,P10R 
31 UEC2(J+2)-PCR*UECl(J)XE*QCR*UEC(J) 
CALL FP1UX (T,UEC2,DUEC,n2,nF2,?e ) 
32 CONTINUE 
33 
URITE (6,44) CDUEC<I),I«1,M2) 
U*ENERGV AND NEU INERTIAt** • 
CALL ENERGY (PI, Ml, M2, X, XI, D'JEC,ENER,CONOG,XIOLD. AK2.PCR ) 
IF (C0NUG.GT.3. ) GO TO 5 
RETURN 
URITE (6,45) ITMXCP,REDEXP,EXP1,C0NUG,E 
URITE (6,46) ((CRIT(I,J),J-1,2),I-1,ICRIT) 
















FORMAT (1CX,S(E12.5,3X) ) 
FORMAT (//,iex,2(E12.5,5X),5X,14,/) 
FORMAT (//,10X,1HX,DISC8£CAMENEG,1H*,7H,/,10X,,P«,8H,E12.5.<' 
FORMAT C/,10X.5E12.5 ) 







FDRHAT C10X,3QH*ECUIL SOLN AT CRITICAL POINT*,/,1CX.SH8ETA. 
lx,4HriCR- , I4,5X, 4HPCR-,E12.5,5X,4HGCR',£12.S,5X,2HE»,F 
ropnAT <iex,bEi2.f> 
FORMAT (10X, lH*,OFTiniZATIONPROC.DIDNOTCONV£RGElN,4H, 
4 . 0 , / / ) 
I 5 . . I T E 
, £ 1 
46 
47 
15, l H t , < - , 50X ,7HKEEEXP- ,E l2 .5 , . - ' . 23X ,5HEXP l " / E12 .5 . ' ,20X,6HC0NU 
2 
2 . ? , / , 2 0 X , 2 H E - , F 4 . t f , / , ) 
FORMAT ( - / , 2 ^ x , 2 ( E l 2 . 5 , 5 X n 
FORNAT ( 2 0 X , £ 1 2 . 5 ) 
END 
xtttft t t t i x t t t t t t x t t i t t t t t t t t x 
S U B R O U T I N E AS55 cn,m,ri2,riAx,noPE,x2 
t«»t*in;l».iftttx,»i.»t*tiX*t*xx*t 
C THE Ac5£r.BLv 0' <5 
REAL MOTE 
PiriE.Nf ION X ' .n i ) , EU5(4 ) 
COrviON , ' B 7 ' T ( 7 0 / 4 e ) / B 3 -
/ A l . , S ( 7 0 ) 
connoN .-B12' OEC(4O,> 
cannon /id' svnn 
cor";cN /:/ BETA 
CO;if1CN /£/' LOAD 
C AU£ IS A UECTOR OF SIZE 2f"1 + 2 
C INITIALIZE TO XERO 
wii-rt-i 
DO,J IC-I,r2 
A1 5 i IC )-0. 
1 CONTINUE 
C START ASSEHBLV 
LC 3 I-l.n 
CMLL COMEU5 ri,m,X,EU55 
DO 2 LC-1,4 
A'.l5(2»I-2+LC;-EUS(LC) + AU5(2xi-2+LC) 
2 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
C THE ASSEMBLED UECTCR AU5 MUST BE f lODIFIED TO ACCOUNT 
C BOUNDARY AND SVIIMETRIC CONDITIONS 
C FORM T TRANSPOSE * AU5 
CALL FMTUX (T/AU5,UEC,n2,nP2i?0) 
IF iSVnm.GT.0. ) GO TO 6 
C FOR SvnriETRY 0(fH2) • e 









IF (BETA.GT.100.) GO TO 8 
NOR-n 







DO 9 JB-l.r,OR 





SUBROUTINE COHEY5 (I,ni,X,Eu5> 
tttxtxtxttx tixtttttttixxxxxxix 
C B IS' BASED ON CUBIC INTERPOLATION FCN 
DI TENSION B(4,4 ), IPR(4) 
DIMENSION CEN5(4), EU5M), BINU(4,4) 
DIMENSION X(HI ) 
conriON ' 2 / LOAD 
P I - 3 . M 1 5 9 2 6 
B(l 1)' 1. 
B(l 2) 'XI I ) 
B(l 3) X t l )**2 
B(l 4 ) . XII )X*3 
B<2 11 •0. 
B(2 2) • 1 . 
B<2 3) • 2 . X X C I ) 
B(2 4) • 3 . * C X ( I ) « 2 ) 
B(2 1) • 1 . 







CALL INUERS tB,4,4,lPR,BlW,Pl ) 
THE PAPAHETER LOAD DETERMINES THE TYPE OF LOAD DISTRIBUTION 
LOAD • 1, SINE DIST 
LOAD • 2,, PARABOLIC DIST 
LOAD • 3, UNIFORri DIST 
C CEN5 IS THE UECTOR DEFINED BY INTEGRAL FtL 
IF (LOAD-2) 1,2,3 
1 CONTINUE 
CEN5(U--(C0S(X(I>1 ))-COS(X(I))) 
CENS(2)-(SIN(XCI + 1 n-X(I + l >*COS(XC1+1 )n-(SIN(X<I) )-X<I)«COS 
CXCDJ 
i) 
CEN5(3)-(2.*X(I*1 )KSINCX<I + m-(X(I+l )t*2-2. J*C0SCXCI+1 )))-< 
2.tX(I 
1 )XSIN(X(D)-(X(I >**2-2. )XCOS(X(I ) ) ) 




is; xci + i) n )-(<3.xtxci )**c-£. ;*siN(xdn-(X(n** 3-6.*<xc)m 
coscxc 
2 1 • ) ) ) 
liO T.I 4 < 
2 CONTINUE 
C PARABOLIC DIST 
CI -2. '» 3.-» ;PIt*5> ) 
C c • 1 . ' < 3 . * i P11 * 2 ) .i 
C 3 M . - - i 5 . * ; P I t i £ n 
C •* - c . • ( 1 2 . » i. PI * 12 ^ 
CEr'i5il'-C;*C3.»PItfXfI*l)xt3-X(I)tx2)-c.>:CXCl + l ) * * 3 - X C I ) x * 3 ) 
CE'>? i 2 > C 2 » < 4 . * r j U ( X( 1+1 ) * * 3 - X ( I ? X * 3 ) - 3 . * C X ( 
CEN?< 3>«C3*'. 5 . * P I * ( X ( I * n * * 4 - X v I ) * t 4 ) - 4 . * i X < 
CEN5' 4 i - C 4 * i 6 . * P I * ( X ( 1*1 ) * * 5 - X ( I ) * * S ) - 5 . * ( X ( 
30 * 0 •> 
CONTINUE 
UNlFO^n LOAD DI5T 
CENS>: i !'Xii*n-un 
:EK-S • 2 )•<> £jti i**s-x< i y**2 v2 . 
CEN5i3 >*sX4l+i >**3~>v( I >**3)/3. 
CEN?C4 »»-;X l;I+ 1 ?•**<—Xt I 1**4 }-'4 . 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE THE ELEMENT UECTOR EU5 
14-1 )x*4-XC I )XXA 1 
1+1 )Xx5-X(IJ**5) 
1*1 )X*6-X(I )**S ) 
IF t-sWW.GT.0 . ) CO TO 6 
fQR Sv^flCTRV G ( r W ) • 0 
DO 4 l;ii , HP2 
U6C IA>-UEC(IA) 
CONTINUE 
^Sc 1 )»8. 






100. ) GO TO 5 
102.J GO TC 8 
CALL FMTU* <BINU,CEN5»£US,4,4,4) 
FETUPN 
Eur 
S J B R G U T I N E ASU6 (n ,R i ,P f2 # RAX,nODE,X) 
k X ^ J f t t ' t Y X t l t t l i t t j J l M X l t g X i f X S * 
C THE H ? S E 1 £ L Y OF US 
^ E H L MODE 
DIMENSICH X C I I ) , E u 6 t 4 ) 
CrOWON - E 7 / T ( 7 0 , 4 0 ) / B 4 / U b U 0 J / B l 2 v U E C ( 4 0 ) 
COIWOH ' 1 / BETA 
COtWOM - 'E£ ' AUfc'vO) 
corcnoN / ? / ISHAPE 
COTIJICN / I 8 / svm 
AU6 IS A GLOBAL '.ECTOR SIZE HE 
INITIALIZE TO ZERO 
^.PS'^tZ 
mt''n-i 
DO i 101 ,112 
Augr ic ) * 0 . 
CONTINUE 
START ASSEHBLY 
DO 3 I • I ,n 
CALL coriEus U , M , X , E U 6 ) 




IP (nCDE.EQ.0. ) RETURN 
ncDipy FOR BC AND svnn 
FOfifl T TRANSP0SEXAU6 
CALL FflTUX (T,AUS,U£C,M2.r iP2 #70) 
ncR-pi 
DO 7 JK>l , r iOR 










txxxtMttttttxxittttxx txixtx xxx 
SUBROUTINE CGFEuE (I ,,m, X,EUS ; 
ttxxtixxxtttxxx 4txtftixtxxxx%.x 
DIMENSION C E N 4 M ) , EUSC4), BINU(4,43, 3(4,4: 
DIMENSION xcm i 
DIMENSION IPRC4) 
COMMON / 3 / ISHAPE 
PI»3.14159=6 
THE PARAMETER ISHAPE DETS THE INITIAL SHAPE 




C THE INTERRATIONS ARE DONE BV HAND. 
C CEN4 IS THE UECTOR DEPINED BV ETAOPRIHEtL, 
ic ciSHAPE-i) 1,1,2 
1 CONTINUE 
CEN4(l)-0. 
C E N 4 ( 2 ) - S I N ( X ( I M n - S I N < X < I )) 
CEN4(3)-2.*((COSCXC1 + 1))+X<1 + 1 )*SIN(X(1*1)) )-(COSCXCI ) ) + X(I ) 
*SIN(X 
1CI )) )! 
CEN4(4)«3.*( 1.2. XX I 1*1 )*C0SCXCI+1 ))*(X(I+l)**2-2. )*SIN(X(I*13 
) )-(2. 
1*X( I )«COS(X(I))*(X(I)XX2-2.)XSIN(X(I5))) 




CEN4C 1 )-0. 
cEN4( 2 > - 4 . t r p i * c * ( : f : ) - x t i ) ) - < x i : * : > * » 2 - X ( I ) * * 2 ) ) / C P I X * 2 ) 
CEN4i3 >-8.*(3.*CI*(XC1*1 )**2-x(I )*x2)-4.*vX( 1+1 U*3-X( I )tx3) 
. x 
1vPI* 12 • ) 
-rM^;4j.(^.«PIxlX(I + lltt3-Xin**3)-S.tt;X(I + l)*X4-X(I3tX'<n/< 
P: »t2 
~ ̂ T l M o E 
B : . i > • I . 
B 1 , 2 ^ • A ( I ^ 
F 1 , 3 ) • * ' . I )**5 
B 1 , 4 ) - X ( D H 3 
B 2 , 1 ) • * . 
B 2 , ~ ) • 1 . 
B £ , 3 ) - £ . t X C I i 
5 2 , •; i ' ' j . n \ ( 1 ) **2 ) 
B 3 , i . • « : . 
B 3 , 2 > • X ' I • 1 ) 
B 3 , 3 ) - M 1 + 1 H * 2 
a 3 , 4 . i » X < I + l ><*3 
E 4 , 1 ) • 0 . 
B 4 , £ ) - l . 
APEXe-UEClJM0R) 
CALL FfitfX (PRODI,^.OEC^OR.iCR,40) 
S3*0. 
DO 4 ID-1 /1CR 





SUBROUTINE StN'jRS ( A, AlHU.N, 1A i 






B • 4,3 • - 2. t -a I * 1 ) 
3(4,4 1*3,it X( I-t-1 )t*2) 
CALL INVER5 iB,4,4,IPR,BINU,Dl ) 
COMPUTE THE ELEMENT SECTOR El>6 




SUBROUTINE COEPP <P,E»nOR,S l ,S2 ,S3,APEXl , f tPEX2> 
* x«-4 ¥> ft t » * I * * * * * * * * * * ¥ V * t * 
*5S£nB i£ TME CCEFS OF PQ RELATION AND ITERATE ON P UNTIL A 
BL 
SOIN IS OBTAlNFf. 
REAL < 1 , K 2 , K , K I N U 
CQirCN ' 1 1 / SLi.'U 
COWCN / B l / K 1 ( 4 0 , 4 0 ! / B 2 / K 2 ( 4 0 , 4 0 ) / B 3 / A U S C 7 0 ) / R 4 / U 6 ( 4 C ; 
:ori,10N '•$&/ K ( 4 0 , 4 0 ) / B 9 / K l N U ( 4 O , 4 O ) / B H / P R C D f 4 0 , 4 2 ; 
COnnOll /E12- ' t E C ( 4 9 ) / B 1 3 / P R O D l ( 4 0 , 4 0 ) / B 1 4 / U E C l C 4 e ; 
DO 1 I A » l , n C R 
DO 1 JA- l , i1CR 
K ' : i A , J A ) - < : ( l A , J A ) - F i : K 2 < l A , J A ) 
CALL SINURS (K .K IN ' J , HOP, 40 ) 
CALL FfiriX (KINU,K2,PROD,NCR,I1CR,49,40,40,MOR) 
CALL Fnnx (PROD,KINU,PRODi ,nOR,nOR,4e,40,40,nOR1 
CALL FFTJX (PRODI,AU5,VECTOR,FIOR,40) 
S1»0. 
DO 2 I B - l , n C R 
S 1 - S 1 + A U S ( I B ) * U E C ( I B ) 
IF ( S l . E Q . O . ) STOP 
CALL FHUX ( < I N V . A U 5 , U E C l , M 0 R , n 0 R , 4 0 ) 
APEXI-OECKHOR) 
S2«0. 
DO 3 lOl.f lOR 
S2«S2*2 . *P*U6( IC ) *UEC<IC ) + 2 . * U G U C JxUECKIC ) 
S2-E*S2 
CALL FflUX (K lMU,U6,UECl ,nOR,nOR,40) 
0 TO COMPUTE INUERSE OF SYM MATRIX USING IMS'. 
C THE PftRAH IDGT • 0 ITERATIVE IttFRCtEPENT IS 
DinE^'SIOH A ( I A , 1 ) , AIH'vUlA, 1 ) , U<AK(800) 
IDGT-0 
CALL LINU2F ( A , N , I A , A I N Y , I D G T , U<AR,IER) 
RETURN 
END 
%%11**x**ixxxx* * * x t x * t x i % x x 1 1 1 
SUBROUTINE FM7',;X ( A x Y " M "A j 
tttxtxtxxttttxxxxxxxxxtxxtx'ttt 
Dir.EhsioN AtnA.i), x t n . v m 




m IS ROW D!H OF A IN CALLING PROG 
DO 1 I-l.N 
vd )«e, 
DO i J•i n 



















on /ii/ sunj 
ON / B S / K I N U ( 4 C , 4 0 ) / B l 2 / V E C ( 4 e ) 
ON / E 1 4 / I JEC1(40 ) /B3 /Au5 (?0 ) / B 4 / U 6 ( 4 3 ) 
THAT UECl 15 IN COHHON UITH S'JBROUTIN: 
FMUX CKlNU,AUS,UEC,nOR,f1OR,40) 
' I • i , r,OR 
1*AU5(I )*UECCI ) 




B 3 - e . 
DO 3 I A - l , n O R 
B3-B3+0SCIA)*U£C1(IA) 
B3'B3X(Et*;2) 
C "HE fc^C<LING EGN CCEFF. ORE 
«:«B;+ 2.»5UTjt(B2*ie) 
ftE- i 2 . * F > ' 1 . - t £ . t _ ' b r j i < 3 3 * l . / 5 U * J n >*B2 
P j . ( P * i 2 >t <S3*2. J i L n j * ( . P3-1 • ' SUM J ) * t 2 J i 
RET^N 
END 
m u i t t i u n * * i m i u i j i t i i u ) i i : 
->.'£-CUT I NE SECANT ( P , 0 , E , S ION, IIOR , I T , DEtP, APEXD ) 
c TH:^ CUE UUL CONVERGE TO PCR AND QCR BV SECANT HETHOD 
C ONCE 8RAC<ET HAS SUCCEEDED. 
c 
eoirnc"* . •HI ; FBueew i /SuM 
IT=EC«e 
P i - p 
FC.P-LELP 
C THE RCCT 15 BRACKETED IN SO^E FEASIBLE REGION BETUEEM 
C Pi? AND PI . 
K * J -: 
1 H i U " -PO*F£( J)*Pl*FB!<))/l-FB> JHFB(K) ) 
L'SJTE i6vSM PO,Plf
,rB<IT),IT,FNElJ 
IF iFtiEu.LT.PO.C'R.PhEU.GT.Pl) GO TO S 
IT-IT+l 
CALL CCEFP £PNEu»E»RCfi,Sl,S2,S3,APEXl,APEX3! 
H£C«r5»*2-4.*Sl*53 
IF <DISC i 6,2,2 
2 CONTINUE 
C«i-$3*SIGH*£G*T(ffISC5)/<2.*Sl ) 
CALL COEFB (PNEU,E,NCR,A1,A2,A3) 
re.JT)-(0it2)iAl+,nA2 + H3 
^DIF-PNEU-PJ 
TEB~<F~>]T) 
FFSCD-FB( IT )lcK J ) 
IF r&BS(TEST).LE.l".E-5.0ff.ABS(PDIF3.LE.l.E-5) GO TO 5 
ITSEC-ITSEOl 
IF , JTSEC.GT.5) GO TO ? 
IF (F=>i-OD) 3,5,4 
3 F3-PSEJ 
>>IT 
GO TO 1 
4 Pl-PMEU 
J" IT 





LRITE (6,11) APEXD,PDIF,PN£U,0,E,ITSEC,IT 
GO T 3 8 
6 URITE (G.ie) ITSEC,IT,PNEU,Pl,Pe,DISC 
STOP 
? URITE (6,12) 
ITHAX-IT+ITSEC 
WRITE (6,12) (FBt JA),JA-IT,ITHAXJ 
URITE (6,1-4) PNEU,PI,P0,IT,SIGN 
C *XNOTE* EUEN THOUGH SECANT DID NO CONVERGE.I AH CONT 
C INUlNG THE CPTIHIZATION PROCESS.*********** 




5 FCRr'cT : 13X,3HP5-,E1£.5, 1GX, 3HP1 - , El 2 . 5, iex,7HFB( IT )- , El 2. S. 
10X.3M 
1 IT-,IA,lex.SH^NFU-.E12.S.// ) 
10 FORMAT '. 10*, ',; HJT, SEC ANTRET^OD APPARENT LVD IUERGES, 1H*,/.10X, 1 
2HSECA 
INT I T E R - , F 4 . 0 , / , 1 0 X , 3 H I T . , M , / , 1 0 x , 5 H P N E U * , E 1 2 . 5 , / , 1 0 x , 3 ^ p i . 
, E 1 2 . 5 
2 , / , l t f X , 3 H P e - , E 1 2 . 5 , / , i e x , 5 r D I S 0 - , E 1 2 . S , / / ) 
11 FCRIIAT c l e x , / , lM*,SECANTCiETHCDOOHUERGErj,lH*,/, lCX,£"aPEXD' . E 
1 2 . 5 , / 
l , l » X , 5 H p r j I F * , E l c . 5 , / , 1 0 X ^ 4 H P C a « , £ i 2 . 5 , . ' > i 8 x , 4 h Q C R - , E 1 2 . 5 , / , l 
C>X,£HE 
£ « , F 4 . Q , / , 1 0 X , S H I T ? E C - , 1 4 , / . L i !X ,3HlT«, 1 4 , . / / ) 
12 FORMAT C/, lCx,lHt,SECPNTI1ETriODDIDN0TCONCERGElH5ITEi?ATICHS,lH 
* , ' , 1 0 
v Au T c r c c n i Jul i jMrrc , tfH, / > 
13 FORMAT ( i e x , E l £ . 5 1 
14 FORtfnT ( l O X , / , 5 h F N E U « , E l 2 . 5 , / , 1 3 X , 3 h P l . , E 1 2 . 5 , / , 1 0 X , 3 H f 0 « , E l 




SUBROUTINE ENERGY ' H. HI , P12. X, XI, DUEC,ENER,CCN;iJG, XIOLD, A<2, FC 




DIMENSION XIOLDCM), AK2(?0,2) 
DIMENSION ENERU11, Xtnn, xiin), DUEC(tl2) 
DIMENSION ELUECC4), EKH4.4), FR0D<4) 
COn.'lCN /12>' U/13/E/11/SUHJ 
ccnnoN /20/ AU6(70) 
connON /4/ R H C E X P 
connoN /5/ EL/ie/svn^ 
C IN SU3 ENERGY COn?jTE AUE ENERGY DIST. OUTPUT WILL B THc 
C CURRENT ENERGY DIST STORED AS A UECTOR, ENER(fl). 
C 
C AT THIS STAGE UE HUST SPECIFY THE EXPONENT AND CCEF 
C IN THE INERTIA AREA RELATION, I • RHO*IA**EXP : 
UB-0. 
u-c. 
C FORM TOTAL INTERACTION ENERGY UI 
C SET riOCE-0 
I F ( 5 V C i r i . E 0 . - l . ) GO TO 3 
CALL ASS2 ( M , M l , n 2 , 7 0 , e . , X . A < 2 ) 
CALL Fr̂ OX (AK2,PUEC,PRCDl ,n2 ,^2 ,n2) 
Ti-e. 5^ 
DO 1 I N - 1 , P 1 2 ^ 
T 1 •Tl*D'vEC t I N ) t r R C C l ( IN ) 
CALL A S ^ G ; n , n i , « 2 , r . A x , e . , x ) 
T 3 - e . 
[•0 2 ! H - 1 ^ £ 
T£-T2 + L>UECi i n UW06C IN )%E 
UI ' 2 . tS ' -TIJH <T1+T£ )»»£ 1 
CONTINUE 
DO G I-l.N 
TE^INE TM'E ELEMENT DISPL vECTCR ELUEC FROn DuEC 
:,c 4 j« i, 4 
EL»€C* J ;-D^'EC(£tI-£ + J ) 
CONTINUE 
IMLL COMEKI vi,n^i,x,xi,EKn 
r*OU FOR' P1A~RIX UECTOR FRODUCT 
CALL F'HVX ( E < i , E L U E C , F P C D , 4 , 4 , 4 ) 
NOU HULT ELUEC AND FRCD 
E M i r i . ? . 
DC 5 K - 1 , 4 
ENbfl" lELv'ECltO )*(PROD(K ) i + ENUFI 
:SHTINUE 
NO U C 3.'•' F L T E THE D E n 0 N 
RE-,P«1 . • E>-P 
EENOfW i ( X I ( I ) >.'RHO)T*REXP)*EL 
FINALLY THE ENERGY. DENGPl UILL BE GREATER THAN ZERO SINCE 
Kill) t i l l BE RESTRICTED GREATER THAN 2LR0. 
EHERi I >»ENUH-'DENOn 
U«U+DEH3M 
Lo-UE'EHL^i 
IF . S i . E Q . - i . i 00 TC & 
NOu FORT THE INTERACTION ENERGY FOR THE ITH ELEMENT 




















ENEPt I i -ENERt l J lEXF-KUUSUTU/SUPOI )/DENO" 
COnTlN^E 
riCLl E"'ER 15 THE CRITICAL ENERGV DENSITY FOR EACH ELEMENT 
UB IS TOTAL BENDING ENERGViLSI IS TOTAL INTERACTION ENERGY 
IF tSVlW-l . ) 8,7,3 
U«uS*E/P+UI 
GO TO 3 
U'UE 
CONTINUE 
U u;ILL EE THE TOTAL ENERGY 
URITE (6,16) U,0 
URITE (6,17) 
URITE (6,13) (ENERdM-l.n) 
LE NCU HHUE THE AUE ENERGY FOR EACH ELEMENT CORRES TO THE 
PARTICULAR INERTIA IN EACH ELEMENT. 
UE HAUE THE ENERGY DENSITY DIST FOR GIUEN INERTIA 
NOU CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE-
**x**t*t*****CONUERGENCE TESTXXXXtXttXXtXttXXtXXXXtXXtXXXXXX 
RAXE IS T M E LARGES' ELEHENT OF ENEQ. SELECT T«E SMALLEST. 
riNE-ENESM 1) 
DC 13 J- 1 , ",'-il 
C I F - E N E K C J+l j-fllNt 
IF 'DIF) 12,12,13 
MINE-ENERCJ + l ) 
CONTINUE 
IF T^E DIF BETUEEN PAXE AND NINE IS SPALL ENCLGH.THEN 
THE ENERGV DENSITY IS AL(10ST UNl^CSf1 f,ND CPTinul 
15 ACHIEUED U I T H I N SELECTED CONVERGENCE CRITERIA. 
URITE (6,191 HAXE,niNE 
CONOG-' CHAXE/riNE )-l . J*ie3. 
IF (CON'vG.GT.3. i GO TO 14 
URITE (6,20) 
GO TO 15 
COMPUTE NEU INERTIA 
CONTINUE 
CALL INPTIA (n,U,ENER,Xl,XlOLD) 
LJRITE (6,21) 




FORMAT (//,5X,14HT0TAL ENERGV, U, 3X, El£. 5, ' , 5X, 23HT0TAL U0LUI1 
1 -}y r 1 p C / / , •) 
niM-n-i 
riAXE-ENERCl ) 
DC u j'i,nm 
r iF-HAXE-ENERCJ+lJ 
I F ( D I F ) 1 0 , i e , H 
1Z r iAXE-ENER(J>l ) 
11 CONTINUE 
17 FORMAT C/,ECX,19HENERGY DISTRIBUTION,//1 
18 F0RNA7 (/,25X,E12.5) 
19 FORMAT (/,5X,7hr:AXE 15, 3X, E 12 . 5, / , 5X, 7HI1INE IS, 3X,E1 2 .5, /*V ) 
£3 FORMAT (//,£ex,3CHENLRGY CONVERGENCE 15 OBTAINED,//) 
21 FCRT.AT (//,10X,17HNEU INERTIA DIST,,//) 
2? FORPW'-T (/,10X,E12.5) 
END 
txttttttx tivttxxtttxttxxttxxxt 
SUBROUTINE INRTIA (H,U.ENER,XI,XIOLD ) 
xxtxxttxxxtxttxxxxxttxxxxxxxxt 
DINENSION ENER(M), X K H ) , DELUl4e) 
DIMENSION XlOLDtM) 
DIMENSION T X K 4 0 ) 
COfiriOM -'5/ EL 
connoN /A/ RHO,EXP 
connoN /7/ uoL,xiniN,EXPi 
LET XI BE TXI 
DO i in-i.n 
Txidm-xiurn 
CONTINUE 




DO 2 I K - l . r t H CONTINUE 
C SUM! SHOULD ECL.AL vCL EXACTLY. 
D E L V t K l - e . 
£ CQf.TlNUE 
OEFF-uOL 
• i X l - j ERROR-SUril-UOL 
-. COMI ' v iE USITE ( 6 , 1 5 ) EPSCP 
LEUOrt*?. RETURN 
DO 4 I • 1 , n C 
• rN , - ,n.^-NOri tc ( ( I U E E E H - N E ^ I ) - U ) * * E X P l )XXI( I) )**< 1 . / E X P ) * E L ) IS ECRHAT C / / , 1 0 X . S ? H THE UOLLTiE ERSCR Irs THE MEU INERTIA D IST . 
J CONTINUE 1 I S . 3 X . E 1 2 . 5 , / / ) 
p. , PHC » i V'E^F i*ENP ) ) ' ( D E N O ^ J M E X P ) END 
::: s J • i , :i 
lc i T x ! i J i . E i . M " UN ) GO TO 6 
T X U J " S i i tENEff iJ )*U£FF< U ' * *EXF1 ) * T X I ( J ) 
S >:c »TIIf.'£ 
£ CONTINUE 
C >JE riHlw'E THE NEU INER" IA DIST. EXAMINE TO SEE UHlCh I f ANY AR 
E L15 5 
C TfcUN M V ' I S 
IF i f O U N T . E Q . l . 1 GO TO 12 
DO 5 K > 1 , . 1 
• i : rF*Txi (KL )-XI.'II.N 
>~ i M P t F ) 7 , 3 , 8 
C CONFUTE UCUUi'iE CHANGE 
? D E H ' i < I > « E L * f ( i . / P H Q i t x < l . /ExP > ) t ( x i f U N S s i 1 ./EXP ) - T X l { K I ) * * t 
1 . -EXP 
1 » ) 
7X1 ' kll '•XlMIfi 
M.X:^->I + I 
S CONTINUE 
9 CONTINUE 




IE (SL'PI.EO.O. ) GO TO IS 
UEFF-UOL-Sun 
DO 11 J J-« 1,1 
IE (TXK JJ j.EC.XiniM) GO TO 11 
TXt.iJJD-XK JJ) 
11 CONTINUE 
C RECALCULATE THE UNSPECIFIED INERTIAS. 
COUNT-t, 
GO TO 3 
1,1 CONTINUE 
DO 13 HJC-1 , H 
X I 0 L E ( N < ) - X I ( H K ) 
XI f h < l - T X K I H K 1 
13 CONTINUE 




C CH£C< TO INSURE THAT TH£ CONSTANT UOLUP1E CONSTRAINT IS SATIS 
FIED. 
sur.i-c. L_J 
DO 14 JlC-l.n S 





pROC°Hn OP TPCH;OUTPUT,TAPE6-CUTPUTI 
CO«.T N .'l' 6ETA 
conrioN •£ / L.C*>D 
: c n n o n 3 ' 1 » W « F E 
COMMON '$' BETA^ C 
' - . " " O N ,. ~, ' , .«Ol ,MHIH,EXf ' l 
• jtnMC-N -4 - R H O . E K P 
ccr.ncN -•?- E L 
C t m i t n t u u i m m i j t j i t n t i u o j j t i j j i t t t t j i m t i m ^ t i t t t i 
« t * 1 
C 2 
C DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS C 
C 
C THE INERTIA AREA RELATION IS 7A<EN AS I-RHC*<AxxEXP) 3 
C RHG '...ILL BE THKEN AS 1 
C E*P uILL ASSUME lALL'ES 1,3,053 
C H,(AND EM ARE TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTS. 
C BETA. MODULES OF ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT. USED TO SPECIFY 
C BO'UNDHR'-' CONDITIONS. 
C BETA • P. SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
C C-JBETAUea RESTRAINED CASE c 
C B£TM>1^P CLAHPED CASE 
C ISnAPE • 1,2 HALF SINE OR PARABOLIC INITIAL CONFIG. 4 
0 LOAD • 1,2, OR 3 HALF SINE, PARABOLIC OR UNIFORM LOAD. 
C U01 IS THE FRESCRI3ED UOLUDE 5 







SUBROUTINE SOLUE (M, Hi, M2,P1AX ) 
xtxrt*x*xttx**xxit*;t*x*it*XX*X g 
C 
C XPRIKARY SUBROUTINE FOR ANTI-SVIW OPT PROBLEHXXX*** i e 
REAL K l ,K2 ,nODE c* 
DIHEHSION X ( 4 e ) , X K 4 0 ) , X10LD149) , A K l ( ? e , 7 0 ) , A K 2 J 7 0 . 7 0 ) 
DiriENSICN EuEC(7e) , EUALC40), ENER(40) 
cor.roN /Bi/ KK^o^ej/Ba^KHc^e^e) 
7\t$ -73 
B f T * * ^ . 
EXP « 2 , 
ISHA-EM 
L c• - r • J 
[ EFl t 'E A NEU UHR: :AE _E EN 
EN-26 . 
UCl -3 .1415Se£SS 
x in ih-e. 
RHO*1 . 
E A P I ' E X P - 'ExFt-1 . ! 
ri3>E*n+E 
BETAF.0. 
P I « 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 
E L - P I / E N 
CALL SOlUE f r i . Ml 
STOP 
,na , r iAX) 
connoH /:B/ u / i 0 / S v n n / S / E L / 7 / u c L , x i . i i N , E x P i 
COnr.ON / ! / BETA 
EXPl " .75» tX t= i 
I F C B E T A . G T . 1 3 3 . ) GO TO 1 
MCS*fl 
GO TO 2 
ncR-w- : 
CONTlNuE 
OEFI'>E THE SFATIAL UECTOR X 
X C 1 ) - .© . 
DC 3 I -S ,H1 
x u )-x( l - i ;+EL 
SVFIM — 1 . 
n O D E ' - l . 
CALL ASS2 ( " n . n i . r s ^ M A X ^ ^ O D E ^ . A K E ) 
DE r lNE T!!C UNIfOftH INERTIA ,X I 
DC * j-i,n 
XKJ )>1. 
ITR-0 
BEGIN 0DT PROCESS FQR X] 
CONTINUE 
CALL ASS1 tn,ni ,M2.MAX,RODE,X,Xt»AICl ) 
DETERMINE THE EIGEN UALUES 
CALL EIGEN Cn,nOR,E',AL,NPE,PCRDIF,ITR,EyEC,Pi 
URITE (6, H> P 
TFSTxtiFOR BUCKLING ANAIY5I5 SKIP CCT PROCESS******* 
GC TO 11 
COPlPftPE SUCCESSIUE UALUES OF LOUtST EtALUES 
IF (PCPDIF) 6 , 8 , 8 
REBEXP*REDEXP+1. 
EXP1».7S.T£XP1 
IF CREBEXP.GT.3.) GO TO IS 
DC 7 JJ-l,n 
xi rJJ;«XIOLD(JJ) 
CALL INRTIA (f1,U. ENER, XI, XI0LD ) 
UITH NEU XI CORRES TO EXP1,COMPUTE NEU FCR. 
GO TO 5 
CONTINUE 
CALL ENERGV C n, ,11, M2, X,XI, EUEC, ENER, C0NUG, XIOLD ) 
NOTE THAT CONVERGENCE CRITERIA IS 3\XXX 
IF (C0NOG.GT.3.) GO TO 9 
URI^E (6.15) 
GO TO 11 
ITR-ITRtl 
IF ( ITR-20) 5,5,10 
URITE (6,16) 
CONTINUE 




C QCR FOP VARIOUS VALUES CF E. 
C 
LPTEST-0 
C^L l EUkLGD iM.Ml , N5 , flOP. S U f J , P, X, x l . P<1 , *K2» LDTEST, E ) 
GO TO 13 
15 l ^ I T t ( 6 , 1 7 ) 
13 P £ T L R N 5 
C C 
14 r o o i A T v lOX. • / , i M * , P C R « , " , H , E l 2 . S , , 1H* , . ' / ' ) C 
I t r r .R-^T <•-•-', 10x, iHi.CCiVERCENCEISACHIEUED, I H t , j H , ' • ' ) 
l £ F'CRnflT t . ' . ^ X , lHt,ENERGVCGNOERG£hCEN0T03TAIhErJIN2eiTERfiTI0NSC 
, I H t , C 
n c 
17 FCPfl^T (', :CX,7lhtJit:THREE REDUCTIONS I IN EXP1 DID NOT 
1 PRODUCE CONVERGENCE**,3H,//) 
END 
xtttxxxxxttxttxxxxtxxxttttttt* C 
SUBROUTINE EICEM (tf,tfOR,EVAL,NPE.PCRDIF,ITR,EUEC,PCRJ 
* * * * * * * * * * • * • * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C ThE EIGEN SYSTEM Kl-F<£ IS SOLVED FOR LCUEST KB LVALUES USIN 
r 
C ARL LI BRERS' ROUTINES C 
C C 
LOGICAL EXIT 
PEAL K1,*C2,<,L INU S 
DIPIEWSION DIAGC40) , EVALiHOR), E U E C ( 7 0 , 1 ) , DUECC40) C 
CC'IWOl / B l . 1 »CI ^ C , ^ 3 V B B / K 2 ( 4 0 , 4 0 ) 
COfinOfi / £ i i / PROD(40,40) 
COMttON / & 7 - T ( !70 .JC! ) /S8 ' '<Me, -10 ) 
CCFirON * 1 0 ' SVMM 
CCri13H • ' ! / BETA 
DIMENSION L l N U f 4 0 , 4 ? > , IPRC40) 
C 7 
[<)«.'»40 C 
I T - E M C 
C S'EP 1= CHCLESKV DECOflP OF K2«LLC TRANS) C 
C 
CALL LU5 iflOR,K2,rtAX,DIAG,EXTT! 
C EIAG CONTAINS INVERSES OF DIAGONAL ELEHENTS CF L C 
C S'EP 5: FORMATION OF SYHR dATRIX <• L-lNV*Kl*L-lNT-TRANS 
C AMD RECOr-l OF FULL K2 8 
C <?, - U L T R M M S C 
C DEFINE L AND STORE IN PROD 
DO 1 I-l.rOR 
DO 1 J-l,nOR 
1 PRGDCI,J)-0. r 
DO 3 IX«l,flOR C 
DO 2 IY«IX,HOR C 
2 PRODCIV,IX)-K21IX,IV) 
9 
DO 3 IX-l,MOR C 
3 PRODfIX.IX3-1,/DIAG(IX) r 
C NOU FIND L INU C 
CALL INUERS (PROD,40,MOR.IPR,LINU,Dl) 
C FQPfi <• LINU*K1*LINV TRANS 
CALL Fr.HX (LINV,ia,PROD,nOR,nOR,43,4e,4e,riOR) 
C FORM LINU TRAMS -IINU AND RECON <E 10 
DO 4 12-1,nOR 
DO 4 J2-I2,nOR 
K£(IZ,JZ)«K2<JZ.17.-) 
* LINUCI2,JZ)-LINU<JZ.IZ) 
C ZERO THE LOUER TRIANGLE 
DO S IZ-1,flCR 
DO 5 JZ-IZ.^OR 
IP CIZ.EG.JZ: GO TO 5 
LIN.! JZ. IZ > C . 
CONTINUE 
NCU LINU CONTAINS L IN^-TRANS 
FCRT, X 
CALL Fnnx (PROD,LINU,<,nc-R.ncR, 40,40,43,roR ) 
STEP 3: TRIDIAG CF K 
CALL TRI1 (HCR.K,HAX ) 
THE NEC INPO FCR NEXT STEP IS IN CCV*CN UITH BISE'! 




CALL BISEC (nOR,nA,rn3,TOLl,rv'EC,TCL2,ISw^,ANCFrt) 
5*?ALL E.VALUES wilt. RETURN IN DVEC In INC.ORDER. 
DO 6 I'1,H0R 
IF (DUECtl ) j 6,6,7 
CONTINUE 





FOR SOriE I .LE.MOR THE E.DALLES BECOME FOS. 
FOR N POS E.VALUES THERE ARE M POSSIBLE FEAS REGIONS 
NPE-fiCR-I + 1 
DEFINE EVAL TO BE THE ARRAV OF POS E.VALUES. 
DO E J - i . M P E 
EVAHJ ;»DV£C( JfKOR-NFE ) 
NOU UE HAVE IDENTIFIED AND STORED NrE + E.VALUES. 
FCR 5^?] UE NEED ONLY EVAL 
IF (SYMfl-l. ) 9,23,5 
CONTINUE 
THIS STAGE APPLIES ONLV TO ANTI-SYnn CASE 
STEP 5: SELECTION OF LOL'EST POS EIGEN VAL.AND CONuC CHECK 
DO II IA-f1A,f1B 
PCR-EVAH IA) 
I F ( P C R ) l e , 1 0 , 1 1 
CONTINUE 
L'RITE ( 6 , 2 5 ) 
STOP - J 
IF ( I A - 1 ) 1 3 , 1 3 , 1 c 
. R I T E ( 6 , 2 6 ) 
j K I T E ( S . 2 7 ) iEY*>Li IA ; . :A^nA,n& ! 
' - J M T I M J E 
:P Kiik-D i 4 , i ? , i s 
PCPM-O. 
; i N T i n u E 
F r^.HF-PC3-PCR^ 




-TEP 6: CONFUTE EIGEN U£C OF TRIDIAG FCRH FOR ThE EIGEN 
CHLL IMT Cr.Qfi,l,EU^LnA),AHORn,EUEC,riAX) 
b'EF T: COflP'jTE E UEC C- SYfVI MATRIX < 
Cv-LL BACl (WOR,K,nAX,EUEC,l) 
E 'EC hnu CONTAINS TH£ EUECTOR OF K CORSES TO TriE EUAL 
SELECTED H5 CRITICAL. 
PECv'.'£-V OF EUtCTOS OF ORIGINAL SYSTEM BV 
L - T R A N 5 U ' E C ( C R I G < • EUEC 
C*i.L FMl-x aiNU.CUECDlAG.riOR.nORMQl 
[•IAG CONTAINS THE ORIG UECTOR CORRES TO PCR 
DO l£ I B -1, Cl0R 
ELECt IB ̂ DIAG(IB) 
E'.EC I? THE ORIG UECTCR 
STEP 9: FORMATION CF THE DOMAIN UECTQR FOR ALL B.C. 
na-B*n*a 
'1H> *70 
r;p = »«*g 
SirPCV SUPPORTED CASE, BETA « 8. HOP • PI 
If iE'ET^.OT.lOe. J GO TO 21 
nm-n-i 
Du£CU)«e. 
DO IS ID-l.Pini 
DvECiIL + 13-EU£C(ID) 
>.»EC(^1>5. 
DUECC n+a j-EuEcn > 
CALL FrtUX (T,£yEC,E0EC,K2,nP2,r1AX) 
::NTINUE 
U R I T E ( 6 , 3 8 ) <EUAL(J),J'1.MB) 
URITE «£,£9J P C R , T 0 L 2 
GO TO 53 
CONTINUE 




DO 32 I E - l , r i i 1 2 
DVEC( IE -2 ) -EUEC( IE ) 
DuEC(CHl ) . 0 . 
D0EC(r i42) .EUECcr , - l 3 
CALL FflUX CT,DuEC,EUEC,n2,r iP2,r iAX) 
CO TO 23 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
24 FCRPflT ( 12X, 1HX,N0C05E. v ;«L_£5, 1 « * , / / : 
^5 r c ^ r ^ T is/, l e x , sHtJ'.h-C-CSEIGENvfiLLES, 2 H * « , / / ) 
25 FCR^HT ( / / , 12X, H: - i * .E:GtM, 'A ' E S , 2 H i * , / / ) 
£7 POs'-Ar < E 1 2 . 5 ; 
28 r c ^ W T < : e x , E l = .5J 
c9 FCR?1f|T < 1 3 X , 2 E 1 2 . 5 ! 
ErsD 
S-BROUTINE A55i tn.r.i ,ri2,nAx,noDE,x,xi,H<i) 
X J * X * * » I t X t l X J » X X I t XXXX a I t X l J I 
RE^L <l.r ,ODE 
CCWMCN / P 7 / T (7©, 4 C ) / B 1 5 / E T ( 7 2 , 4 3 j / B i l /PRODCAO^e) 
C;"T,0N / B U Kl ( 4 C , « 3 ) 
CCV.HON ' 1 / BETA 
DIHEHSJCN E K 1 ' . 4 , 4 ) , E<2<* ,4> 
D I V I S I O N A K 1 ( H A X , 2 ) , XCT1) , XI < m 
C IHITIALIZ TC XERO 
DO 2 I P - 1 , 1 1 2 
LC 1 ! C » I » , n 2 . 
A<](TR IC )«&. 
A K K I C , I R ) « 8 . 
1 CONTINUE 
a CONTINUE 
C START ASSEMBLY 
DO 5 I-l.r, 
COLL cor.EKi <i,n,m,x,xj,.Ejc;> 
DC 4 JR-1,4 










C NOU FORI IC1 - T TRANSPOSE *AK1*T 
CALL Fnnx <Aja fT,ET,n2,r i2,7e,70,70,r iP2) 
C NOU FORD T TRANSPOSE * PRCD 
CALL FilTHX < T , E T , A K l , P 1 2 , r i P a , ? 0 , 7 e , ? e , r i P 2 ) 
IF (BODE) 7,7,10 
7 CONTINUE 
C DEFINE THE ELEfl TRANSFORMATION 
DO 8 Il-l.f.P2 
DO 8 JJ-1..1P2 
B ET(n,jj)-e. 
DO 9 NI-l.fi 
ET(NI,NI)-l. 
ET(ri+l#n + 2)-l . 
ETfn*s,n*i)-i. ^ 
PRE AND PST AK BY ET j^j 
CALL rf-X (ET, AK 1,PROD,naS,M?2, 73,72, 40/nP£ ; 
CALL FiV'.x (FRCP,ET,HK1,MP2,?;<=£,4£,^0.70.MP2 ) 
C USE BETA TO SPECIFY BO PSD REDUCE TnE ORDER C^ A<1 BY 
C ELIMINATING THE JNUAN'ED EQUATIONS 
10 CONTINUE 
IF i. BE'A.GT. 1<?0. i CO TO 13 
DO 12 NK'1,1"! 
B(3,4)-X!I+l : * * 3 
B M , I )«e. 
B(4,S)*i . 
8 0,3 i-2. *x( I + l ) 
B;-4,4>3.tix(i-t-n**2) 
CALL INUERS <B,4,4,IPR,BIN'.),D1 ) 
EKl « BIN0T*CEN1*B1N'J 
DO ii jt. -i.n 




13 C O N T J N u E 
^ • ' L H ; ' P E D CASE 
"i."it*ri-i 
LO 15 JK«:,HM: 
DO 14 rK-i.rni 
M i V , J< )«A<1 (NK+2,JK+2) 
14 CONTINUE 
15 rcH-iN^E 
C hou ^K: HAS BEEN COUPLET 
-• r - * ̂  
END 
t i t * >v* * * * * * * * * * * * * * M* * * * * * * * 
5 t I * O L T ! N £ COfiEM i i . . P],ril , X, X I , EKl ) 
XtfXX%\f%%%X%tX%%ttX'XXtxXttXX% 
DIMENSION CEfiK 4 , 4 ) , E K 1 < 4 , 4 > , B I N U ( 4 , 4 ) , C ( 4 , 4 ) 
DI.1ENS1GN y<M ) , X l t r t J 
DIMENSION B < 4 , 4 > , IPRC4) 
COr,"CN •= ' EL 
C DEFINE THE MATRIX CEN1 GIUEN BY INTEGRAL X I ( I ) * < L , , L , , T ) 
CO'tRuTE THE TERHS CF CEN1 FOR GIUEN ELEMENT I . 
IHTEGP&7IOH5 HAVE BEEN LONE BY HAND. 
T^E :NDEF UPRIASLE IS X. 
THE INERTIA OECTOR XI CONTAINS F! ELEMENTS. 
DO 2 K-1,2 





XICI) IS THE INERTIA OF ITH ELEMENT ASSUMED CONSTANT. 
CEN1(3,3)-4.»(X<I + l )-XlI))tXI(I) 
CENK3,4)-S.*ty(l + l )*X2-X(I)**2)*XI<I) 
CEfU(4,3).CEMl(3,4) 
CEN1 (4,4 )-lS.»(X(T+n**3-X(I )*X3 )*XI ( I ) 
NCU COMPUTE ELEMENT MATRIX EKl USING LIBRARY ROUTINES FOR 
B( 1, 1 ) - l . 
B C 1 , 2 ) - X ( I ) 
B ( 1 , 3 ) - X ( I ) * * 2 
B ( 1 , 4 ) - X ( I )**3 
B ( 2 , i > - e . 
B ( 2 , 2 ) « l . 
B ( 2 , 3 ) - 2 . * X ( I ) B ( 2 . 4 ) « 3 . X ( X ( I ) * * 2 ) 
B ( 3 , l ) - l . 
B O , 2 ) - X ( 1 + 1 ) 
B ( 3 , 3 > - X < I + 1 > * * 2 
CALL Ff^Tmx ( B 1 N U . C E H 1 , 0 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 ) 
C NOU FOR EKl - C*BINU 
CALL cmx C C , 3 I N ' J , E < 1 . 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 ) 
RET'U»N 
END 
X * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
SUBROUTINE A;S2 (M,m,M2,MAX,MODE,X,A<£) 
XtttttXtXtttttXtttttttttXXttXX 
COUPON /\/ BETA 
coRriON /i0/ SYMM 
COMMON /B7/ T(7e,-*e)/Bl5/ET(7e,40VB:i/PROD(42,48) 
COMMON /B2-' K2(4e, 4$) 





INITIALIZE MATRIX AK2 TO ZERO BEFORE INPUTTING ITS VALUES 
BY SUCCESSIVE ADDITION. 
DO 2 IR-i,M2 





START THE ASSEMBLY PROCESS. 
DO 5 I-l.M 
CALL COME<2 fI,M1.X,EK2) 
DO 4 JR-1,4 





IF (nODE.EO.O.) RETURN 
nP2*M*2 
CALL TRANS (MODE,Ml 
NOU F0F,n K2 - T TRANSPOSE * AK2*T 
CALL FKMX (AK2,T,ET,M2,M2,70,70,70,MP2) 








CALL FflTflX < T , E T , G < 2 , ? i 2 . n P 2 , 7 0 , 7 0 , 7 0 , H P 2 ) 
IF (HOOF) 3 , 9 , S 
CONTINUE 
IF i f v f i n . G T . O . ) CO TO 13 
DO 3 10-1.HF= 
co 7 m - i . ^ E 
He'. 10 , IC •1 - rt < S i IC, ID > 




DEFINE THE El.Eil TRANSFORMATION 
LO 11 2 I - l , f ' ? c 
DO 10 J J - 1 , r P c 






E Z C 
ALL 






r i l « i , n 
N D - l . 
JE 
: ' POST AK BY ET 
7H.v f E T , f t < E f F R O D ,
r c £ , ^ p c , 7 0 , 7 O , 4 2 ) , n P E ) 
nnx i -p : : ,ET,AKE,r ;P2, ' iP2,4e,7^,?o, rP2J 
7A TO SPECIF*1 BC AND REDUCE THE ORDER OF AK2 BV 
6TIMG THE UNWANTED EQUATIONS 
IF ' . P E 7 H . G T . 1 3 3 . J GO TO 16 
HCR-fi 
DO 15 M<*1,?10P 
DO L4 JK-UPIOfi 





C CLAUREL CASE 
fioR-*.1-J 
DO 13 NK'i,nCR 




C NOU AK2 HAS BEEN COnPLETELV TRANSFORriED. RTURN FOR E.UALUES 
RETURN 
END 
ttxtxxt tifxit$***txtxt ttttlttt 
SUBROUTINE CCriEK2 ( I ,H1 ,X, EK2 ) 
ttxttttt*txx*txxxx*t*txtxxxtxt 
DITENSION CEN2C4,4), E<2(4,4), BINUC4,4), C(4,4) 
DIHENSION x t m ) 
CEN2!1,15-3 
0EN=;i,25-3 
CEN='1,3 > 2 
CE'-2.'l,-< 2-0 
CENZfc,1J-e 
CENgO, 1 )•©. 
CEN2(4,i )•©. 
CENg(S,2 )-X( I »1 )-x( I ) 
CEN2(2.3)-<x(I*;n**2-(X(I))*t2 
CEN2<2,4 ).<X( 1*1 ) )»*3-;xU ) )**3 






c FORM THE ELEP1ENT PA 
c 
B ( l , l ) ' l . 
BU,2)«xa) 
B ( 1 , 3 ) " X ( I > * * 2 
B( l , 4 ) - X t I ) x * 3 
B < 2 , 1 ) » &, 
3 c 2 , 2 1 • 1 . 
3 ; 2 , 3 ) - 2 . * X ( I ) 
B ( 2 , 4 ) » 3 . * ( X ( I ) x x 2 ) 
B O . I M . 
B< 3 . 2 ) - X C I + l ) 




Bt4, IJ»2.IX(I + 1 ) 
B(4,4)-3. *(X( 1 + 1 )4U2) 
CALL INUERS (B,4,4,IPR,BlNU,Dn 
CALL FPITriX <BINV,CEN2,C,4,4,4,4,4,4) 
NOU FOR EK2 - C*BIMU 
CALL FP1P1X (C,BINU,EK2,4,4,4,4,4,4 ) 
RETURN 
DIMENSION B(4,4 ), IPRC4) 
CO.ttrtCN /S/ EL 
DEFINE THE riATRlX<4,4) GIUEN BV INTEGRAHL, L, T ) AS CEN2 
COMPUTE THE TERNS OF CENT FOR GIUEN I. THIS UlLL IUOLUE 
SIHPLE INTEGRATIONS UHICH FOR THIS ASSEF1BLV ARE DONE BV 
HAND. THE INCEP VARIALE IS X. 
END 
xxtxttttxttxttttxttttttttttttx 
SUBROUTINE TRANS <NODE,rn 
xxxxtttttttttxxttttxttttxttxtx 
COMMON /B7/ T(70,40) 
REAL HODE 
C THE ASSEHBLV OF T IS B«SED ON EOEN NUMBER OF ELEnEN~S.fi 
C INITIALIZE TO ZERO 
nP2'M+2 
ri2-2«n + 2 
DO 2 tm-i,m 
U U A N, i -. :r. , ' t 
T ; n r, < v. j • o. 
Ti K"ri,nr ">-3. 
1 CONTINUE 
2 CSMINUE 
:•: 3 IRM, ,n,2 
: • rF2«-:R-i 
; = ru l -1 s 
TI :, J ' - - <. nore J 
i- :?THF2 
J-r-iR 
T-. I, J)-nCDE 
3 CONTINUE 
co J N I - : , K P 2 




* J» r J lit* J.****** ************** 
SUBROUTINE FfiVX (A,\,V,f1,N,nA) 
11! 11 M-'. i < u j 1*. S< U i : f tit J** +• 
C i V P I X UECTOS MULTIPLICATION. V • A*X 
D I M E N S I O N A ( N A , I ) , y . a ) , vci > 
D O i i«i,n 
D O : J• i , N 
i '. i: ->>'<{ j)*Ai i,j)+Y(i) 
RETURN 
EN 3 
<•»< U. untjJUFflEJt** * * « « * * * * * * * * * * 
SLE=?OJ*:'-E Fmm> (ft(B,c,n,!i,w,nE,r;c^) 
**mt< uitTTU titttixtftttiJtx 
C il^TKlX f W R l X HULT C • A*B 
INTENSION A ( f l A , l ) , 3 ( f i B , l l , C C f l C . l ) 
DC 1 L « i , K 
d<) i I " l , : ' i 
C ( I , L ) • 0 . 
DO 1 J ' l . N 




S U B R O U T I N E Finnx <A,8,c,n,N,fiA,i,iB,nc.in 
ixxtttttitftfttttttttttx.xt.tttt 
C TUTRIX TRANS t HATPIX C • A TRANS * B 
DIMENSION A C . A . l ) , B(P1B,1), CCWC.J> 
DO I L-1,K 
DO 1 I-1,N 
C ( I, L ) • 2 . 





SUBROUTINE INFERS <A,IA.N,IPR,AINU.D1) 
ttxtxttxttttxtxxttxxttxxxttxxt 
C TC CALC INUERSE OF A USING iriSL SUBROUTINE LINUlF 
DIHENSION A(IA,1 ), AlNUCIA.l), IPRfl) 
S E A L :PR 
P^RAHETER ITCT IP .GT. 0 LINl'lF PERFCPflS ACCURACY TEST 
IDG~"4 
CALL LINUlF (A,N,'A,AlN'J,I0GT,IPR,Dl ) 
SETjRh 
E N C 
tXt tttXt.XXXtX.XXM.LtXl.lt IXXXtXtt 
SUBROUTINE ASS5 : r., Y.\ , r, 2 . PI A r , PiCOE, V.: 
XX**XX**;K*XX***:»tX*i:x****t*tl:X 
C TM£ ASSEMBLY OF K5 
REAL rODE 
DinENSION Xtfll ), EU5(4 ) 
COnrON /B7/ TC70,40)/B3/AU5(70) 
COHfiON /B1E/ UEC143 i 
COfiffON / 1 0 / svr.n 
conr.OM / i / BETA 
CCililDM ' £ ' LC-D 
C AU5 IS A~UECTQR OF SIZE 3fl • 2 
C INITIALIZE TO XESO 
np2«n+a 
nm»n-i 
DC 1 lC-l,tf2 
AU5I ro-e. 
1 CONTINUE 
C STA^T ASSEMBLY 
DO 3 1-1,11 
CALL C0WEU5 CI,M1,X,EV$) 
DO 2 LC-1,4 
ftii5(2*I-S*LC)»EV5CtC >+ftU5(£*I-2+LC : 
2 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
C THE ASSEMBLED UECTOR AUS H'JST BE MODIFIED TO ACCOUNT FQR 
C BOUNDARY AND SVMflETRIC CONDITIONS 
Z FORM T TRANSPOSE t A'̂ 5 
CALL FMTUX (T,AU5,UEC,F2,nP2,70 ) 
IF fSVHfl.GT.0. ) GO TO e 
C FOR SYHPIETRY Q(l"!t2) - 3 











IF (BETA.GT.100.) GO TO 8 
MOR-FI 
en 
DO 7 JK»l , f .CR 
AA'sU'lC ^-OECC JiC + 1 J 
7 >:orur<UE 
P E T ^ N 
B CONTINUE 
^0R*rni 
LC 9 J3-1,<",CR 
r '5 C JB )-uECC JB + 2 ) 
S C''. N T I NUE 
SETjSN 
E"0 
u t t i M i i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
.rUERC'jTINE CCME'v'5 t I , H I , X , E U ? ) 
t i j t t t * i T t x * i . t * * t t t t T x t i t t x x t . t 
C £ 15 5^£ED ON CUBIC INTERPOLATION FCN 
DiritiNnON t i l ' ' ) , I^RH ) 
DIMENSION CEN5(4), EU5(4) , BINUM.4; 
DIMENSION X<M1 ) 
CCWOH ''2-' LOAD 
i = I - 3 . H l 5 5 5 S 
F < i . I > * 1 . 
8 • i , e > • x • n 
r: 1,3 >*x<: )**2 
B> 1 ,4 )«xc i )**3 
B ( 3 , i " 3 . 
E r 2 , 2 > « l . 
B' '2 ,3>«E.*XU ) 
B i 2 , 4 i « 3 , * ( X t U * X 2 ) 
B< J , 1 ) • ! . 
E ' 3 , 2 ) * X ( I +1 ) 
P r 3 , ? )«X(1 + 1J**2 
B ' 3 . 4 ) « X ( I f 1 )**3 
B i J , i >-©. 
B M , a»• i . 
3 ( 4 , 3 )*Z,tX<1 + 1 ) 
B.'4,4)«3.*fxr :* i ixxai 
CALL INUERS <B,4 ,4 , I°R,BINU,D1) 
PP-PA3CLIC DIST 
C l « 2 . / ( 3 . x < P I * * 2 i ; 
C 2 ' l . /<3 .*<PI**5 ) ) 
C3-1 , / ( 5 . * ( P I * * 2 ) ) 
CA-Z./(iZ.t(Plx*S )) 
cE^5t l J « C I * ( 3 . * P : X ( X ( I + I ) a a - x a ) x * 2 ) - s . * c x ; 
CEN?(2 )«C2*M.*PK<X<I*1)**3-X' . I )**3 j - 3 . x t x ( 
CENSC3 ) -C3*(5 .*PI* (X( I f i. )**4-X( IV** 4 )--4.*(X( 
CEH5C4)*C4*(6.*PI*(XC1+1)**5-X(I}**£)-5.*(X( 
GO TO 4 
CONTINUE 
UNIFORM LO&D DI5" 
CEftS C'l i'Kf I + l )-X( I ) 
CEhS ( 3 ; « t X ( 1 * 1 ) t l g - X ( I 1 W 2 I / 2 . 
C E H 5 ( 3 ) « ( X ( I + 1 ) * * 3 - X ( I ) * * 3 ) / 3 . 
C£HSf4)-CXf1 + 1)*14-X(I )*X43/4. 
CONTINUE 
OBTAIN THE ELEMENT LOAD UECTOR EU5 
CALL FflTUX ( 3 I N U , C E N 5 , E U S , 4 , 4 , 4 ) 
RETURN 
1^ 1 )*t3-x(I )**3 j 
:»i)ii4-xti>*t41 
If 1)* *5-X 11J**5) 
1+1J**6-X(I)**6) 
C THE PARAMETER LOAD DETERMINES THE TVPE OF LOAD DISTRIBUTION 
C LOAD - 1, STNE DIST 
C LOAD - 2,, PARABOLIC DIST 
C LOAD - 3, UNIFORM DIST 
C CEN5 15 THE UECTOR DEFINED BV INTEGRAL F*L 
Ir aOAD-2) 1,3,3 
i CONTINUE 
CEN5Q )•-( COSC X( 1*1 ) )-COS(X(I))> C 
CEN5(£WSIN(X(I*1 )>-X(I + i)*COS(X(I*m)-(SlN(X(I))-X(I )*C05c 
(X( I n 
I) 
CENSC3 WE.XXCIf 1 )XSlN(X(I + n)-CX(I*l )**2-2. )*COS(X(I+1 )))-( 
Z.tXiZ 1 
i)*SIN(X(I) )-(X(I )t*2-2.)*CCS(X(I ) ) ) C 
CEN5<4)«<(3.*CX(I*1 )X*E-2. )XSIN(X(I + 1 ) )-(X(1+1)**3-6.*<X(J+l 
) ) )*CO 
lS(X<I*l))J)-(t3.*(X(I )X*2-2. )*S1N(X(I ))-(X(I!**3-6.*<XU)))* 
COS(X( 
21 )))) 




SUBROUTINE ASUS I PI, Hi ,112, tfAX, NODE, X ; 
tlt*tt*tZtX%*.iX.tt%t*t%tttttt*t 
C THE AS?EMBLV OF US 
PEAL nODE 
r I HENS I ON X{fU), EU'SM ) 
COMMON /B?/ T(f,O,40)/B4/U6(40)/Bl2/UEC(40) 
connoM /i/ BETA 
COfinON /20/ AU6C70) 
CCnMON /3/ ISHAPE 
COMftON /10/ SVHI1 
AUG IS A GLOBAL UECTOR SIZE M2 
INITIALIZE TO ZERO 
MPc«M+2 
MM1-M-1 




DO 3 I - l . M 
CALL C0P1EU6 < I , n i . X , E U G ) 
DO 2 l C - 1 , 4 





IF ( f fODE.EQ.0.) RETURN 
C NOTIFY FOR &C AND 5Yriil 
C FCcn T TRANSP0SE*au6 
CULL FHTUX ( T . M U e . u E C , n 2 , n F 2 , 7 0 ) 
IF i«='. nr i .GT.a . ) GO TO G 
c FOR =^!1METFY Q i N * 2 ) - 0 . 
DO 4 lAM, r iP2 
u6i I M i*UEC(IA ) 
<4 C O N T I N J E 
i/'bk l ; * e . 
itcnpa )-o. 
IF •BE7A.GT.10« . ) GO TO E 
RETLKN 
5 CONTINUE 
6 I ' C N T I M U E 
IF <3ETA.GT.1O0. \ GO TO S 
•icR-n 
DO 7 j<«: ,noR 




1 C P I M E J ) 
C E N 4 ' 4 ) - c 4 . x p : * ( X ( I f l > x x 3 - X ( I ) x » . 3 ) - 6 . * ( X ( I + l ) » « * - X < I ) X X 4 n / < 
p i i c x e ) 
3 CO.NTIMJE 
B( 1 , 1 ) « l . 
B i 1 , 2 ) - X C I ) 
B( 1 . 3 ) * X C I )**2 
B t 1 , 4 5 - X C I )X*3 
3 ( £ , 1) - 3 . 
B ( 2 , £ W . 
3 ( 2 , 3 1 - 2 . X X ( I ) 
3 ( 2 , 4 ) - 3 . * ( X ( I 3 X X 2 ) 
MOR-HM 
ro s JE*i,ncR 




tttt%%i\x11tit t i t * * t i t t x t t t t t * 
5UESDUTINE COHEl'G C I , f1 J , X , E U 6 3 
t*xx%xxttx\tttxtittMXt$txt**XX* 
PinEHSION C£M4(41, tU6(4), BINU(4,4), B(4,4) 


















2 > 1 
3 ) - £ 





( 1 * 1 ) 
( 1 + 1 )**2 
( 1 * 1 )**3 
.J tX(I-*l ) 
. * ( X ( 1*1 )*X2 ) 
ERS ( B , 4 , 4 , I P R , 8 I N U , D l ) 









CCnriCM /3/ ISHAPE 
PI*3.1415926 
THE PARAHETER ISHAPE DET5 THE INITIAL SHAPE 
THE RISE = AR<n£TER E 'JILL BE CARRIED EXPLICITLY BY P,Q RELAT 
THE INTEGRATIONS ARE DONE BY HAND-
CEN4 IS THE UECTOR DEFINED BY ETAOPRIHExL, 
IR <I SHAPE-1) 1,1,2 
CONTINUE 
cowcn-e. 
CEN4f2)«SlN(X(I + l ))-SIN(X(I )) 
CEN4(3)-2.*<<C0S(XUH))*X(I*1 )XSIN(XU*1)))-(COS(X( I) )*XC I ) 
END 
tt,xx,ttxxtxx*t***%xtxxx*x**txtt 
SUBROUTINE BUKIOO tn,n:,i 
X t X t X X * * * x * n * * x x x * x * ; » s * * * * * * * 
REAL K 1 , < 2 , K , < I N U , N 0 D E 
COPtMON / B 1 - ' K l ( 4 O , 4 0 ; / B 2 / < 2 ( 4 3 , 4 0 ) / B 3 / A U 5 ( 7 0 ) / B 4 / U b ( 4 0 ; 
CDAMON / B 8 / K ( 4 0 , 4 e ) ' B 9 / < I N U f 4 8 , 4 3 V B l l / P R C C H g , 4 3 ) 
COPJWOH / B I S / U E C ( 4 0 ) / B l 3 / F R O D l M 0 , 4 & ) / B l 4 / ' v E C l ( 4 0 ) 
COWIGN / 4 / R H O ^ X P / S / E L / i a / S V f i n 
COW10M / l / BETA 
DIMENSION ftKl<70,2>, A K 2 ( 7 0 , 2 ) 
DinENSlON X l ( 4 C ) , X ( 4 0 ) 
XSINCX ( 
K I ) ) ) ) 
C E N 4 ( 4 ) « 3 . * ( ( 2 . X X C 1 * 1 )XCOSCX(1*1 ) ) * < X ( I * i ) * t 2 - 2 . > X S I N ( X < 1 * 1 ) 
) ) - ( 2 . 
ixxd )tcos(xd n*(xu >xx2-2. usiNfxa n n 
CO TO 3 
2 CONTINUE 
C CEN4 PARABOLIC 
CEN4(l ) -e. 
C E N 4 ( 2 ) . 4 . t ( P I X ( X ( I * l ) - X ( I ) ) - C X ( I * l ) * * 2 - X ( I ) X X 2 5 ) / C P I » * 2 ) 
C E N 4 ( 3 ) » 8 . X C 3 . X P I X ( X C I * 1 J X X 2 - X C 1 ) 1 1 2 ) - 4 . * ( X ( 1 + 1 ) X * 3 ~ X C I ) X * 3 ) 
> / ( 6 . * 
DIHENSION UKAREAC800) 
nODE»L. 
S Y n n - 1 . 
HAX-7& 
CONPUTE SUflJ 
IF ( L D T E S T . E Q . l ) GO TO 2 
sunj-e. 
DO 1 I f t - l . f i 
SUnj -SUHJ*(XI a A 3 / R H 0 ) X * C - l . / E X P 1 
SirJ-1./C2.XELXSLHJ) 
CALL <*SS2 (n,ri i,r,2,r,Ax,r.ODE,x,A<2) 
CALL ASSI <n,Mi,n£.rrAx.noDE.x,xi,AK:i > 
CALL A5U6 ( n . M l . f l 2 , n A X , n O D E , x j 
CALL AS55 cn,m,n2.rAx,noDE,x] 
c 
C THE PEfULT 0=" TnESE CALLS IS "HE $?r\K ASS^ MATRICES 
C Kl ,<3,i.'6,AU5 OF C'RCER riGR CORRES TO BC INDICATED SV 
c 
2 CONTINUE 
ro 3 ii-i,iv.:.fi 
DO 3 JA-l,r;CR 
3 •.'iIA, J A 1-<.H IA.JA )~Px<=i IA,JA) 
TALL SINURS (K.*::Nu,rioR.4e) 
CALL rnnx ;KINU,<C,ppoD,noR,ITCR.43,40,4e,t fCR) 
rALL Ff i rx iPSOD,k'INU,PRODl, l , , .CR,nCR,'<2,40,40,: iCR ) 
; A L L FMUX iPRCDi,Au5,vEC,noR,ncR,4o: 
S l -O. 
DO J lE' l . r iOR 
~ SI -Sl+A^-Sv IB miEC(IB) 
CALL rnox t<iNu,AU5,uECi,noR,noR,40) 
PcExl"v)ECKriOR) 
C >"<GU F0RP1 S2 
= 2 -0 . 
DO 5 ic- i ,nca 
5 5£«52+2,«P*U6<IC)*vEC(IC1+2 .»V6(IC)tUECKIC) 
CALL FHUX iK INL ' ,U6,UECl , r iOR,nOR,40> 
- = E X 2 ' . ; E C K 1 0 R ; 
CALL FI1UX I PRODI,V6,UEC,H0R,MDR,43) 
S J - C . 
DO 6 ID - i ,NOR 
b $ 3 * S 3 + ( P x t S > S U o ( I I > J * U E C i l D ) * 2 . * P * U 6 ( I D ) * U £ C l ( X D 3 
C CC:'-=UTE OCR FCR 'JARIO'JS RISE FARAHETFRS E-
L - I T E ( E , 2 ~ l S l ,S2 ,S3,SUPiJ 
IF : L I T E S T . E O . i J GO TO 15 
urjH'<J.xSltP/SUFU > ' ( S 2 * I 2 - 4 . « § 1 * S 3 ) 






C COMPUTE GCR FCR 'JAPIOUS I'ALUES OF E BEGINNING UITH 
C ESTART IF ESTART ."GE.EflIN OR EHIN IF ESTART.LT.EMIN 
URITE <6,29) £flIN,P 
URITE (6,301 
IF (ESTART-EfllN) 10.9.9 
9 E-ESTART 






DO 12 I- 1,100 
IF (ENT-E) 13,13,13 
IS ENT-ENT*!. 
13 CONTINUE 
IF (E.EO.ErilN) GO TO 14 
GO TO 15 
scisc-a. 
GO TO Lg 
CONTI',LE 
DISC«<E**2)t(52M2-4.*SI»S3)-4.*Sl*P/SUnj 




GCRf..(-S2xE-5DI£C J^CB.xS: ) 
DEFFVF*E* APE x2*GCRfU APEX 1 
IF ( I C E S T - l ) 1 2 , 1 7 , 1 3 
uPITE ( 6 . 3 C 3 
URITE ( 6 , 3 2 ) E,GCPP,DEFP,OCR'":,DEFn,P,DISC 
CONTINUE 
DO 19 I- l .MOR 
UEC( I > P t E * U 6 ( I ) + QCRP«A'J5(I J 
UECKI )-P*E*U6(. n + Q C R W U S d ) 
IDGT«C 
CALL LEG'l'Cr '<, 1, MiOR,-C,vEC , IDGT.UKASEA, IER J 
DE-PI'UECiHOR) 





DO 23 J J - l , n O R , 2 
DElAP»D£LAP+UEC(nORPl-JJ ) 
LELAn-DELAfi + UECKPICRFl-JJ ) 
URITE f S , 3 l ) DELA*,DElAP 
IF (LDTEST-1) 2 2 , 2 1 , 2 2 
RETURN 
CONTINUE 
.RITE ( 6 , 3 2 ) E,QCRF,BEFP,OCftn,BEFf l#DEFM,DEFPl 
L'RITE ( 6 , 3 3 ) (UEC( IA ), I A - 1 ,P10R ) 
URITE ( 8 , 3 3 ) ( U E C l ( I B ) , I B - l , n - O R j 
IF (E.GT.ESTOP) GO TO 24 
IF CJ.GT.O) GO TO 23 
E-EMT 
J - J + l 
GO TO IS 
E - E + l . 
J - J + l 
GO TO IS 
CONTINUE 
URITE ( 6 , 3 4 ) 
URITE ( 6 , 3 5 ) ( X I C >, I • 1 , M ) 
GO TO 25 
ESTART-EfllN 
CALL TANGNT (ESTART, P,f1CR,.T, SI, S2, S3, SL'P1J,ETAN) 













E - 3 . 
CALL DEFLCD < fl, H I , H2, HOR . SLiriJ. P, X , HI , AK1 , AK2, E ) C 
CCNT : N U E 
RETURN 
P C ^ . M T i' / •' , 4 t E 1 2 . 5 ,.5> > , / ' 1 
F C ^ M T < : o x , i n * , r> v r i i 5 " ' *£G,aH*x , / / 1 
FOZr.AT i •'/ , 20X, lH*,CONDITIONSATOPTl!HmiNERTIA, 1HX , / ' , 12X, 5HE 
'..E 
• 12.S,SX,4HFC**,€12.5,'".' i 
FGPHHT V.// , 15X. 1HE, lSx.^GCRP, 13X.4HDEFP, 13X,4HQCRtt, 13X,4HDE 
• i 
FORHAT i lex, iKt.CHANGEIN^REA, lht,/', l0X,6HDELAi1»,El2.5,6HDELl 
El 
J 2 . 5 ) a 
r ? = fiHT (/ , : O X , ? ( E 1 2 . 5 , 5 X ) ) 
Fi'RriAT ( 1 ^ , E E 1 2 . 5 , / ) 
Fr,= -;^T < ' / , 5X ,2£H.» t . *0FT i ; iU f l INERTIA D I S T X X X , / / ) 
FOR^.rtT U ? A , 5 I E 1 2 . S , 3 X ) ) 
E S ' o p - E n i N + i e . 
xEND T E S T * * * * x * * * x x * t * * x * x x x s * * x x j : x * * i * t x » * * * * * ! * * » J X 
D I ' 5 2 x * 2 - 4 . * 5 l » 5 3 
C 2 « 4 . t P * s l ' ' S u " ' J 
Tl«P.iC 2XC4 + C2*o6<riOR ) -P*C : *C1 
T2'P*CW'SU:1J-rtU5' MOR )/ C2. XSUflJ ) 
T3« < F * C 4 * 0 6 ( M C « ) )>C2 
T4 . (PxC4 'U6 'nOR) )/5UrtJ 
I T * t * ^ t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * ' * 
SL.t-CUTl.ME rEFLOO (M,W , r i2,r iOR,SUf1J,PCR,X,Xl , A K I , A>'.2,E ) 
» J X t U ! U H t 1 t x i ( I M U t t U « » i 
Li;:£'-;ION ^(40), Xl(-O), AK1(?3,2), AK2(70,2) 
PSTOF-l.SxPCP 
IDTEST-l 




CALL ELK1.0D iM#rti,M2#MpR,SUnj,P,X,xl,P.Kl,AK2,LDTEST,E) 
C EACH CALL TO BUKLOD UITH LDTFST -1 LULL COMPUTE Gn AND 
C OP AND "HE DEFLECTICNS 
-:TOP-i.5»F^5 
1" kP.IT.PSTOPi GO TO 3 






i n j , P C R , £ , S X , E I 4 , 5 X , 3 E 1 2 . 5 , / / : 
END 
E«£mN+DElE 
I - I 
D I S C - ( E K X 2 ) * D 1 - J 2 
If (DISC) 1 4 , 2 , 2 
2 G»»r-Sc*E+SSRT<DISC) ) / ( £ . » S i ) 
Q r , M - S 2 * E - S G R T ( D : S C ) ) / ( 2 . x S l ) 
Tpf n - ( Q P » * 2 ) x P i * £ * G P * ( T l x ( E * x 2 ) + 7 2 ) » P J : E * ( T 3 x ( E x * 2 H T 4 - u 6 i n O 
R ) / ( 2 . 
i *SUMJ;) 
Tf1( lJ - . i (Qn**2 J tEx f t l + Ont 
R ) / ( 2 . 
i *SU^J ) i 
• lx (Ex ' i ;2 ) + T2) + F x E t ( . T 3 « ( E t t 2 } + T4-U6Cv l0 
URITE ( 6 , 1 6 ) E , G P , C n , T P ( I ) , T n c i ) , I 
IF ( 1 - i ) 3 , 3 , 4 
3 1-1*1 
E»E*DEl£ 
I F E E - E S T O F : 1 , 1 , 1 3 
C TEST FOR ROOT FOP 1 ) 1 
4 T E S T P « T P ( I ) * T P « i - I ) 
TESTil-TfKl »tTfl< 1-1 ) 
IF CTESTF.LE.e .G. f iND.TESTN.LE.a . I GO TO 7 
IF (TESTP .LE .e .e .OR.TCSTn .UE . f t . ] GO TO 5 
GO TO 3 
5 IF CTESTP) 6 , 6 , 1 2 
-OR'IAT ( i e x , / / , 2 4 H t * L 0 f t D DEFLECTION D A T A * * , / / , 1 0 X , 2 1 H L D T E 5 T , 
* * x * M * S a * x x x * X J ; * t * * * l : X * * * ***:*-
SUBROUTINE TAHSNT tEmiN,p,noR,fl,si,S2,S3,sunj,ETAm 
ttttttttixtttttt*xtttxtzttxt$,t 
c 
C AFTER SUCCESSFUL AHTI-SYIW OPT, THIS SUB UILL ATTEMPT TO 
C LOCATE BV ITERATION THE UALUE OF E FOR UHICH SNAPPING UOULD 
C OCCUR UHEN P-PCR. THIS PRESUPPOSES A TANGENT POINT FOR SOflE 




QP'(-S2*£ + SQRT(DISC) )/(2.«SD 
£-ETANf(DELE-'2.l 
IF (OP.GE.C ) GO TO 3 
URITE (6,17) ETAN,P,QF 
GO TO 3 
7 CONTINUE 




connoN / N I / TP(iee)/N2/Tna00)/Bi/KitMe,40)/B2/x:2(4e,40) 
OOnnON /B3/ AU5(?0>/B4/U6M0) 
C FORM COEFFICIENTS IN BUCK EON 
C t*tUZSTxxxx\xxxxxttttttttttttttztXttXttttttttt%ttt 





IF (QP.LE.O. .AND.G.^.LE.0. ) GO TO 0 
IF (QP.LE.e.) GO TO 9 
GO TO 1© 










GO TO 11 
QC3-G.fi 
C C N T I N U C 
UK'I 'E C6,1S! ZtQP,0^rP,im n , T P ( I )..OCR 
E - E T ^ N - M C E L E "c . ) 
GC TO 3 
CC-JTIMUE 
E T - N - E - . T E L E ' E . i 
E'ETPN 
r i ; c - - . E t t 2 ) * ? : - D = 
0 1- i -E = *E-S jKTi DISC ) i . - ' (2 . *S l ) 
E-ET^N+iDELE -2. > 
IF iGi'i.GE.O. .' :0 TG 3 
L^I'E ^b.lv: ETAN, F, Gil 
GC TO 3 
HT "THIS STHGE THE TANGENT hAS EEEN DET UITH THE APPROX 
VHLLE of THE LOAC. UE :CULD REDUCE THE UALUE OF E FROH 
?T«»- ANj fGLUE THE SVnn BUCKLING PROB FOR IOPT BY ITER 
CN P .LE.PCR. 





URITE i6,51> I,Sl,S2,S3,P,Sunj,E 
E-E+TELE 
IF '.E.GE.EETGFi GO '0 15 
I-i 
GC "0 1 
CONTINUE 
3£ToRM 
FORMAT (i0<,£?H£,QP.QPI,TP,T«,l FROH TAUGHT, 5E1S-. 5, 3X. 14, / ) 
FCRHAT ( 10/, iHt,CF:~ICHi:CNDITlONSPTTANGENTPClNT, 14H* 
I,/', l^,3HETAN*,El2.S,5X,4HPCR»,Ei2.S,Sx,3HQP»»El2.5,/ 3 
18 FORMAT i. I3X,23H*8CTH Til AND "P CHANGED SIGN*, //, l§x,£SHE,QP 
G''i,PC> 
l,Tn,TP,GCR APE,7E12.5,/) 
13 FOR/IKT <10X,iH<,CRITICALCGNDITlCNSATTANGENTPQINT,lH*,//,10X 
SnETnN 
;-,El,2.5,5X,4HPCR«,E12.5,5X,3HGn-,El2.5,/) 
20 FORHHT (18X,E4HiN0 TANGENT POINT FOUND BET EfllN AND E5T0P 
1 *, 8H.//, iex,, EfllN, ESTOP, P,QP,GnARE,13H,/,10X,5E 12.5) 





SUBROUTINE COEFB < P , A l , C I , C 2 , 0 3 , 0 4 , M O R ) 
ttxxxtxtxxx.txxxxxxtxxttxtxtxtx 
REAL K2,KINU 
COMMON / B 2 / K2<4e ,4O) /Bg / 'K INU(40 ,40 ) /B l2 /UECC4a) 
COMMON / B 1 V UEC1(4O)/B3/ 'AUS(70) /B4/UG<40) 
C l - 0 . 
CALL FPIUX (tCINU,AUS,UEC,flOR,P1OR,40) 
DG 1 I » l . n C R 
C l - C H - K a < r i C R , I J * U E C ( I ) 
CALL FMUX (KlNU,US,UECl,nOR,P10R,4©) 
ca«a. 
DO 2 J - l , n O R 
C2-C£+Ai."5t J )*UECl f J ) 
C 3 - C . 
DO 3 i a « l . r i O R 
C3'C' j + U6C Ift )*VEC1 C IA ) 
C4-e . 
DO 4 I B « l , r O R 





SUBROUTINE SINURS I A, AlNo, N, IA ) 
m m i * U i i t « i i j n i * n j j i H n i 
C TO CCrlPUTE INUERSE OF 5Y^ fi&TRlx USING IK5L LIN'v£F. 
C THE PARAMETER IDGT - 0 ITERATIVE iriPROUHENT IS AUTO, 
DIMENSION A(IA,i), AINUCIA,!), UKAR(SG0) 
IDGT-0 




SUBROUTINE FMTUX ( A,.X, v, M,N, HA > 
txttttxtxixxtxxxxxxxtxxxxtxxtx 
DIMENSION A; MA, 1), X(l ), Yd ) 
C FIND Y • A TRANSJX 
C UhERE A(H,N) 
C MA IS ROU DIH OF A IN CALLING PROG 
r 
DO 1 I - 1, N 
Y d 3-0. 
DO i j-i,n 








DIMENSION ENER(M), X(rtl), XICP13, DUEC(H2i 
DinENSION ELUECC4J, EKH4.4), PR0D14) 
conriON /i2/ u/i3/E/ii/sunj 
COMMON /A/ RHO,EXP 
connoN /5/ EL/ie/synn 
IN SUB ENERGY COMPUTE AUE ENERGY DI5T. OUTPUT WILL B THE 
CURRENT ENERGY DIST STORED AS A VECTOR,ENER<n>. 
AT THIS STAGE UE MUST FORMALLY SPECIFY THE EXPONENT AND COEF 
IN THE INERTIA AREA RELATION, I • RHO*(A**EXP3 
UB-O. CO 
o 
u-o. DO 3 J-1.11 















Do 3 I«1,M 
rE'INE THE ELEPEM PI5PL UECTQS! EU'EC FR0P1 DUEC 
DO 1 J- 1.-4 • 3 
E1 UEC ( J >OUEC(£*I-2 + J ) 
COSTIVE 
C M I L CC;:EXI I :,ri, ru ,x,xi ,EK I ) 
SOU F 0Rr-; MATRIX SECTOR PRODUCT 
C«*LL F"UX iE<i,ELVEC,Ff<0D,4.-4,4 ) C 
N.\. nuLT EL^EC AND PROD 9 
Esn.--!'C 
EN_J • >ELyEC(< ) >*CFR0D;< > 3+ENUM 
CONTINUE 
N.0L CONFUTE THE DENOH 
R£\?-l. E'«P 
DENCr> C -. ( x IC I ; )/PH0 )**REXP:tEL 
FIHHLLY THE ENERC.v. CENOfl WILL BE GREATER THAN ZERO SINCE 
*IiD UILL EE RESTRICTED GREATER THAN ZERO. 




NO'J ENER IS THE CRITICAL ENERGY DENSITY FOR EACH ELEMENT 
UB IS TOTAL BENDING ENERGY;UI IS TOTAL INTERACTION ENERGY 
U'uB 
U UILL EE THE TOTAL ENERGY 
^R;TE I£,n ) u.y 
UE * 0 * HAVE THE AOE ENERGV FOR EACH ELEMENT C0RRES TO THE 
PARTICULAR INERTIA IN EACH ELEMENT. 
UE H-'-'E THE ENERGY DENSITY DIST FOR GIUEN INERTIA 
NOLI : UE:< FCR CONVERGENCE. 




DC 5 j - i , n r u 
ELjc-rtP^E-ENERCJ + l ) C 
IF <DIF) 4,4,5 C 
MAXE-ENERU+1 ) 
CONTINUE 
MAXE IS THE LARGEST ELEMENT OF ENER. NOU SELECT THE SPALLESi 
C 
niNE-ENEHd J 
DC 7 J-1,HM1 
DIF-ENER(J*il-niHE 
IF (DIF) 6,S,7 
HINE-£NER(J + l ) a 
CONTINUE 
IF THE DIF BET flAXE AND KINE IS SHALL ENOUGH,THE 
ENERGY DENSITY DIST. IS ALHOST UNIFORfl AND OPTIHUn IS ACHIEU3 
COMUG CRITERIA IS 3* 
URITE (6.12) HftXE,niNE 4 
C0Nvc-< <nAXE/n iHE) - i . ) f i ee . 
URITE (6,13) 
CONTINUE 
URITE (6,IS) D'JEC;2*n-i ) 
IF (C0NUG.GT.3.) GO TO 9 
URITE (6,16) 
GO TO 10 
CCNPUTt NEU INERTIA 
CONTINUE 
CALL INRTIA (n,U,EN£R,Xl,XlCLD) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
FORMAT (//,5X,14hT0TAL ENERGY, U. 3X, E 12 . 5, /,SX, 23HT0TAL U0LUM 
1 ,3X,E12.5,///) 
FORMAT (/,5X,7Mr:AxE IS, 3X, E12.5, /, 5x, 7HMINE IS, 3x,El£ .5, /// ) 
FORMAT (//,18X,lEHDI£PLACEn£NT,8X,6HENERGY,BX,7HINERTIA.//) 
FORMAT <1ZX,3KE:?..5,SXI > 
FORMAT <10X,E12.S) 
FORMAT f/x*20X,3aHENERGV CONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED,//) 
END 
tXtXXXXXti.ttttXtXttXlttXtttttX 
SUBROUTINE INRTIA (PI,U.ENER,XI,XICLD ) 
xxtxxxxxxtuxtxttixtttxtxxxxxt 
DIMENSION ENER(M), XKM). DELUM0J 
DIMENSION XIOLD(M) 
DIMENSION 7X1(40) 
COMMON /5/ EL 
COMMON /«/ RH0,EXP 
Conn"', /?/ U0L,XIMIN,EXP1 
LET XI B£ TXI 
DO 1 IM-1,M 
Txiun)«xi(in) 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE NEU INERTIA TXI 
COUNT-0. 







DO 4 I - 1, PI 
DEN0M«DEN0l*i*C ( C CUEFF*ENER< I )/U)*XEXPl )JXKI ) U * U ./EXP )*EL ) 
CONTINUE 
B-CRhCt(UEFF**EXP))/(DEN0^1*»:EXP) 
DO 9 J-1,M 
IF :TVJ{ J K E S - X l f l N ) GC TC 6 
TXI ; J >E «i (ENERi J m'ErF/ 'U U*EXP1 U T X K J ) 
5 C O N T I N U E 
6 CCN7INJE 
C LE HAUE ThE NEU INERTIA DIST. EX.^INE TO SEE UH1CH IF ANY AR 
E L E f i 
C 1 » H N x r n i M 
j>- iCOUNT.EQ. 1 . ) GO TO IE 
>:< 9 M - i , n 
X I D I - - T X I ;KI ) -Air . lN 
IF i *, I : I F •  7 . 3 , 8 
C COn?UT£ vOLur.E CHANGE 
7 DEL*.- <I )-EL*< C 1 ./RHO i * * ( l . . ' E X P : ) * CXiniN**C 1 . /EXP ) -TXI ( KI )XX < 
l . / E X F 
1 ) ) 
TXI in: I )»XININ 
r i X I « h A l * l 
3 COf-tTlNMg 
3 CONTUSE 
C DEFINE THE NEU EFFECTIVE uOLU^E 
DO ; o ' < l - i , n 
fUPl*sU.vi + DELU(lCI ) 
10 CONTINUE 
IF iSUn.EQ.G. ) CO T 0 I 2 
UEFF-UOl-SUP 
DC : : j j « i , n 
! c v T M < J J ) . E C . X i n i N ) GO TO 11 
T X K J J >-Xl i J J > 
11 CONTINUE 
C RECALCULATE THE UNSPECIFIED INERTIAS. 
COUNT* 1 . 
CO TO 3 
12 CONTINUE 
DO 13 N » l , r 
XIOLD(NK)'XKNK) 
X K N I O - T x H N l O 
13 CONTINUE 




C CHECK TO INSURE THAT THE CONSTANT VOLUflE CONSTRAINT IS SATIS 
FIEB. 
suni-e. 
DO 14 JK-i.PI 
SL,fll-SL'M14( CXI(JK)/RH0)»*(1./EXP))*EL 
14 CONTINUE 
C SJMi SHOULD EQUAL UOL EXACTLY. 
ERROR-SUHI-UOL 
URITE (G,1S> ERROR 
RETURN 
C 
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